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ABSTRACT
T^.^s-investigation includes experimental measurements of
canopy.at^enuatian at I0,2 GHz (X-band) for canopies oi= wheat and
soybeans, experimental observations of the effect upon the
microwave backscattering coefficient (o'°} of free water in a
vegetation canopy, and experimental measurements of ff° (^0.2 GHZ,
50°, VV and VH polarizationy of 30 agricultural fields over the
growing season of each crop, The measurements of the car^apy
attenuation through wheat independently determined the attenuation
resulting frog the wheat heads ar^d that from the stalks. !fin
experiment conducted to simulate the effects of rain or dew on ^°
showed 'that ^° increases by about 3 dB as a result of spraying a
vegetati on canopy with water. ^'he temporal observations of ^° for
the 3C agricultural fields (l0 each of wheat, corn, and soybeans)
Indicated that fields of the. same crop type exhibit similar temporal
patterns. N^odels previously reported were tested using these
mutlitemparal ^° data, and a new model i :or each crop type was









A remote-sensing instru^ent--such as radar--mounted on a
spaceborne platform offers enormous scientific and nonscientific
potential. Tasks heretofore thought impossible now are becoming
feasible . on a global scale because of such systems. one of the
applications far which spacet^orne remote sensing seems custom-made
is environmenta'I monitoring. This includes but is not limited to
monitoring snow coverage, sea-ice coverages and land-use patterns.,
as well as determining the. areal _extent of vegeta^ed land.
Sensors operating in various parts of the elec^rromagnetic
spectrum have been utilized for various applications. The mare
common sensors operate in the optical, thermal-infrared,
millimeter; and microwave 'regions of the electromagnetic
spectrum.
	
Each sensor band or channel .operates at a different
wavelength and receives new information about the _target .by virtue
of its spectral propert7es. Hence, an optical sensor operating
alongside a microwave sensor can provide helpful supplementary
data about the target being observed.
1.^ Radar as a Remote Sensing 7001
A senso^^ operating in the microwave region has certain
advantages aver one operating in the optical/thermal. Infrared
region. The—mast widely known. advantage is exemplified by the
all-weather capability of radar sensors, i.e., the capacity of
micr0waves^ to penetrate clouds and pnecipitation without much
attenuation.	 While this is certainly useful, there are other



















of the wavelengths involved, microwaves can penetrate a variety of
.land-covar types to some extent, thus providing information on
rover height or thickness, background material, etc, In addition,
because radar provides its own source of illumination, both
incidence -angle and polarization can be regarded as free
parameters to be optimized along ,pith frequency ar wavelength far
a specific application.
^fhe application to be inv^:stigated in this study is the use
of radar as a remote sensor of vegetation, specifically,
agricultural craps.
^.2 A ri cuI tural Moni"tors n
From the standpoint of the user, desirable radar capabilities
include the identification of crop type, the determination of
where and to what extent plants within a given field are
undergoing stresses that may have an impact on yield, and finally,
the prediction of final yield.	 In order to provide such
information, an understanding of the physical parameters affecting
tine quantity representing. the sensor's output, c°, is needed,
.Investigators (^risco and Protz, 1980; Bush and Ulaby, 1978}
have examsned the effectiveness of microwave remote sensors.
(primarily radar) as target discriminators, i.e., the ability of
radar to distinguish urban areas from forest from farmland.
Further breakdgwn into crop. types is possiblA in some cases, as.a.
result -of a crop's temporal- "signature" ..(not to be confused- with
spectral signature}. As examples of these. "signatures," Figures









	 variation	 of Q° from a winter wheat field in
Manhattan, Kansas as measured at 13 GNz with a 5O° incidence angle
^?
Q.). and	 VV	 polarization.
	 Far	 comparison	 purposes,	 the	 temporal
behavior of the green
	
leaf area
	 index	 (LAI)	 is presented in the
i
same plat.	 Fi gure 1, 2 ^ shows the temporal	 variation of c^° from a
f spring	 wheat	 field	 in	 France	 as	 measured	 at	 9	 GHz	 with	 a'	 4O°
incidence	 angle and VV polarization.
	
Again	 the	 accompanying LAI
.
-is , presented	 as	 we11.	 Mote	 the	 similarities	 in	 the	 temporal
behavior of a°, i.e,, both exhibit an early peak followed by a law
operiod fa1lowed by an increase in a .	 f^otice also the coincident
^ increase in LAI followed by its decrease, which corresponds to a
(






^	 ,whereas	 the	 peafc	 1eve1
	 of	 LAI	 from the	 Kansas	 fie? a	 is	 ^bou^,t	 8,
-^
the peak Pram the French field is only about 4.
	 Yet the peak in
o° f om Kansas is about 0 23	 2 m-2	 r -6 4 dB	 wh	 as t e	 kr	 m	 o	 ere	 h	 pea
^^
in o° from France is about *2 d6 or Z.6 m^ m"^.
	 This difference




I. calibration difi^erences, 	 Overall, it may be shown that wheat has
^^ a definite temporal
	
signature,	 although	 at this	 point	 it	 is	 not
mown whether it is a unique one.
Another example of a crop`s temporal signature is depicted in'
Figure 1.3.	 The	 temporal	 behavior
	
of	 Q°	 of	 corn	 for	 two
consecutive	 years	 X1.975	 and	 ]. g76)	 at	 14.2	 GNz,	 5.0°	 and	 fiO°
^^
incidence angles, and Nti polarization is shown.
	 If we ignore the
difference in inci-dente an 1es and
	
rc^ceed^with our tom orison
	 e9	 p	 p	 w
see striEcingly similar patterns, t'noc^gh some differences are also
3
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^'	 Figure 1.I
	 Temporal history of 
°VV X13 GHz, 5{^i) ana l.AI fromManhattan, Kansas, as reported by Ulaby, et al.
i	 (1984). Stags of grozrth is f ^dicated by Feekes'
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Figure 1.3	 Comparison of 1974 and .1975 temporal variations of
^° of corn over a pert od of four months.. Also
shown are the rainfall histories for the two years;
the numbers next to the paints on the graphs refer
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1.3. The -Need for Models	 '
In order to .use radar- effectively as a remote sensing tool ,
the. physics of the. sensing process must first be understood. Such
an understanding - can be gained by investigations into theoretical
electramagnetics and through extensive experimentation.
	
The
farmer provides explanations for e certain observations in the
.experiments, whereas :the 1- otter verifies or refutes- the proposed
theories, Through these^etforts, theoretical models are. evolved;
yet these models can - also be considered empirical because they-can
be "fitted" to experimental data.
	 As the models become mare
accurate, specific information- about the physical properties of
the target is .needed to serve as input to the models.
When agricultural fields are used as targets., properties
useful as . inputs to these models include soil canditions , ^canopy
attenuation, and pl -ant dielectric constant. The. role of the soil
background in radar backscattering ( ^°^ has been studied
extensively both experimentally {Batlivala and U1aby, 1977)^and
theoretically {Eom and '^ung,	 2982; ^l1aby
 et al., 1982,
Chapter 12^.	 Data on canopy attenuation are very limited,.
although this state of affairs is changing {Ulaby and. ^ledlicka,
1.983; Van Kasteren and Smit., 1977 ) , .	 Similarly, the dielectric
properties of _plant . ,parts are only _ _now. -
 being extensively




levelaped to varying degrees of complexity. For example, spme
treat the entire campy as a homogeneous layer with . ^nclusians
that provide a suitable alt^edo related to backscatter •ing or ^°)
and attenuation, whereas others r^odel a volume of leaves as having
specific shapes and angular distributions. 	 Clearly, the farmer
model -
 is mare easily tested - given the limited information about
.plant parameters (ground truth), whereas the latter requires
extensive. measurements and has therefore not been tested fully.
I.4 Scope of the Investigation
To further thtis.line ofi research, this investigat3an included
experimental data orr canopy attenuation - and u° from various
canopies and atte^ipted to exte^id current models in order to yield
superior fits. An attempt to relate thetemporal behavior of a°
to harvested yield was made, using purely empirical approaches as
well as ether appropriate methods currently in use. Fii^aTly, this
investigation extended its findings to examine the effects of
varying sensor properties, i.e., the effects ofi frequency,
incidence angle, and polarization, on a °.
8
_._
__	 w	 _^ .^.:.-	
_^-.- -
developed to var^'ing degrees of complexity.	 For example, some
treat the entire- Campy as a homogeneous layer with inclusions
that provide a suitable albedo (related to backscattering ors c°}
and attenuation, whereas others madPl a volume of leaves as having
specific shapes and- angu3ar distributions.. .Clearly ., the former
model is more easily tested liven the limited information about
plant parametet^s ^graund truth}, whereas the latter requires
extensive measurements and. has therefore-not been tested fully.
7..^ Scope of the Investigation
To further this line of research, this investigation included
experimeni:al data an canopy attenuation and a° from various
canopies and attempted to extend current models in order to yield
superior fits.. An attempt to relate the temporal behavior of c°
to harvested yield was made, using purely empirical approaches as
well as other appropriate methods currently in Use. Finally, this
investigation extended its findings to examine the effects of
varying sensor properties, i.e., the effects of frequency,
incidence angle, and polarization, on c °..
8
_. ^
` electromagnetic energy and a crap canopy is necessary.
The	 backscattering. from
	
a	 vegetation	 canopy	 consists	 of
scattering
	
from three	 sources:	 the	 direct	 backscattering
	 From
plants, the direct backscattering from soil	 (including the. two-way
^.^ attenuati on 	 by _the	 ^anbpy),	 and	 multiple	 scattering	 from
.^ plants/soil.	 A visual	 Interpretation	 of. these three	 scattering
^._^ sources	 is	 presented	 in	 Figure 2.1a.	 Due to the fact that the
multiple scattering term involves two (or more} reflections, it is
generally considered to 6e insignificant when compared to the sum
^^ r of the direct backscattering terms.	 F'ar this reason, most models
attempting to	 predict the magnitude	 of the backscattet^ed energy
-the	 hlence,	 theignoremultiple	 scattering term.	 backscattering
process may be visualized as depicted in Figure 2.1b.
E	 icai
	
Models with a theoretical
	
basis	 but i c	 o at'mp^r	 _	 n orp r	 ing
( measured	 data,' have	 bean	 developed	 by	 Attema	 and	 Ulaby	 ^i978},
Haekman	 et	 al.	 (1982),	 and	 Ula^y	 et	 al.	 {1984),	 among
	 others.
These	 have	 the	 basicmodels	 all	 same.	 structure,	 i.e.,	 the
backscattered	 energy	 received	 by	 the	 receiver	 is	 composed
^'.I
primarily	 of two components: 	 (1) vegetation	 backscattering
	 and
(2) soil backscattering attenuated by vegetation.
	
Mathematically,
the models may be written in the. form
_^
9
.^.-^--,w.	 _	 _.	 _	 _
} 2.0 CANOPY ATTENUATION hfEASUREMENTS
2.1 Xntroduction
Using the microwave spectrum to monitor .agricultural i:argets
showy significant ^ potential (8risco and Protz (i98O}; Bush and
Ulaby (1978}}. In order to utilize this potential to its fullest
extent,	 an	 understanding
	 of	 the	 interactio,.	 between
^..
iDirect Backsca^fier from Plan^^
Direct Backsca^^er from Soil
	 ^	 ;




M^	 ,'	 t	 ^	 ^	 -




ta} Sca^^ering Sources 	 ^	 ! i f
•	 ^	
^.^
^ Bacl<sca^^er from Vegetation"VVa^er Particles" 	 ^	 - . r,
^_^
^Z' Backscatter f ram Soil	 ^	 'i
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• tb) Equ[va]e^^ Cloud Model
	 ^ ^
-	 rf
dackscattering contributions from a vegetation.
	 '^	 ^^
canopy: (a) scattering sources and (b} equivalent











. * _	 :,	 __
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^.
0	 0	 0	 2
^ar^ ^ eveg { asoil ^^ ' (2.1}
where can is the .total backscattering coefficient reaching the
receiver, Yeg is that part of scan due entiFely to backscattering
by . plant parts, and soilis that part of c^^ andue to backscattering
from the underlying soil surface attenuated twice by the
vegetation canopy (hence the L 2 term).-
The part. of can resulting from soil b^ckscattering has been
investigated previoasiy (Batlivala and l^laby 197; Dobson and
Ulaby X979}. and was found to be dependent on three .soil
parameters. (1} .surface roughness, which may be characterized. b;
an effective FMS height and correlation l ength, ( 2) soil 'texture,
and (3) soi 1 moi 5ture.	 For a given- fief d, the first two shoal d
not change appreciably over the growing season. 	 The third
parameter, however, changes on an almost daily basis. 	 Models
characterizing the e^`fect of moisture changes onsoil	 (for a
. given frequency, polarization, and incidence angle} take the farm
(Ulaby et al., 3.982)
soil.-	 A	 exP(8	 ms }	 (m^sn^ z),	 (2.2}
where. A and S are constants that incorporate the roughness and
texture ^actars, ,and ms is the soil moisture content of 'the
surface-.layer...
Thus, .the e soil component of scan ^s predictable, leavi. nq aVeg







^.Jhelpful to establish reasonable values for each. Since Gan
can be measured directly, and Soi l
 can be estimated, knowledge of
one component yields knowledge of the other.
2.2 Review of Past. Results
In the past, a number of people have attempted to measure the
attenuation of microwave energy by plants. In 1974, Attema and
Kuilenburg (1974} reported two-way attenuation coefficients for
potatoes, oats, barley, and wheat ranging from 30 dB m" i
 for
potatoes to 12 dB m- ' far wheat. The measurements were made at X-
band, ysing a X45° incidence angle and VV palarizatian. In 1917,
van Kastern and Smit {1977) reported one-way attenuation
coefficients for potatoes at six locations within a single field
on a single day at X-band. Their values ranged from 25.4 d6 m"1
•	 to 63.& dB . m" I . They attri buted this vari obi 1 ity to the t^umber of
leaves present between the transmitter and receiver.
In 1970, Stat^y, Johnson, and Stewart (1970} reported one-way
attenuation through wheat at 16 GHz with a 90° incidence angle
through a canopy 5 feet wide_{l^2 cm).
	 From their data, which
were acquired using wheat at the harvest. point, i.e., having about
10^ moisture content (wet basis}, one-way attenuation coefficients
were. computed to be 1.1 dB ,^n-^ and 0.43 d6 m'^ through stalks..{900
stalks .per m"?) at V and N polarizations, respectively, and
between Z.8 and 12.8 dB m" j through the fieads {900 heads per
m" 2).	 In 1984, U'laby and Jediicka (1984} . ^^eparted one-way
attenuation. values through corn and soybean canopies an a temporal












For corn, their values ranged from about 8 dB m'^ early in the
-^	 season to about 5.8 dB m -z at full canopy height X2.7 m}. For
=^	 soybeans, thei r values ranged from about 6,9 dB m b 1 early in the
1	
season (height = 20 cm} to about 22.6 dB m - ^ at full canopy height
1	 (102 cm),
.^	 Lopes {1983) reported ane-way attenuation through wheat
- 	^ stalks at 9 GHz with a 94° incidence angle as a function of
polarization.
	
The values ranged from. about 23 dB for purely
vertical polarization to about 1 dB for horizontal.
C	
2.3 Experiment Descri ption
f
Xn order to determine values for head attenuation.and stalk
. ^^ attenuation. in wheat under natural field conditions, .measurements
-	 were made on 23 ,lurie 1983 on a winter wheat field in the north
i Lawrence ^ICansas) :area. 	 See Table 2'.1 for crop and field
parameters.
E	 _
`^	 The equipment used iri making these measurements included the
Mobile Agricultural Radar Sensor- (MARS}, which is a trucle-mounted
FM-CW X-band scatterometer that _operates at 10.2 GHz. -The system
is described in Gable et al, (1981) and a summary 6f its
-	 parameters .are' presented in Table 2.2,	 Also used in these
experiments was a small ^7- x b-cm aperture) - X-band horn antenna
connected via a detector to a logarithmic power scope comprising
the receiver. The experiment consisted 'of the following steps:
with the transmitting antenna approximately 14 m - above the soil







Winter Wheat Attenuation Experiment
Ground-Truth Data'
Measured ^° (50° Incidence Angle, I0.2 GHx)
^VV ^ -15.I^4 d8
HUH = -20.74 dS
.	 -	 Canopy height: :i^75 cm
^{ead ^ i ength : 8 cm
Punt d^r^sity: 900 plants m^2
Row spacing: 20 cm
'	 dead moisture: 45^ (wet basis, gravimetr7c)
Leaf maisture: I6^ (wet basis,: gravimetric)
Stalfc moistura:	 ^ 63^ (wet basis, gravimetric)
Soil moisture: 20.9	 (dry basis, gravimetric, 0-2 cm)
F{ead water content: 0.437- !cg m'"x
0.034 kg m'^Leaf water content:









^ MARS System Parameters
TYPe	 ^ FM-CW ,,
. Modulation Triangular
-
Frequency:	 fo I0.2 GHz	
^
_
RF Bandwidth:	 pf 420^MHz ,.
Transmitter ^'ower 60 mW
-	 IF frequency:	 fIF	 ^ 22 KHz
Antennas:
O
Height above ground	 ^ 9.3 m
Transmit-antenna diameter 30 cm
Cross-polarization antenna standard. gain horn ; `^^
Transmit feed dual	 dipole ',





^Azimuth 4.3I° i.	 ^
1fH Elevation: 5.44°
Azimuth	 ^ 5. ^.4° 1
Look-Rt^gle Range:	 a 2Q° - 80° from vertical
































































polarized) the receiving antenna was placed in the field,Wi -thin
•the. main beam of the transmitting antenna. This receiving antenna
was mounted .
 an a structure that enabled the
- operator to
continuously vary its height above the soil from. l32 cm down , to
23 cm.
	
The height of the 'receiving antenna was output as a
voltage via a potentiometer. Thus, by monitoring the output of
both the power meter and the height -voltage,- information about
attenuation versus height was available. To remove any effects
due to antenna gain variattions, the system was also calibrated
without a canopy between the antennas at the same range and
incidence angle. The result of this cal i brati ors was then removed
from the data, thus leaving only the effects of the canopy.
2.4 Results
From sax Iacations within the same field, separated by
approximately one meter, canopy attenuation profiles were recorded
under two conditions.	 First a profile was made Under normal
conditions.	 Then, from the same position, another profile was
made of the same area, but with the wheat heads removed. A sample.
plot is shown in Figure 2 . 2.	 ^fotice that the profile of the
.canopy with. the heads intact shows higher attenuation than the.
profile with the. heads. removed. Also note the strong .
 oscillations
in the profile that includes the heads ._ To examine- the effect of
the heads alone, the difference between the two curves was plotted
against the height, of the receiving anten^ta. By mul ti p:l yi ng -the
height scale by tan e, the x
-scale was converted into horizontal:







Crop Type: Winter wheat
Planting Der:sity : 900 m_Z
Row Spacing : 20 cm
Canopy Hei ght: 105 cm
mead Length : 8 cm
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transmitting antenna.. A sample plot s
 as described, for one of the
six locations is shown in Figure 2.3. In addition to the overall
level of approximately ll dB, notice the oscillatory behavior
indicated in Figure 2.3. 	 Th y: spacing between peaks is roughly
20 cm, which corresponds to^ the raw spacing.
	 This may be
explained as a clustering of the heads every 20 cm, whereas in
between, the density drops. Based an such head-attenuation values
from all six locations, a histogram of the head attenuations was
produced and is s pawn in Figure 2.4. From these data the mean
head attenuation under these conditions was found to be
approximately 8.3 d8, which corresponds to an attenuation
coefficient of 52 d6 mri .	 If we assume that the attenuation
coefficient is proportional to the imaginary part of the
refractive index of the heads, 
nhead' 
comparisons with Story`s
data are. possible.	 At I0^ moisture, 
n
head = 0.16 at 12.2 MHz
(Nelson and Stetson, 1975) .and at 24q moisture 
nhead	 0.48. In.
obtaining these values, a correction for bulls densities was made
in accordance with Nelson (1976). .By. extrapolating in a linear
fashion, at 45^ moisture nhead ^ 0.95.	 Thus had Story et al.
measured , heads with 45^ moisture, they might have seen attenuation
coefficients ranging from 45 to 74 d6 m" 1 at 900 heads m"^, which
was the head density in the RSL experiment. Thus the numbers
obtained here seem appropriate.
In addition to information about head attenuation, stalk
attenuation data are also available 'from this series of
measurements. By taking the overall attenuatlan due to the stalks
(.the leaves are neglected, as they contain only 15^ moisture,
.	 18
:y	





















I)cte; Jurse 23, 1 °5.i (day 174}
Temp: 85 -- 90 F
Crap Type: Winter W}^eat
Planting Density: 900 . giants m`2
Row Spacing: 20 cm
Canopy HeigF^t: 1.05 crn
Head Length: 8 crn
Head Moisture: X5.4
Frec}uency: ^ 0.2 GHz.
Polarization: VV
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15 Date, tune 23, 1983 (day 174}








Plantirfy t3e::s'ity; 900 plants tn_ x -
Row 5^cc:.^.c: 2L^ crn
Ccnop, He:^^tt: 105 cm
Head tee.^,c:n: 8 cm
Heap'	 !o;st::re: 45.4 a ('+'rs$ Sasis^
F reque:;c^^; Z C.2 GHz
..
Polan^a^;on; ^1 V
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	 histogram of head attenuation from aiZ six
iacations.
r	 y
whereas the stalks contain 63^^ and' dividing by the hei ght of the
stalks determined from each plot of attenuation versus height, an
attenuation coefficient due to stalks is obtained, for each
location; Figure 2.5 shows these values.	 In addition to .the
dverall	 magnitude,	 notice ^ also the	 variability between
locations.
	
This is attributed to within-field variability in
plant moisture and density, the latter being the more. dominant
factor.
Rn identical experiment was tried^an a spring wheat field,
also in the North Lawrence area, an July 29, 1983. Table 2.3
gives ,-the crop and field parameters« sy this date the canopy was
ready for harvest, with all plant parts having moisture contents
of only. 8^ (wet basis).	 Attenuation profiles were made under
three conditions:
	
full canopy, canopy without heads, and no.
canopy.	 Under all three coeditions., at two locations, no
difference k^as seen in the pra^Files, i.e., no measurable





2.x.1 Absorption Lass Factor of Ganapy Stalks
This section provides an approximate method for computing the
a^sorpti on l oss factor Lat (e, p) far a canopy of thin verb-cal
stalks of .height. h. The ma jar reyui cement of the method i.s that
.'.the stalk's diameter be much smaller than the wavelength 7^, where
:.,
7^ ^ ^a/ y is the wavelength in the stalk material with relative
permittivity E^. Thus, the size. condition depends on the stalk
diameter d, the water content of the stalk material (which tin turn
































j	 2	 3	 ^	 5	 6
Location in Field
Figure 2.5
	 Graphic ^i sp1 ay of the Way i n which the st;at k	 a








1"ab1 a 2.3 ^ '
^, Spring Wheat Attenuation experiment	 ^ '
-J Ground-Truth Bata.





^}	 ^ ^vt^ _ -2a.83 de
^^ Canopy height;	 ya cm
^_t Head moisture:	 8,5^ (vret basis, gravimetric^	 _ -
Stalk moisture.:	 8.1^ (wet basis, gravimetric) kj
Sail moistur-e: 	 2.5^ (dry basis, gravimetric)



















^• ^^.	 ^	 ^	 ^^
condition
	





{^G = 3 cm}, even for very moist stalks 	 (E^ = 30}.	 Ulhen the size f	 'I^
condition ss violated, the loss value obtained may still prove to
^,
be	 a	 useful	 estimate,	 ^lbest	 a	 rough	 one,	 of	 the	 true	 loss ^_^
attributed to stalks. ^._
Karts	 (a} .and	 (b}	 of	 Figure	 2.b	 depict,	 respectively,
	 a
^_
horizontally	 polarized	 wave	 and. a	 vertscally	 polarized	 wave ^i
^^
incident upon the upper surface of a di el ectri c s1 ab ^ consi sus ng of
^;
thin parallel
	 cylinders oriented along the x^axs s.	 The parallel -^	 ^^^,
orientation of the cyl s nders leads tb the characters zati on of the ^^':







Because of azimuth:tT symmetry, Ex = ^, Such a medium is called a	 ^,^..
,'
uniaxial crysta'! in optics (Born and Wolf, 1965, Ch. 14} and the
direction of orientation of the cylinders is referred to as the
	 `" '
optic axss. In the present treatment, the optic. axis is parallel
to the surface normal of the slab {z-direction).
The dielectric _ compor^erts cx and ^z can be rebated to the
relati ve dselectric constants of the inclusion (stalk }. and host	 i--^
materials, ^v and ^, respectively,. and the -
 inclus-ion volume 	 ^ '
fraction (volume. of stalks per unit.valume of canopy) vst by the	 .
^.^
dielectric mixing forrnulas gi^ ren by Polder and Van Santee.
	 ^
Specifscal^y, for vs^ srna11 (typically, Vst = 1C^-s to 10' 2} and
^^














	 tb) Vertical Poldrizctian
figure 2.5	 A depiction of haw a numner of thin, parallel









Each of the above relative di eI ectri c constants i s i n general a
complex quantity, e = e' - j e!'. Also, as we shall see below, ex
and ^ are associated with the propagation of an "ordinary" wave,
and ez
 is associated with the propagation of an "extraordinary"
wave through the crystal {dielectric slab). Hence, we shall use
the notation ^ _ ^y
 = so and EZ = ^e , where the subscripts "a"
and "e" denote ordinary and extraordinary, respectively. These
substitutions lead to







V + ^^Z .^ ^^^^^
^,^ _
	 4 vst ^v {^.?^
a	 ^ V ^, I)2 ^, (c„v^^
E” = v	 E!I























for stalks with a high moisture content, ^^ and ^^ are each larger
than 1.0, •^ n which case ^ and ea can be ^ i mpl i fi ed to
^a ^ ^ ^ 2 ySt
	 12.10).
Since Ey and >r^ . increase with increasing moisture content at
comparable rates, the above ekpression for ^a leads to the result
that eQ decre,^ses with increasing moisture content of the
stalks. In the limit where the stalks are "perfect conductors"
with ^^ _ ^, we have sa = 0. This implies that: ord •i nary waves
propagate through such a uniaxiai crystal with na dielectric
loss ° Since the electric field for an ordinary wave is in the x- y
plane, it cannot induce currents in vertical-wires if the diameter
of wire is suffYCiently small relawive to X to' be considered
zero. Hence, there is no absorption-and .no conduction, i.e.,
there is no dielectric lass.
According to the treatment o#' wave propagation in uniaxial
crystal s given by Born and Wolf ( i965, ^h. 14^, ,the results given
b^1ow apply to the configuraL• ions shown in figure 2.6.
f^orizontal 2olarization
	
The attenuation coefficient for a horizontally polari -zed wave
	
^ 3











{,^Eo }^. (2.13} ^	 ^	 '^,
0
-^
Since v5t is very small, EQ ^< 1 and
«h = a^





The stalk's di electric 1 oss . factor for canopy hei ght h is ,
^„	 ,,







Vertical Polarization ^ ^	 ^	 -.	 '
Altho^^gh in the general
	
case e" ^ ^' ^ ^, these ti^ree angles ^
r.^
are approximately equal	 far a .stalk canopy. because E	 and ^	 areo	 e ^	 ..	 '.
each only slightly larger titan- 1e 	 This is a consequence of having




volume	 fraction- of	 stalks,	 vst ,	 is	 of ttte	 order of	 10^-^ or
sma11 er.
i-^•	 .
The attenuation caeff •tcient far a verturally polarized ways
(Figure 2.6{5}}	 is ^^



























	 r7^ _ [ im { e^^,	 ^	 (2.18}
a
and no is given by (2.13). 	 Finally, the dielectric loss factor









	^	 ,4pplication to Fxoerimental data
	
!I ^^`	 This model may be applied to all tt^^°tee sets of data mentioned
j	 earlier• concerning wheat. stalks:	 (1) this data set,, (2) story's
-	 ^	 data u and (3) Lopes' da:^a.k
.In the first set, wheal: stalks were observed at 10 .2 {^k{z with
an incidence an 1e of 60°.	 Tf^e mean of measurements from sixg
,^ ,
locations. is 3^ .^ d8 m-1 with a standard deviation of
^^.^
12.4 d8 m- ^•	 From the measured plant parameters, a volumetric
water content of 35^ was computed. Based on measurements made. by
Ulaby and Jedlicka ^1983^ of wheat stalks at 8 GFIz, the. stalks
!^
were found to have . a diel ectri c of 10 . 81 _j9^.53. By apply?ng the
	'^ ^	 mixing formulas reported by .Polder and Van Santen { . 1.945). andi
de Loor (1.96$). for needle -like inclusions comprising a volume
F^1 fraction of 0.OQ363, , tfpe_ di electri c along the vertical or z-
	
''^	




































horizontal or x- or y -direction was 1 .006 -j ^D . 00042. Based on
these valures, the model for uniaxial media gives an Index of
refraction for a vertically polarixed^wave propagating at an angle
of 60° from the opti yal axis of 3,.014 - j0.00611, which
corresponds to aone -way attenuation of 2I. 1 dB m'`^. The measured
value of 30.4 dB m' I is within one standard deviation (I2.4 dB
mrj ) of the computed value.
The next set, Story`s data at Ifi Ghz, is for dry stalks. He
reports . the vertical attenuation coefficient to be 0 . 55 dB m-1,
whereas the horizontal coefficient is 0.22 dB m-; through a
planting density of about 900 plants m -z. Using start dielectric
data at . 8 G}lz, modified to fit the vertical polarization data
{0.54 dB m^ z ), the horizontal attenuation coefficient was computed
using the. technique described above. It was found to be 0.25 d6
m"' I , which yi e1 ds a ratio ^f 2, 2:3. (dB) relati ve to the measured
ratio of 2.^:i ^dB). It would seem that this model again proves
satisfactory.
Finally, a -plot of ^.opes' data along with the modeled fit is
shown in Figure 2 .7. Nis a l ^ and al correspond to extraordinary
and. ordinary -wave attenuation. Clearly, . the model provides close
agreement. to the measured data. Since the wave's direction of
.propagation: is orthogonal to the optical-axis of the uniaxial
medium, the wave is simply decomposed ^^tto extraordinary tV
polarization} and ordinary (H polarization} components, attenuated
appropriately, added once again, and^thei^ squared to yield the
power. The ratio here bei:^reen vertical and horizontal attenuation
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Data. and model reported by Lopes (^983^ shawzng how
attenuation through whea •G stalks is dependent on
polarization.
^	 -!`	 ..




khan Story`s data by two orders of magnitude. This is due to the
hygher stalk moisture content.
2.4.2 Absorption ^.oss Factor far Wheat Heads
A similar situation isseen in the wheat -head absorption
data.	 The measurements by Lapzs (1983) sftawn in Figure 2.8
indicote unequal attenuation through- the heads at 9 GHz at a 90°
incidence .angle for V and H polarizations. This again implies a
uniaxial^like behavior yielding a larger absorption factor for
vertical polarization t^^an far horizontal . Further compl icati ng
the situation is the fact that the heads are not as uniformly
vertical as the stalks, and due to -their larger dimensions
.	 (comparable to a wavelength at X-band), a substantial part of the
attenuation may be due to scattering. .Accurate, measurements hive
yet to be devised to quantify the latter effect.
Ignoring these added camplex^ties, a computation of the loss
due to absorption is possible.
	
The heads may be modeled as
prolate spheroids whose major axes are all vertically parallel.
Again, the de Loor formula applies with the following results:
vh {^h-Z)
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where a and b represent the x- and y-directions, and • c denotes the
z- ar verti.cal direction. Also, vh
 and ^ are the volume fraction
and dielectric constant of the inclusion material heads) and the
dielectric of the host medium (air) is 1. Eccentricity, e, is
given i n terms of the rati o of the minor axes (a and b) to the
major axis tc}.
In applying these formulas to the 1983 experiment reported
earlier, first it is necessary to obtain a -value far Ehead•
Neis^n and Stetson X1976) reported values for the dielectric
constant of winter wheat grain as a function of gravimetric
moisture twat basis) up to 24^ aver a frequency range from 25Q Nz
to 12.1 GF1z, Fram their findings it is possible to extrapolate a
moisture of 45^ and correct far the difference in bulk density
.using the results given. by Nelson 11976}. Fram .
 thi's we attain a
value for the head dielectric of G.92 - j4.74. The ground-truth
data permit. calculation of the volume fracti an ' and .this i s fond
to be G.GI016.	 Now the only variable left unknown is the
eccentricity. Physically, the head measures about 8 cm ^n length
and about I cm in diameter, yielding a value for a/c of Ij8. This
variety of wheat is characterized by awns, i . e., it has .hairlike
34
..	 _	 —
fibers extending from^the heads in a vertical direction. Tf we
Include the awns in the length measurement, the aJc term is
1I^15. Using these two values,. we compute values for n^ and nX of
0.0169 and 0.0012 for the awnless case and 0.0205 and 0.001.1, for
the case with awns.
These values, when figured for a frequency of -10.2 GNz and an
incidence angle of 60°, yield values of vertical attenuation
through an $-cm layer of heads of 3.8fi dB and 4.8fi dB for the
awnless. case and the case with awns. 	 The uniaxial crystal
properties ,have been included in the above calculations»	 The
reported value for measured attenuation is 8.3 dB with a standard
deviation of about 3.5 dS.	 As neither the non-vertical head
^^ distribution nor the loss due. to scattering has Weer a^:counted for
fit .
	a definite conclusion cannot be drawn.
^^^	 2.5 SUMMARY
Ta .aid in the understanding of the interaction between
microwave energy and a vegetation canopy, measurements were made
on a winter wheat field which demanstated that under the
conditions described, one-way attenuation due to the heads when
moist. is approximately 8 d8 at fi0°, 10.2 GHz, vertical
polarization, and attenuation due to the stalks when moist ranges
from 15 to 48 d6 m` I . The valve of the head attenuation .
 agrees
with values reported previously by Story et a1., after adjustment
for rrroi store differences are made. The variability - i n the stal k
attenuation is similar to that seen by van lCastern and Smit, which















-^antennas.	 Also, for a dry :canopy (8^ moisture content) no
,I
significant; attenuation was found.	 ^
A^ model that treats- the stalks (and Za^ter the heads) as
uni axial crystals was applied to the measured data as well as to
pr^viausly reported data. ^ Good agreement was shown, indicating
that a similar mechanism may be in action.
2.6 Sliding^Horn experiment
In this section, the details and results of a sliding -horn
experiment are presented. The methodology is similar to that used
by Ulaby and Jedlicka (T983).
The major advantage of the sliding-hare experiment is that it
yields a large number of independent samples, which when combined,
_	 provide a goad estimate of the average -and standard deviation for
canopy attenuation, as shown by Ulaby and Jedlicka (1984).
Rnother advantage of the sliding-horn technique is that
attenuation can be measured as a function of horizontal position,
whii:h means that autocarrelation and associated statistics become
ar;ailable.	 This is important for applications to theoretical
models.
2.6.Z Expet-iment Statistics	 -	 ^	 ^^
	The one-way attenuation through a lossy-vegetation canopy-has
	 j i
^^
been r^odeled by Attema and Ulaby (975} as.
^_^	 i.









where a is the incidence angle relative,to nadir, h is the canopy
height, and ke is the extinction coefficient. Far a lossy canopy
with a small aibedo, extinction 7s dominated by absorption, hence
k^ = k a , where ka is the absorption coefficient.






ka = 2a,	 (2.25)
where a is the field absorption coefficient, ko is the free-space
wave number, ^, is the complex relative dielectric constant of the
medium, and n" is the ir^aginary part of the index of refraction of
the medium.
^'he . received power through a vegetation canopy at position x
is therefore
P^;( x) = Po exp (^2 kQ n"(x} ^ h(x} sec6},	 ^ (2.27}
where P^ is- the signal strength that would be received without an
intervening canopy, .and n" and h are: canopy parameters that are




..ter_- _..^ W . ^	 ^ ._ _-- --____^
. Pr(x} = kx + kz n"(x}, 	 ds





where kx and k 2 are constants far. a given transmitter polder level, ?^ a
incidence angle s canopy height, and frequency. ;.j
-_ ^'
Given	 the	 magnitude	 of	 the	 transmitter	 power,	 k i	 may	 be ,
determined,	 leaving kz n"(x},
	
attenuation in dB,	 as the measured
-^
quantity.	 Based on this	 knowledge,	 statistics
	





















where W(x} is tine function for which the autocorrelation is to be
computed, and ^ is tFe displacement or lag,-	 A(r} is normalized by
^`.
the A(0} factr^r, the. autocorreiatian with zero lag.
^,
_
2,7	 Saybean Attenuation Experiment
{^








	 ^ '	 in` a	 fully-developed	 soybean	 canopy. .




























1 ^^ Soybean Attenuation Experiment
Ground-Truth Data ,;
^^ _	 DATE.:	 ^7uly 20,	 1983 (Day 201)
TEMPERATURE:	 95 - 100°F i '[
Crop Type:	 Soybeans
'^i
Canopy Height:	 82 cm




Row Spacing:	 74 cm
Percent Coyer:	 90 - 95^ '
Soil^Moisture:	 3.7^ (0 - 2 cm, gravimetric) ^ ^	 ^^
Leaf Moisture:	 76.4
	 (Fresh- Basis)
Stalk Moisture:	 81.2	 (Fresh Basis)
Leaf Fresh Biomass:	 0.50 kg m-2
^
Stalk Fresh Biomass:
	 Q.970 kg m-z : -^,^
si
Measured ^° (50° Incidence Angle, 10.2 GHz, 2 Trials)
1^'',l Pola
7
ri^jzation	 VH Polari.jj^zatzon '^
._^
-7 s 26	 —^6•J6



























^^ ^ ^	 ^ x ^^
Figure Z.9	 P7an of the experi^ent setup for measuring
soybean-canopy attenuation by using the
sliding-horn technique.
^ .,	 ^	 ,.	 __
a plan of the experiment arrangement. 	 The experiment was
performed three - times to improve the statistical quality of the
data, Figure 2.3,0 shows the recorded data. in its raw form,
.^;
Two problems immediately appeas^. `First the power l eves at
the beginning and end are not equal, altfiaugfi neither suffers any
attenuation due to the "cleared" areas shown in Figure 2.9. 	 y
Second,' the record length for a known distance is different from
one trial to the next. , The first problem is caused by the fact 	 },	 ^.
^i
that the transmitter is supported and transported by a truck. If 	 ^^
the motion of the truck is not exactly parallel to the motion of
the receiving antenna, the antenna pattern causes a reduction in
signal strength, This may be corrected if it is assumed that the
signal- lass is a ,linear process as a function of position. The 	 II	 ,,
I	 ;,^
second problem is also truc!c-related. 	 The recording mechanism
•	 records signal strength versus time; thus, although the -truck 	
t^
:.^:'
maintains anear-constant speed during- the-pass, its speed varies 	 :^
j
between trials. This too may be corrected, since. the length of	 ^	 -
the canopy section is known and shows. up clearly in the record.
The edges were defined as the paint at which the signal drops 3 dB
From the power- received at that end. 	 ^ f
Based upon these correi^tions, Figure 2.11 was generated,
excluding tse regions outside the canopy,_ One signir"leant error
	 ^^
remains. however, and it cannot be corrected, 	 in trial 3, the	 -	 ^ i
signal level dropped- because of truck drift, and it is passible
that the signal strength became comparable to the `noisy-floor	 `,^,
level, thus corrupting the results. 	 ^ience, this data set may	 ^'



































Figure 2.10	 !•teasered power through a sayhean canopy as a

























O.a	 5.7	 ^ 9,^	 -
^^	 HORIZONTAL DISTANCE (rn^
I"'igure 2.11






,^.	 ^	 _^^	 -
---	
`^`
^^,^, ^^	 c .—_^._.. _.	 ,. __	 . _. _- ._	 __^i	 ^.	 ^	 ^	 x..16	 `".'^'^
2.7.1 Experiment Results
Both the mean and the standard deviation of one-way canopy
attenuation were computed for the three trials after .excluding
0.5 m from either end due to passible edge effects. These results
are shown in Table 2.5, along with the number of discrete samples
ar elements into which the data were segmented, and the distance
each element represents, as well as the offset needed to correct
the raw data. The means far trials 1 and 2 were . quite consistent,
whereas that for i:r7 a1 ^ was off by about one deci bei .
A histogram was. computed for each trial, and the results are
shown in Table. 2.6.	 A plat of the histogram computed for all
three trials combined is shown in Figure 2.12. The distribution
is seen to approximate a normal or Gaussian distribution and has a
mean of x3.6 dB and a standard deviation of 2.6 dB.
The correlation length at various. points within the record
was also computed for each trial,	 The results are shown in
Table 2.7. Again, the results for trials 1 and 2 agree, whereas
trial 3 results do riot. The offset in element is the number of
elements from the left edge in Figure 2.1I, at which point the
computation starts. 	 As an example of the shapa of this
autocorrelatian, a plat of the computed autocorrelation is shown
in Figure 2.13 from trial 2, with an offset of 200 elements.
Figure 2.13 shows what appears to be a consistent period of
about 50 cm,' The cause underlying this cyclical behavior is not
















Sliding Narn - 5aybean pata, July 20, 1983
10.2 GHz, 3l°, V-Palar^ization
'	 ^ Slope Total Mean Std. No. of Element
Trial Correction ^dB^ Ho. of Elements Attenuation {dBj Dev.	'dB} Elements Used Size
^cm)
1 5 479 13.2 2.35 438 2.39
2 -	 3 469 13.4 2. 89 428 2.44
3 .8 448 14.4 2.44 409 2.55
13.8 2.61 12T5
TABI.^ 2.6
^ljstogram Data - Soybean Data
Numbar o^ Data Points Exceeding a-I but Nat. «
ac^dB }
Ta al 5 6 7 $ 9 10 11 12	 13	 14	 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
^	 1 0 0 6 $ 20 23 31 75	 71	 b5	 57 52 2b 2 2 0 0
2 2 fi 7 6 15 32 39 41	 .65	 77	 43 39 25 15 7 4 5
3 0 0^ 6. 5 6 7 14 57	 45	 ^46	 71 65 63 20 3 1 0
Total 2 6 19 19 41 fit 84 173	 181	 .188	 171 156 3.14 37 12 5 5
---_^ 
￿=°











^ Q.2 GHz	 37 Deg
V ^oic ►' ^c^ian
Pr'^;N nTFF,IUATiON = 13.6 d9
STAiac^^^3 D^r1^Tl^i^! = 2.6 ^^
Date: JuI^ 20, X983 (Dcy 2D1)
Temp: 9a -- ^ G^	 F
'Crop Type: , $aybeans
Planting Cens:^yy: 26 plants m^'z
tow Spicing: 74 cm
%c{rcp; ,-'ei^Cht: 82 cm
Leaf. ^r1o;s^ure: ici o ^'^`Jet Basis)
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Off set (^I ements }
_^ a
_'
^^,^Trial 50 100 150	 200 250 Mean
1 '8.4 10.7 12.8	 13.2 i3.2 11.6
2 7.9 13.1 15.2
	 11..0 11.9 11.8
n ;
'.












X4.2 G^-!z 37 Deg
V ^'alc^^a^:o:^
r^	 - ^




Figure 2.13	 Example of tt^e computed autocorrel ati an i:rom tl^e
attenuation pots.
^,	 _	 _	 _,_ _..	































2.8 Vertical Attenuation Profile Experiment
Immediately after the three sliding-horn trials Were
performed, vertical attenuation profiles were produced for nine
locations within the same canopy. From ;these profiles, total one-
way attenuation was determined by subtracting the power measured
in d8 at the bottom of the canopy from that measured above it.
Since the height of the receiving antenna in this ease was the
same as that for the sliding-horn experir^ent, i.e. , • about 23 cm,
the estimates of attenuation should agree. 	 For calibration
purposes, one additional vertical- attenuation profile was made
without any canopy abstraction.
The resultir;, attenuation estimates for the nine locations
are shown in Table 2.8. The mean, 1.5.9 d8, although high, when
taken in conjunction with the associated standard deviation,
overlaps the estimate yielded by the sliding-horn data. 	 The
increased standard deviation is a result of the limited sample
size (9} as compared to over 400 samples far trials with the
sliding horn.
2.9 Summar
An estimate of the one•-way soybean canopy attenuation was
arrived at by two methods.. The sliding-horn method yielded an
.estimate of 1.3.8 ^ 2.fi d8, wherAas the vertical • attenuation
profi 1 e yielded 15.9 ^ 7.5 dB, at 10.2 GEIz, 37° incidence angle,
and lf-polarization. Hence, the sliding -horn n^^thod seems to be
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Vertical -Attenua^i on Profi 1 e Data, Soybeans, Jt^^y 2D, 1983 ^ ^^




i.ocatian [^o. Attenuation ^dB^ ^	 ki
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A histogram of attenuation .was also obtained from the data,
which revealed a near-normal distribution.	 Further- analysis
yielded correlation-length estimates of about 22 cm and cyclic
structures tin autocorrelatian with a period of roughly 50 cm.
2.1a Comparison with Past Results and Models
The experiment .described above is a repeti •uion of a series of
similar measurements made in 1982 at the University of Kansas
(Ulaby and Jedlicka, 1934).	 TE^ase results are presented for
,comparison in Figure 2.1.4. On Day 20^, the one-wayattenuatio^t
was of the-order of 9 d6 through a soybean canopy about 58-cm tall
at an incidence ,angle of 52°. an Day 215 the canopy height was
comparable to that used in this report, i.e., about 8a cm, and
ore-way attenuation of about_ 15 d6 was reported.
Lt is' assumed the attenuation follows a secs behavior, i.e.,
a(B;dB) ^ a(O;d^)	 seta,	 (2.30}
where 9 is the incidence ang1E, • and a(9;dB) is the attenuation in
dB at an angle a. Using this modLi, the data obtained at 37° may
be computed for an angle of 52°; the result is a one-way
attenuation of 17.7 dB. Assuming a standard deviation of about
2.5 dB (,from the. 37° data) and a comparable standard deviation in
Jedl i cica `s data, the measurements agree. Unfortunately, Jedlicka
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	 Temporal variation of the measured one-way 	 ^
attenuation at 10.2 GH^^far a soybean canopy, and 	 1
,	 calc;ciated attenuation due to absorption by leaves
and stalky (from lllaby and Jedlcka, 1983).
^
f















	If the vegetation canopy is modeled as a collection of	 ^..^
,'
^.
	randomly oriented discs (not a bad approximation far a soybean 	 ^ `-^
^..
	canopy because of leaf shape}, a com^parisan with a theoretical	 ;;
	
model is possible. The model proposed by Folder and Van Santen	 ^^
11.946} and de i.aor (1.968) considQrs the case of ellipsoidal





, ellipsoids are compressed into discs and the host medium i s air.
The equivalent dielectric of such a medium is
^m
 ° eh
 + 3 ^ Ei - Eh }^^ ^' E^ )^	 (2.31}
where em 7 s the equivalent di el ectri .c constant of the- medium, the
.	 sc^bscri pt h denotes host, the s^bscri pt i denotes incl us7 on, and
Vi is the incic^sian volume fraction. A15o, E^ is usually_ replaced
by 
^m 
however when V i i s quite smal 1, ch and. ^ .are fairly close,
therefore, ^ is chosen.
dedl:i cka also reported .measurements. of a for tarn and wYieat
leaves as a function of Volumetric water- content at around
8 GHz. Using the value reported for corn , leaves and a computed
►.► ol umetri c water content of 54^, a di el ectri c of 20.6 - j 9.1 was
obtained far the leaves. A volume fraction of the canopy material
(leaves and stcy?kS} was computed to be 000282. This yields an
egofValent diel^ctri`c o^F` - the inedi'um of 1..Q3$ - jQ.01707. 	 Froin










where ^ is the free -space wavelength, n" is the imaginary part of
	
^^	 the index of reft•action, and h is the thickness of the medium. As
	
^
,^	 n^ _ ^, n" _ ^ Im ^ ^ . Here n" = Q. QQ838. At 10.2 G1^z, e = 37°,
	
^	 a one-wa attenua ion of 15.95 d8 is „redicted	 hereas 13.67 dBy	 t	 r	 : w
	^^	 is the mean attenuation measured. Again, an uncertainty of the























3.0 EFFECTS QF FREE WATER IN A VEGETATION CANOPY
'4¢
3,1	 Introduction `-'
One advantage of m^ crowave systems	 over apti cal	 systems is
^_^^
that	 Microwave	 systems	 (radars, radiometers}	 are. "all	 weather,"
^^I
i . e. ,	 sun	 position,	 clouds,	 fog,	 snow,	 and	 rain	 have	 negligible ^^
sal
affects an microwave propagation. 	 This means that remotely sensed
^-^data can be ac uir•ed at an	 tYme.	 ^q	 Y
The - weather may affect the characteristics	 of the target,
however.	 Backscattering from water will be different depending an
wind speed and di recti on e {Bradley, 1971} as well 	 as on whether or '^.
not it is raining, for example..	 A snow layer`s hackscattering may
's^
be	 different	 in the daytime and at 	 night, due to the change of -	 ;^
-,
phase of the water	 Stil es and Ulaby, 1980). ^
t__^
'
Another	 possible	 weather	 influence	 upoq	 target
characteristics	 is	 the	 presence	 of	 free water	 in	 a	 vegetation
canopy.	 The	 water	 may	 be	 present	 for	 a .number	 of	 reasons.
condensation or clew	 rain	 or i rri at7 an,	 The	 resence of free>	 9	 p ^	 ``' {	 .






to	 mi cra^aave	 sensors,	 as	 water	 has	 a	 much	 1 arger	 di e^ ectri c i^
constant than vegetation matter, iae., between 4D and 80 depending
^
on frequency	 (see Figure 3.1) for water_ versus between 10 and 30.
for	 fresh	 leaves	 stalks	 and	 rain	 Carlson	 i9fi7^•	Ulab	 andg	 t	 y `^`'
Jedlicica, 1983; Nelson and Stetson,	 1.976} at X-band and bel.^w.
The backscattering coefficient from ,a Vegetation canopy tnay ,
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.	 ^	 REAL PART OF DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
.Figure 3 . i
	
	
Cole -Cole diagram showing how the real and
imaginary parts of the dielectric constant afi.water






























0	 0	 0'	 2
can ^ ^veg } ^soi1 /L '	 (3.1)
where seg is the backscattering due to the vegetation
andsail is the backscattering due to the soil. The soil term is
attenuated twice by the vegetation layer, hence -the L^ term.
Therefore, even though 
soil increases with water content, its
influence may be ignored if seg 
^> sai1^L2 , i .
e., if Lz is
large and av^g is sufficient. U1aby and Jedlicka (^9$3) reported
values for !. of mare than 10 dB for corn and more than 20 dB for
soybeans at 10 .2 GHz, at 50 ° incidence angle with vertical
polarization at full canopy height. In Chapter 2, values far L in
excess of 30 dB for wheat at 10 . 2 ^Hx, fi0°, and vertical
polarization at -full height were shown. Hence, when the observed
cr° is sufficiently large, the soil component may be ignored for
wheat and soybean canopies, and perhaps also fer corn. Based an
this ^ information the influence of free water on 6can was
Investigated.
3.2 Ex eriment_Descri^tion
On June: I4, :ta$3 a small section . (approximately 40 teat by 15
Feet) of a winter wheat field was observed by the MARS X-band
scatterometer (Gable et . al., 1981). Water was applied twice by a
water truck in a fashion to simulate a rain. ^ Altogether,
approximately two' inches of water was uniformly distributed over
the area Logistical problems necessitated a second spraying to
permit observation of rapid dry-dawn.	 The weather, which was













	 aided the dryTwo	 sensors
I
^:mph,	 -down process.	 moisture	 were
i,
^.^
placed in the canopy .to qualitatively monitor the presence of free `'
water.	 Table 3.I lists the measured ground-truth data.
^^ On	 Auyusf:	 1,	 1.983,	 comparable	 areas	 of a	 soybean	 and	 corn I'
field	 were	 also	 observed	 by	 the	 MARS	 X-band	 scatterameter.
^,.;
^._^ Approximately- 1.5 Inches of water was uniformly distributed aver
^_
both	 areas	 to	 simuI-ate	 rainfall.	 The weather;	 which was	 c7 ear
with a temperature of about 85^F 	 and a wi ndspeed of 5 to IQ mph, i`
^^
-aided the dry-dawn process. 	 One moisture sensor was	 located in ^^
each
	
field to qualitatively monitor the presence of free water.










Plots of	 vVV and a^H versus ti me, acquired on dune 14, 1983
far winter wheat are shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3.	 Also indicated '
a e the	 ra i	 e eats aIon	 ith the moisture sensor data. 	 Nor	 sp	 y ng	 v	 g w
^' 	 ^^
^	 f scale is given for the moisture sensor data, as it is included for !^^,
qualitative value only.
	
It is proportional to -lag of the sensor
^^ resistance m:^as^?red, which 	 varied	 when	 abou^. ^,`r	 from ^ 20 Mst	 dry to
35 kst when mo •ast. j'
,.
Notice in	 bath	 ficdures	 an overall
	
increase	 of	 ^° of about ^
^^ 3 dB between wet and dry canopy conditions. 	 R1so in both cases, a
steady 'dry-down is	 observed	 in	 ao, which	 tracks the .sensor data
well.	 There is more scattering in ^°
	
than 
^VV around 150Q hours,.VH








Winter Wheat Ground^^ruth Data
Canopy Height: 3.09	 cm	 ,
Head Length: S cm.
Planting Density: 900 plants m'z
Ground Cover: 100
Head Moisture:	 ^ 53^	 (t^r^sh basis)
Leaf Moisture: 22^ (fresh basis)
Stalk Moisture: 6^ (fresh basis}	 '
Head Water Canter^t:
i
0.821 kg m a
^-	 Leaf Water Content: 0.071, kg m-^









Canopy Ne^ght: 85 cm
- j f'1 anti ng Densii^^: -z27 p1 ants ^
^' .Ground Cover: 90 to 95^






^j Leaf Water Content: 0.79 kg m z
Stalk Water Content: 0.910 kg m"^
_^ -	 -	 .
^^`
Sail Moisture - {0 - 2 cm, gravimetric}
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, Corn Ground Truth Data
__1
Canopy height:	 261 cm
^^	 ^
Planting Density:.	 3.2 plants m" 2	^^
lGround Cover:	 10 - 80^	 i
^_.^	
s
Cob Mai st+sre;	 ^	 1fi^ (fresh basi s) 	 ^^
.Leaf rloi store:	 13^ (fresh basis }	 1^	 r
Stalk Moisture:	 68^ {fresh basis) ^	 '^
7
Y
Cab Water Content:	 1.238 kg mtz
^^
Leaf Water Content: 	 0.488 kg m+^	 ^	 ^ ';:',I





^^ ^ 1Sail Moisture {0-2 cm, gravimetric}
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Figure. -3.3	 effects on c^^^ of 'sprayfing 4rater on a wheat







Plots of VV and VK versus time acquired an August 1, 1983
for soybeans are shown in Figures 3.^ and 3.5. Also indicated are
the spraying event and m©isturesensor data. 	 The .measured
resistance of the moisture sensor varies from > 20 Mss when dry to
abou^^ 30 kn whan moist.
In the case of vV^, a trend is discernible similar to the one
seen in wheat. Overall an increase of about 3 dB ^s seen in the
^VU of the dry .canopy.
In the case of QVH , an overall increase of about 3 dB is
again apparent. R large .amount of scattering in the data obscures
any defir! ite trend beyond a general decrease.
In bath .cases. the lever of a° at the end of the experiment
was h;gher than tfie level before spraying. The moisture sensor
indicates chat the canopy is nearly. dry by 1100 hours, which may
indicate the influence of the change in sail moisture upon Q°•
are plots of QVV and VET versus time
far corn, with the spraying event and
^ted also. The measured resistance of
from > 20 Mss when dry to ^ about 30 ks^
when moist.	 Equipment problems limited the number of sensor
measurements..	 '
.	 In the case of cr^ V , a single poi n^ acquired immed^i ately after





figures 3.6 and 3.7
acquired an August . 1, 1983
moisture sensor data indic^
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,^'1`ima of Day (CDT) "
Figure 3.4 Effects an Qvy of spraying water nn a soybean
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Figure 3.5	 £f^ecics or; 
^^H of. spraying waiver on a s^arbean



































































^ 2:^^	 13.0	 F
	
'	 ^	 ^.
Time of Day (CDT)
.	 ^^	 ^'
!=i gore 3, 6	 ^f^zcts an ^u^ of spraying water an a care
	
^
canopy: R1 sa snawn is the respanse air a jai sttsre	 ^
sensor.
6S
'	 l^	 ^	 ^;^
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Figure 3.7	 ^ff^cts on ^VH of Spraying water on a corn








^t^	 ^.^	 ...	 _ . .::
8^4. Conc1usions
i:or all three craps observed (wheat, soybeans, and corn}, t
presence of free water in the canopy results in about a 3^
increase i n vV^ over the case i n which no free water is presen
i'or corn. and. soybeans this value may be only 2 dB, as the soil m
contribute an additional ]. d8 due to the increased sail moisture.
Far v^, an .overall •increase is. seen in all three- crap
however, trends indicating dry-down. are difficulir to disce.
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response. In the case ' of ffv^, an overall increase of ab-out 1..5
i s all that separates the car,^-iiti ons before and after spraying.
Again, as in the case^of soybeans, this overall increase m
be attributed to an increase i n the soi 1 term due ^o an i ncrea
in soil moisture. Although no sail-moisture measurement was ma
after spraying, it is expected to be similar to the case
soybeans, since the soil type is almost identical and comparabl
amounts of water were applied.





4.0 MOaFl.S FOR. TFEE PRFQICTI{3N OF o°
The. ^ use of radar as a r•emote^sens^ ng tool ^ n the r"^ el d of
agriculture has been explored with promising results by
investigators throughout the world {van Kastern and Smit, .1977;
Ulaby et al., .1984; Peiyu et al., 1983).. Sy selecting the proper
frequency, polar9xai:ian, incidence angle, revis7t interval, and
resolution cell sixe, information such as crop type, areal extent,
and in some cases .stage of growth (Qr^ sco et al . , 1.982; U'l aby et
al., 1.984) can be acquired.
In order to use- radar data effectively, .an understanding of
the microwave interaction process is necessary. 8y knowing which
target elements produce dominant backscattering, an understanding
of the way. a target might- appear at another frequency,
pol arixat^ on, or i ncidence angle, as ^r,^l I as some knowledge of its
temporal behavior, may be gamed. Such an understanding is made
possible by the use of mathematical models.af the target.
.^	 These models incorporate such factors as the target's
geometric. and diel ectric propert ^ es as wel 1 as var•i ati ons ^ n both
its spatial and temporal scope.' ^ In order to. test such models once
conceited, reliable radar data :
 collected concurrently ^vith
_necessary information about. the target's parameters {grouncS tru*h)
must be ; ava7lable. The.^understanding gained by such a process can
hale to pinpoint which target parameters . are and which .are. not
si gnifi cant . as vtell as w4^ich new target- paramete rs shad]d be
sampl;^d as a result. of their potenti a1 iy si gni f^ cant influence on












4.1 ^[odel i ng
The first step in the modeling process draws upon prior
knowledge based on both theory and previous observations. Tfie
fundamentals of microwave behavior are- based upon Nfaxwell's
equations, from which, given sufficient . knowledge about the
target,	 exact
	
determi ni st.i c	 sal uti ons	 are	 theoretically
possible, Due. to the complex. and probabilistic nature of all but
the simplest remote sensing targets, however, this approach is not
widely used. Nevertheless, basic elements da lend themselves to
this effort in a genera's i•ash'ion. for example., in the case of a:
vegetation canopy,. the:. basic. geometry consists of a layer of
























may	 be	 thought. of	 as	 a	 collection	 of	 lossy L^ ^,,
scatte;°ers	 uniformly	 distri-bated horizontally,	 with - a known	 but
changing	 vertical	 distr7bution.
	
Such a	 description	 leads to	 a -^
^^
1^
mathematical - model . af-the form of Eq.	 (^.1}.	 each term in	 (2.1}
depends	 on	 frequency,	 p.olarixation,	 -and	 incidence	 angle. 1^^
Therefore,	 depending on the application,	 a certain set of radar ,-,	
,
arameters i s i dicaked as be7n^	 referable.	 l^hen monito^-i n 	 sailp	 n	 gp	 g
condition, namely, sail moisture, it is preferable to minsmixe the ^-^	 i-.
^i	 -
influence	 of	 the	 vegetation	 by	 selecting	 the	 proper frequency,. ^,
incidence angle,	 and polarization.
	
Invest-igatians	 (Ulaby et al.,
4	
{
],977}	 have	 sfiown	 that	 the	 use	 of	 low ^^frequenc^es	 (C- band),	 law
a
-incidence	 angles	 (around	 l0	 from	 nadir},	 and	 horizontal
.
pol ar. i zati on i s `cpti mum for thi s apps ^ cati ors.
^ ^
When.	 monotaring	 vegetation,	 t^^e	 proper,	cho7ce	 of ^ radar .
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vegetation term. Investigations (e. g,, Ulaby et al., 1984} with
this aim indicate the use of the higher frequencies (X-band and
higher} at incidence angles around 5C° (from nadir}.
4,2 The "Cloud Model"
A conceptually simple model developed by Attema and l3laby
(3.978} treats the vegetation layer as a "water cloud" composed o^
a uniform d7strlbution of identical water particles.	 Based on
this assumption, the y following elements ^ of (2.17 were derived:
Q cos e
e
L( g} = exp f k e h secs]	 (^.Ib}
where ke is the extinction coefficient of the vegetation medium
(Np m"^},his the h°fight of the vegetation canopy, and vv is the
• volume backscattering ;coefficient (m 2
 m" s }. Relating ^y amd k e to
the physical p' .nt parameters, Eqs. (4.1a} and (b} reduce,. by
virtue of the simple model, to •
x
i
ke = A • my ,	 ^	 (4.2b}
.	 I,
_.where ns^ i s the volumetric water- content of the- canopy (kg m"3},
•?,
and R..and. B are .constants. dependzr^g on frequency, palarizat7on,





L = exp{A my h	 sec s} . (4.5}
An express7on for the contribut7on of the soil was determined
emp7r7ca^Iy from measurements made an bare sa^'^ {^llaby et a1.,
1984} and takes the farm
C exp (^	 ms ) ^	 (4.3)
• where. C accounts far soil roughness, and D 7s a constant
representing the sensit^vfty of vs to the so7'I mo7st^re content
ms , .both of whtich are functtions of .frequency, polartizattion, and
tinctidence angle.
Inserttir^g (4^.1) through (4.3} tints (2.1} leads to
can{^} = B cos e(1 , ^^) -^ 
^2 




This model met with sigi,ificant success when applied to a number
	 1.
of crops, namely, alfalfa, corn, ^nilo, and. wheat, at Incidence
;;
angles rang7ng from 0 to 70°, frequencies from 8.6 to 17.0 GHz,
and HH and VV polarizations.
4.3 The. "Two-Layer ^1ode1' =	
In 1979, further measurements by Dutch investigators
concerning the bacitscattering coefficient from vegetation
substantiated the. effectiveness of the cloud model for predicti ng
scan fi or .other plant types. as well.- (.beets, potatoes,-and peas)
based on the knowledge of only a few pi ant parameters (Hoekman et
al., 1982). Difficulties arose;;hoavever, when_ attempts were made .
to predict ffcan for certain crop types. that produce small grains,
such as wheat, barley, and oats. .This was attr7buted by the
investigators to the fact that 7n the course of development, the
geometry of these p3ants changes significantly, as when the gram
head appears. To account for this phenomenon, a two-layer cloud
model was- adopted. The -upper layer consists of the grain heads,
whereas the lower layer is 'composed of the stalk and leaf
material. The upper layer contributes its own backscattering,
wh71e attenuating that. emanating from below. As in the original
cloud model, the same is i^rue for the iow^^r layer. This model has
the farm
can { ^^ ° Oz{^^ {I - exp{D^ • mw • hz • sec e)}
+ CI (B) ^1 - exp{D 1: • m^ 4 h 1	.secs)}
7a





• exp(D2 	h2 ^ my • secs . )	 ^ ^	 '
^^,
^	 e	 (^G	 ex k	 m	 1,
	
^)	 p (	 lv
a.




This two-1-ayes model, wh7ch .proved more su7table for pred7cting
	 ^''	 ^ ^^
	
^	 li	 ^_
scan using the ^nd y cated plant and so y a parameters as inputs was	 ^	 ^^








4.4 Muiticonstituent Canop, My odes	 E^ ^'
On a different. tack, inve,tigators from the Eln7versity of
Kansas, in 1979 and 1980 (E^laby et ai., 1 g83) made measurements of .
scan and supporting ground truth with the aim of reftining the 	 ^	 _
cloud model to include backscatter^ng terms for 7ndividuai plant 	 ^
parts. The crops observed were corn, sorghum, acid wheat, Again,
	
i	 i
it was necessary to treat wheat d7ff^rently than earn ar sorghum
because of itschanging geometry, as mentioned above.	 The	 ^
ava9lable ground-truth informat;on inci'uded sail moisture,. fresh-
and dr	 1 ant bi amass by l artt art ..and.. i ant ^ densY ty, he.i ht
	
Y p	 p	 P	 ^.	 p	 9 a
and green leaf area Index (CAT).
t
	Ana]ystis of all three sets of -crop data indicated ti^at the	 ^:
var y ation of °	 p	 ^ 1,^`cari with res ect to CAT was much the. sari ds -that	 €  ^ ^
'^' ^.
7^	 -
.^	 -- _.^.^ _ _... 	 - _ .^..._. _:_	 ,^:;--, yam_	 ^. ^-,^-_.^._ _. .,^^.	 .:.^----- _ _ r ..^..^-^---^...




observed using mv, the volumetric canopy water content. Replacing
my
 with LAI improved ac°an predtict •ian accuracy, given the necessary.
ground-truth parameters.. The explanation far this is attributed
to the fact that green leaves carrtain mostly water and are thus
strong scatterers of microwave energy. Although the the stalks
contain s7 gni f7 cant amounts of water, they da not cantri bate much
in 'bhe way of backscattered energy, especially in the case of
wheat, because of their geometry. Hence the LAI term includes
much of the same information as mti„ .nevertheless, it also iricludes
some information not. previau5ly available, i.e., the areal
coverage of the leaf material. This ability to relate LAI to actin
is significant in - that LAI is an important element in the yield-
prediction algorithm {Coelho and Dale, 1980}.
-The wheat model that evolved includes a backscatterin3
contribution by the heads, by the leaves as attenuated by the
heads, and by the sail as attenuated ` by bath the 1 eaves and the
heads. Thus, this model for wheat takes the form
a	 o	 o	 a•
actin ^ al eaf +ahead + °soy 7
actin ^ A • LAI{1 -exp(-^ • LAI}^- • exp{-D •DWT)
t
,,
+ B • DWT + C	 m$ • exp{-E • LAI -D • DWT) ^	 {9-.•7)
!^	 .
'	 where DWT is the. dry . head biomass per square - meter {kg m-2 ), ms is
the voiumetr'ic sail moisture {g cm-3), and - A, B, C, D, and E are .





This model	 7s d7fferent from those presented above ^n three	 ^ '	 ^ ;
s7 gn^f^i cant arrays. F^ rst, there 7s the appearance of the LAI terns^
mult7ply7ng .the [Y. - .expo 	 ^^ term.	 Secondly, there ^s a
d7ffe^^ent form far,head•. Thti rdly, there ^s a 1 ti near rather than
an exponent7al dependence of soil .an soli moisture. As for the
first d7fference, tin the or7g^na1 derivation of the cloud model ^it
was assumed that there is a uniform distrtibution of identical
water particles.	 If these water particles are not. in fact
identical but :are distributed in much the same way that water is
distributed in an atmospheric water cloud, the dependence of scan
..will have an my term Included in theleaf term•	 Kence, tin
keep7ng with the.utiIizatian of LAI in place of m v , LAI. appears as
a multiplyir^g factor in ^q. (4.7} because this farm is superior to
the one that does not include this factor, and 'there is a
rationale bahind it.
As for the second difference, a linear dependence an dry head
biomass was found to work best for a° and therefore was adopted.
The 'third difference is the result of a simplffication in the
model treating 6soi1 as a lfnear function of m s rather than as an
exponential. Indeed, there is but little difference over narrow
ranges of ms.
This model provided good agreement between. observed and
pred7cted a^an , thus providing 5nsight into the factors
determining what the radar is "seeing." The model was .tested at
3'our frequencies (8.6, I3, 17, and 35.6 GNz}, two_ polarizations




















^lh,.r; appl ,ed to the tarn and sorghum da a, the model ^s
similar in Its use- of LAI rather than m v , and zn the 1-i near rather
^I
than exponenttial dependence of 6sof1 °n
 ms'
"^	 One point of difference, however, tis that the 
^ieaf term
includes LAI ^n the exponential only. 	 This cho7ce was made
because the model	 ave rest^^ts 7n better a ree t
	 'thg	 g m n w^
^j	 measurements.	 S7nce the d^stribut^on of water part7cles tis
^,.
unknown, th7s cr^ter7on is reasonable.
_^
1
A second d7fference 7s that a new term,stalk, replaces thy?
6head tet-m.
The full model takes the form
^^^
	
a _ 0	 Q	 o
scan - ^l eaf { ' 6sta1 k + ^sa^ 1
^# ^`
can ^ A l eaf	 ;1 - exp (`g l eaf "LAI } J^
^%
`	 -	 ^ + A'	 m	 h,	 ex	 8'	 •LAI}








	 ms " eXp.^Waleaf 
'LAI	
` stalk my	 h2^ '	 ^,
.^ .	 ^.	 ;
^^	 ^	 ^	 ^	 `(^.8}	 ^
^^1	 ^	 ^	 ^	 -
The. stalk term. ^^ attenuated by thz leaves, - based on the
assnmpt.zon tfi^at backscatte^r7ng by le^v2s occurs 7n the top Qort^ori
of the canopy, whereas backscatterting from _the stalk 'must f7rst
^. "	
.
^. pass th^°^?ugh the leaves. The e
 .dependence. ofstalk on my	 h^ ^s . I
E_




















volumetric water content of the stalks, and h^ is i:he effective
stalk height, which in this Base is set to be the physical campy
height. The soil tErm.is attenuated by path leaves .end stalks,
but in the course of obtaini ng coeffici ents it was revealed that
when B^talk ^ G, the .model behaves best, hence, apparently, no
significant stalk attenuation exists.
This moues proved to be superior to the cloud. model in iLs
predictive capacity °For scan at all fot^r frequenc7 es, i .ea ^ 8.6,
I3, 17, and, . 3g .o G^fz, for both Val and HIi polarizations, at an
incidence ^ng1e of 60 °.
 In addition, it worked slightly better













backscatter7ng measurements were made as well as supporting
ground-truth data (Brisco and Allen, 1982}. Ten fields each of
winter wheat, corns and soybeans were observed repeatedly
throughout the growing season. These fields are located in the
floadpl^in north of Lawrence, Kansas, and are ^ndicat^d in
Figure 4.1.
Thy
 radar data consist .
 of ^° values fat' I0.2 Gllz at two
polarizations ^VV and V^{}, at an angle of incidence , of 50°. On
occasion, three fields of each. crop type were observed at
inc^rdence angles of 30 °,
 40°, ^0°', 6Q°, ar^d 7'0°. ...Two- hundred :and
	
'	 six complete radar data sets WerE acquired on the ten wheat
fields, 318 on the ten corn fields, and 348.. on the ten soybean .
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•	 ^i g^tre ;4.I	 Location of the target fi c? ds i n tha North Lavrrence
study area.
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;;, i^ 1^ :t"^^
at a 50° Incidence angle and 1Q , 2 GFIz. Among these, 70 data sets
include. incidence angles of 30 °,
 4Q°, 5G°, 60°, and 70°^ This
volume of data was made possible by using for the first time the
Mobile Rgr7cultura^l Radar Sensor (MARS 10.2 MHz}, which acquires
data while aboard a truck being driven alongside afield, al l the
vrhile integrating the received signal- stren gth.	 This greatly
reduced the time required to acquire a single radar data ,et.
The supporting ground truth consisted of 0 - 5 -cm soil-
moisture content, ^nlant height, planting density, and fresh and
dry plant biomass.
	 Fore wheat plants, plant biomass data were
broken dawn ir^ta two parts:	 head material and heaves with
stalks. For corn plants, p1anL biomass data were broken down into
three parts:
	 leaves, stalks and fruit ar cobs. For soybean
plants, the plant biamasses were for the entire soybean plant.
Sc^i l type ._and bul k^-density tr^easurenents were al sa made For each
field.
	 .Weather data consisting of daily ,high and low
temperatures, humidity, wind speed and direction, and rainfall
amounts, were . provided by the University of Kansas iJeather
Station.
	 Additional rainfall ^ information was made possible by
monitoring four rain gauges distributed throughout the north-
Lawrence test area.. Farm operators cooperated by prcvidina such
information as planting date, tili^ge history, harvest date, seed
variety, .fertilizer used, herbioid^ _used, field preparation
method.. yi el dy , and bushel weight. Growth .stage. was also ,recorded
peri odi ct^l,ly for . each fiel d, as was .any crop damage due- to
insects, weather,. ete^
Ei
Due to the ambitious size of the experiment and to limited
facilities. only smal 1, inadequate samples of vari ah'Y es having
large_ with%n-field vari antes (E3ri sco et al . , 1981) such as plant
b7omasses were acquired. This became nati^reably s^:vere during the
data-process?ng sequence, when it was dec-^ . ded that a smoothing a:^
the variables in question was necessary. This was accomplished by
fitting the raw data to a best-fit third- ar faurih-order
polynomial, depending on the . shape required.	 Once this was
accampl i shed, a manna i .check was rr^ade to ensure that the averal l
trend and absolute level of the data were ^sntact. This sequence
was followed for all plant variables {biomass data and heights}
^iut not for soil maistureF The rationale behind the smaathing is
that the parameters - in question, though changing, follow a
p y^edictable, even pattern. Figure ^-.2 shows the tempsral behav7ar
of 
^V^ and 6V^! and the associated ground truth after smoothing of
plant biamasses and height for Wheat Field i1o. 8.
One - reason for choosing such a `urge number of fields on Such
a frequent rev?sit bads was to l ook at the statistical side of
model i ng. Rl l previous model i ng attempts , with the exception of
the .1979-1980 Kansas experiments, were restricted to examining one
or possibly two fields of a single crap type. (The 1979-1980 data
represent an exception because of their scope). „ The 1979
experiment exams ned two fields ^f wheat, six of care, and six of
sorghum. At mast,. - ten data sets were acquired for each field i n






































































































^ 20	 13C^	 14a 	 150	 ^ so	 170	 ^ ^o	 j so	 ^`^:
JULIAC^ QAT^ X1981)
^^	 ^ ^Figure 4.2	 Temporal histories of the radar data t.Q°} and the ,	 '
E	
..
ground-truth parameters {after smaothingy along
with the !r!easured rainfall events, for a gi ven






absel •Yed approximately 22 times per field throughout the growing
season,. zn addition, this experiment examined actual agricultural
fields, as opposed to small, uniform test plats..
^., ;	 ,^




20fi data sets. were ac wired for the tenq ^
^^
wheal	 fie.ids	 used	 in the	 1981 experiment.	 ^ Twenty-two cif these 1^
''^^^
' data sets were acquired after. harvPSt.	 Gf the rE~mai ni ng 184 data
'^, tt
sets,	 another 41 were	 oEnitted from modeling
	
die to
	 abnormal	 a° 'j{
`,
^^
r,^ behavior, which occurred apparently as a result of a weather event ^^,
With il'E	 the	 previous	 two	 days.
	 The	 exact influence	 of	 these ^^;,',
weal°i^er
	 events	 {wind	 damage,
	 hail
	
damage,	 heavy rain,	 or strong
,^	 ,,a
,^^
wi-nd during data acquisition} is not well understood and the>~efore ^`	 ^'f	 t^
would have complicated the modeling effort.
	





206 data sets .
 for wheat, 143, or about ^.^ per field, are a^lailable
^;
- for model 7 ng purposes.
	 Figure 4.3 shows Wheat Field No. 8, with
` the weather-affected points and post-harvest data ^s eramplesa f'^
^y restricting the experiment to only one frequency and one ^.
^^ incidence	 aRgie,	 the	 modeling process	 had	 only	 to	 deal	 with ;
changes	 in	 plant	 geometry,	 dielectric	 {via	 water	 content},	 and
soil-moisture changes throughout the growing season. '^





	{m^ m^2 }	 units.	 Both .. ^yV 	and	 6VH are	 si^own
.with the ^^N using the right-hand scale {which is 2.5 times larger
than - 	the	 left	 hand-scale}.	 This	 was	 doge	 to	 enhance.	 the
similarit	 between	 the	 like	 VU	 and	 cross	 VN	 olariza4ions.
	 -Y
	{	 }	 {	 ^	 p
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Figure 4.3
	 Tempo,•al history of the measures; a° from wheat
field No. 8. Included are all weather-affected
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figure 4.4 Temporal	 histories of the measured o° (VV and Vi-I}
from al 1	 ten wheat fields.
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obset^vatian was begun Day 1.21, day i, 1981^,^there were few
dynamics appear? ng i n °°. This continued for mast of the fields
until a point an ar. , after Day 1.60 (^7une 9, 1881.), after which a
dramatic increase occurred. Soon after, harvest occurred. The
fact that this was repeated in mast of the fields and that tit has
been seen in the past (Bush and Ulaby, 1975) indicates that this
is a genuine phenomenon, characteristic of wheat. Additionally,
the fact that the final weeks before harvest were accompanied kty a
dramatic increase. yn a° may in fact be useful in predicting the
harvest and fallowing tits.. progress,. as mentioned by Bush and Ulaby
( . 1975 } .	 The i ack of an early peak in rr° ,.,prior to the seemingly
uneventful period before- the pre-harvest increase as seen by Ulaby
et al. (1983) may be due to the late start in data-acquisition,
differing rates of development at the two lacafiions, and differing
weai:her factors.
Figure 4.5 shows a superposition of temporal plats of Q° for
all 'ten fields shifted in time to coincide at approximately the
same. peak ing time. _ The upper plot Shows °'y°^ versus time, and tiie
lower bne shows a .plat of aV^ `versus time using the time shifts
detetmi ned for -the.; 
°VII case. The fact that a1:1 ten overlap rti cely
reinforces the s^3pposition that th7s behavior is characterist7c of
wheat and is not an anomaly. The required time-shifts, varied-from
na shift for two reference ^fi el ds to as many as 29 days for
another field. 'Fh^s is the result of different growth rates due






























Figure 4.5	 A superposition of all ten wheat fields' ° ° values
presented versus time with some shifts along the





Water and nutrients. Such .differences in developmental stage were
not, however, seen in the periodic^5tage-of-grc wth observations
made by ground-truth personnel.
4.fi.1 Tniteal Ana^,,^stis
As a first step in the analysis of the wheat data, linear
correlation coefficients between measured ^° values expressed in
dB -and ground-truth parameters were computed. Tables 4.7, and ^F.2
show the results.
	 For VV polarization, high correlat;eons were
revealed relating Q^V tdB) to the percentage of moisture in the
plant (expressed on a fresh-weight basis). Also of significance
is the fact that these high correlateons (0.68 to 6.77) 
- were all
";
negative, indicating that as the percentage of moisture decreased
^VVtdB) increased. This agrees almost exactly weth what Bush and
Ulaby observed in 197	 at alY freghencies (8.6 to 3.7 GHz);
incidence angles of 30°, 50°, and 70"; and HH and VV
polarizations.	 Their conclusion was that as plant moisture
decreased, penetration into the canopy increased, resulting in a
larger ^° value.
	 This implies that the a° of a wheat canopy
alone, at the frequencies and angles specified,. is less than that
of the underlying soil and that the attenuation of the canopy
layer
	 is	 sufficient ^ to	 reduce the .soil's. contribution
signifecantiy. This hypothesis prov i des one possible expianat^on
of what is seen in the ^g81 wheat data.. In terms of changes tin
^°, the period of time several weeks prear to harvest i .s observed
to be relatively flat. This occurs when the , canopy is still lush










Mean ^ Std. Uev. Maximum Minimum Units
volumetric -
Soi1 Moisture. 27,3 10.4- 54.0 3.8 cm3jcm3 x 100
Fresh deaf and ^	 -
Stalle Biomass- 2.06 1..23 ^	 x.81 0 . 2T kg/m?.
Dry Lead' and .
.Stalk Biomass 0.79 0.33 1.80 0.16 kgjm2
height ^	 0.83' 0.14 1.05 0.29 m
Fresh Head
Biomass 0.57 -	 0.40 1.53 0 kgimz
Cry dead	 .
Biomass 0.31 0.24- 0.89 0 kgjm^
Q4VV	 ^ -13.3 3.3 -^6.0 20.8 d8
°AYH -17.8 3,2 -9.1 -24.$^ d8
i.eai' ar^d Stalk-
-dater Content 1.28 0.95 3.85 0.03 kgl:a^	 .
- Head-
Water Content Oa26 0.23 0.75 0 kgjm2
^`
l .	 -








Coefficient r 1 2
TABLE 4.2
Linear'Cor.re] atian Analysis (r)
:	 1981 Wheat Data






Fresh Biomass -0..07 1
3. Leaf and Stack -• ^	 ^	 '
Dry Biomass 0.14 0.88 1
4. Leaf and Stalk
'Water Content -0.13 O.^T 0.79 1
5.-.Leaf and Stalk
^w Percent. Moisture
(Fresh Basis} -0.43 0.69 0.41 0.74	 1 -
5. Head Fresh '
Biomass - 0.29 -O.DO -0.14 -0.06	 0.0T 1
7. Head Qry
Biomass 0.50 -0.41 -O.1B. -0.48	 -0.45 0.74 1
$. Head Kater -
Content -0.04 0.39 ^ 0.38 C,37
	
0.54 0.77 0.15 1
9. Bead Percent - -
1^taisture (Fresh
Biomass) -0.45 0,68 0.51 0.72	 0.89 0.00 X0.63 0.50 1
10. Height 0.2B 0.64 0.68 0.;,9	 0.34 0.14 -0.25 ' (1.44 0.56 1
l^• °°YV{de) 0,31 -0.40 -0.3I -0.41	 -0.68 0,00 0.45 -0.44 -0.42 -0.35	 1
Z2. °°Vy(dB} 0.47 -0.54 -0.34 -058	 -0.76 0.06 0.49 -0.38 -0."t9 -0.23	 0.81	 1
N ^ 143 in ali.tases except cases it>voiving Fead ground truth lnfarmatian, then N x 116.
_._.	
--	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-- -----	 ____.
_ 
_._ _ . ^^^.a..-_^_.._. __
	
_





aniheat canopy plus an attenuated background ^° term due to the
soil..
R posi t? ve cor gi°Ql ati on ofi 0.31. between Qyv (dS } and vol umetri c
soil moisture content is consistent with this hypothesis, since
observat7ons off' bare soils yield higher positive correlations
(Batlivala and U1aby, 1977'}. Other correlation coefifiicients that
support trris hypothesis are seen in the dry haad biomass, the
water content o^r the leaves and stalks betv^een ^^ v , and the water
content of the heads. A positive correlation between ^^ y and dry
head biomass indicates that the heads may also be a source of
s7gnificanu.backscattering. Again, negative correlations with the
water content ofi plant parts support the attenuation hypothesis.
Simiia^ results were seer in the linear correlatian ^naIysis
between ^VI^i (d6} and p^ ant moi store, soi 1 m^^i store, dry head
biomass, and p1 ant water content.	 'i'his would indicate that a
simi i ar mechanism drives both eVM and Q^^.
To further examzne the relationship between a° and plant
moisture, plots were made of °° (in rear units, m 2 m°2} versus
plant-part moistures.	 These are shown in Figures ^.6 and 4.7.
The choice to express ^° in real units rather than .decibels was
.made to enhance small changes in a°. 	 A linear dependence ofi
^°(d6} on some parameter corresponds to an exponential dependence
ofi ^° (in real units on the-same pal^ameter. Previous models have
shown that attenuation takes ,on an exponential form; thus, it is
l i near' whem expre5se^ i n dB. 	 .
Figures 4.6 and. ^.7 show similar results. 	 rn both cases,
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DEAF & STAI"K MOISTURE (p)
Figure 4.f	 Thy effect of lead and stalk moisture an the lev^3a
of a .	 `^
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little scattering is^ ^° is observed.
	 As the percentage of
moisture decreases, increased scattering is observed and higher
overall ^°
 values are saen. This •is true in both the VV and the
V1^ cases. The scattering in Q° for low moisture contents may be
due to varying soi l moi sta res as wel l as to varying cantri buti ons
t° `scan from the canopy itself.
To further investigate the relationship between ^° and plant
moisture, a plot was made of a° versus volumetric soil moisture
content, as shaven in Figure 4.3. Ta elucidate the effects of
canopy moisture, the data were broken Into two sets: one with
leaf- and stalk-moisture percentages exceeding 50% (Indicated by
asterisks), and the other with leaf- and stalk-moisture
percentages of less than 50^ (indicated by c7 rcl es ), In general ,
with only a few exceptions, the data denoted by asterisks maintain
an almost constant level far all Gf the soil moisture values
available. .The data marked by circles, on the other hand, show
considerable scattering. A weak yet observable trend is detected
in the relationship between ^ ° and increasing soil moisture, which
agrees with previous models that predict ^° given soil moi-store
{lllaby et al., I983). This result serves as further evidence that
some form ofattenuation of sail backscattering by the wheat
cano;^y	 is	 occurring,	 along- with	 significantly	 smaller
backscattering due to the canopy itself.	 F-it;ally, a multiple
correlation coefficient r Z of d.65 was found between cy°v{dg ) and
QV^(d6), .indicating that the same or silrilar mechanisms are
driving both.	 A plot of ay°^{dEi) versus av^(dB} is shown in
Figdre 4.9 for all-
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4.6.2 Modeling of the 1981 Wheat Oata
` For two reasons, the availability of the 1981 wheat data
provides a heretofore impossible opportunity to test and develop.
canapy models..	 First, this data set includes ten actual
agr7cultural fields .grown using current and widely used farming
techniques, and a variety of seed types, fertilizers, and soil
textures.	 All fields were observed frequently, using the same
calibrated system, thus removing any possible calibration problems
that might have been encountered—when data sets from different
systems and/or different years were combined.
Secondly, because of the design of the radar system, reliable
cross polarization {VH} is now available thr.^ughout the growing
season of a wheat crop. 	 Tn previous years,_ due to system
1imita^ions mainly in the antenna. area, the ability to measure VH
data was degraded. However, by restricting the. design of the MARS
system so that it would deal with only one frequency, and by
employing two distinct antennas, sufficient isolation was achieved
to make reliable crass^polarizatian measurements possible.
Wiih th'9s in mind, attempts t;a model the 1981 wheat data. were
begun by testing the models previously presented. The criterion
for judging the ability of a model to predict 
scan 
given the
necessary canapy paramEters was based on three major factors.
First, a high correlation coefficient between measured and
predicted 
`scan 
,was- deli-red. Simi I arty desirable was a smal l RMS








(dB) - apred (d6}^^	
^/2 a




represent ? ng . the average deviation of the predicted value -
 of 6can
from that measured	 ex ressed in d8.	 The third factor dete	 ininP	 rm	 9
the effectiveness of a model for predicting 4can is the number of
model
	 parameters or constants that are necessary.	 Logically, as	 -
'^.:f the	 .number	 of	 model	 parameters	 increases,	 so	 too	 will	 the i`	 w
^'^	




thi s 	also	 increases	 the	 compl Qxi ty	 of	 the	 model ;
therefore, a tradeoff is made between model complexity .(the number
of parameters required}, the cot^rel ati on caeffi c7 ent, and the R^iS ^^
^^
error (d6}.
Models that require the determinatYOn of parameter values for
:^
...optimization may show a superior fit per field when new constants ''




i n order 'to test the
1
effectiveness of a model for pred^ cti ng acan for a gi very crop type
. ^;
^^ ^ rather than for a specific field, it should be .able. to predict, on
the basis of the ground-truth i nformati an aYai 1 ahl e,. scan for ,all
fields	 from	 a	 set	 of	 constants.	 determined	 on the	 basis.	 of .all
available. data far than crop type.	 Therefore, each.. model will be
tested an the basis of the entire data.-set.
The	 first	 model
	 tested	 was-.the	 cloud	 model -developed: by
^_ i





Q° = A [1-exp(.-B •w h)] +C exp(D ms-B wh) ,
04.1.0 )
where w is the volumetric water content of the canopy, h is the
physical height of the canopy, and ms is the volumetric soil-
-_moisture content. This model requ7res only- four parameters
(A,B,C,D) and provides a correlation .coefficient (r^} of 0.50 with
an RMS error of .2.30 dB when appl ied to tlse VV data, and D.55 and
2.12 d8 for the VH data.. Rl1 .four parameters. were determined to
yield an optimum model i n each. case (VV _and VF{} when a n^oni i near
regression package program on a digital computer was used. The
values determined were different -from those published by Attema
and U1 aby but not si gni fi cant1y d7 fferent ^ n the VV case. When a
comparison of the predicted crV°V , based upon -their model and using
their constants, was made with the measured 1931 data, a
correlation coefficient ( rZ ) of 0.09 and an RMS error of 3.79 dB
resulted. They did not attempt VH optim^zat^on.
The _second model tested was the two-layer model _presented by
Hoekman et al. (1982}. It takes the form
a = C2 [1 - exp(-D2 w h2)]
^ C1 ^]. - exp (-01	 w •. h 1 ) ] eXp (-^z .' w • h2 }
f G exp [k m5
 - (tit w ' hw . + Ul	 w hl } 7 .
(4.I1)
-.102
After its siX parameters {C l , C2 , D1 , I?2 , G, k) were optimized for
each-case {VV and^VH};, the following correlation coefficients {r2)
and. RMS errors were -determined: VU fad 0.51 and 2.29 dB, whereas
VH nod 0.60 and 2.00 d8, respective]y. 	 Again, the parameters
found were got signif7cantly different from those published.
then a comparison was made, between. the predicted and measured
1981 data using their model and constants, a correlation
coefficient (r2 } of Oa07 and an RMS error of 5.52 d6 resulted.
The fact that their correlation coe^'ficient exceeded 0.9, whereas
their R^iS error remained below 0.9 dB, may be-due to the fact that
{a) they dealt with multiple angles .giving a w7de dynamic range
for ^° and determinEd eight additi -oval parameters to h«iidle the
angular variation, and (b) they dealt with only two limited test
plots of winter wheat, which had - an artificially high uniformity
not normally found in ordinary agricultural fields.
A -third -model tested was the plant-part model presented by
Ulaby et al. {1983). ^ This model squires five parameters and
takes the form
Q = A LAI {^ ^- exp (-E 	 LAI ^ ^ exp {-D	 DWI} .
+ B DWT + C ^ ms • exp (- E	 LAI ,- D	 DWT)	 (4.12 }
Flere DWT is .the. dry head biomass per square meter, and LA1 is the:
green leaf area. index. The X981 experiment did not include LAI as
a ground-truth parameter; , thus, in order to test this model, a



























the relat^onsh7p between LAI and fresh leaf biomass far corn and
soybeans ^Brisco et a1., 1983) Indicates a strong correlation
between LAI and fresh leaf b7omass. Therefore., assuring that this
relationship is true far wheat as well, and further assuming that
the ground -truth parameter measuring fresh leaf and stalk biomass
is highly correlated to fresh leaf bi omas^ alone, a .substitution
of fresh leaf and stalk biomass was made far LAI. The result was
a correlation coefficient tr2) of 0 . 45 with - an associated RMS
attar of 2 . 42 dB far VV, and 0 . 57 and - 2.06 dS far Vh. It should
be mentioned that part of . the driv7ng .force beh7nd using LAI as a
model input had been the early season peak, which was attributed
to the leaf material. However, as r^entioned previously, no such
peak was detected in the 198I data due in part to the late start
i	 tin data acquisition.	 Again, cast of the .model parameters
determined for the VV case did not differ significantly-from those
published; however, twa did vary, dramat7cally. 	 The C and D
constants,	 w^tich determine the magnitude of the soul
backscattering and head at •benuation, were orders of magnitude
`	
smaller than thas^ reported. ^ In the case of the total sail
contribution to icon, these changes offset. one another, resulting
in an appropriate overall level.. The need for such a large value
far D might have arisen •an the early peak period, which again is
rissing tram the current data.
Based upon these results it was determined that a new model
should be .developed, dmplay7ng'dtifferent aspects. of the three
models mentioned previously
	 This ;em^empir7cal model should




.._....._...^..J._..., 	 y -.
	 ^ rr	 ^!:'. ^...	
-----	 -
^1 -exp [-E 	 f3 (1 + s) ] } • exp [-U 	 f4 {head)
.	 (14,14b}
;^
- stalk backscatter^ng and attenuation, and so71 backscatter7ng.
	
^ 	^ l'he bas7c form adopted for th9s new model =Is
	
(^	 o _ o	 0	 0







h x 5 f 1 {head }
^..^
	














	 fil {head}	 and	 ^2{l	 +	 s}	 relate	 the	 measured	 g^°aund-truth	 ^




respectively,	 and	 f^(1	 +	 s)	 and	 f^{head}	 relate ,the	 measured	 -
'
ground-truth quantities to attent^at^on by the leaves, stalks,	 and
J! heads, respect7ve1y. 	 The exact t^atur•e of the f^inct^ons {f• {	 )) tis
f left as
	
an unknown at this po7 nt. 	'In kee^7ng with the objectives	 ^	 `
of th7s	 study, 'however,
	 the dependence wiT^ ^ be of the farm of a




































The form adopted for as inc'tudes two new expressions: ^VV and
^`^^.	 These represent the Fresnel reflection coefficients
^ ^ RVV 1 2 ^ ^'VV^ • In 'Chapter I2 of their book, Ul aby et al . ^1982j
have .shown that .for a "rough" surface such as soil, the
backscattering is .proportional to r pp , where pp indicates
polarization. Subsequent to the 198I experiment, sail samples from
various fields representing all textures encountered in 1981 were
characterized by dielectric measurements. at various moisture
contents and var7ous frequencies, including X-band (Hallikainen et
al., 1983. From this data, 
app 
can be calculated at each r^oisture
and entered into the model. In Appendix A, the IO-GHz dielectric
data and 
rpp 
plots are presented. They are neither truly linear
nor exponential in shape; hence, this substitution should yield
superior results.
Far 'VV paIarizatian, the factor G is set equal to zero,
indicating that no HH backscattering is expected for a. vertically,
polarized incident wave. For VH polarization, it is assumed that
negligible depolarization occurs at the soil surface, compared to
that from volume scattering in the canopy. It is also assumed that
this polarization is as likely to occur when the wave is traveling
downwards towards the sail as when it is traveling towards the
_antenna.	 One further .assumption is that the attenu,at3an through
the vegetation canopy is polarization-independent. Although this
last assumption seems weak, it is a necessary one in keeping with
the goal of developing a simple model. Based an these assumptions,
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`'	 Several simple, physically reasonable farms of the unknown
	
^^	 fit	 ) functions relating backscattering and attenuation to
^::^
available. ground-truth da^ca werQ tried.. Friar knowledge indicate
1
	.:^	 that the amount of water present is a strong factor in determining
attenuation, whereas its role in conjunction with the vegetative
	
^^	 matter in backscatterin is less understood. After a trial-and-g
error process, optimum cho7ces far the. f i (	 )'s for bath
polarizations were found to ^e
^^
f1(head) =FWT,	 f2(1 ^ s} = Sli20lHT	 (4.15a)
f^(l + s) = SH2O,	 f4thead} _ F^l^D	 t4.16b)
	
_^	 where FWT represents the fresh fruit (ar head} b^or^ass tkg m"2},
	-^	 ^	 SH2Q represents the. water contained in the 1-eaves and stalks
^.J (kg m-^), HT is the height of the full canopy, and FH2O is the
water contained in the fruit (or head) layer (kg ^m-z}.
Incorporating these functions into Eg. t4^I3) resulted in
	
^^	 correlation coefficients (r 2) of O.fi1 and 0.64 and RMS errors of
2.Q4 dB-and 1.90 dB for' VV and VH, respectively. Table 4r^ 17sts
the coefficients determined -and the ,resulting correlation
coefficients (r 2 } and RMS. errors td6} far all fields,.both combined
and. individually. Fi gore 4..1^ shows a plot of ^prad versus ^meas
i n dB for VV, whereas Figure 4.11 -shows the same for. VH. In both
cases a linear regr^ss7on indicates a slope of less than one and an











D E	 F	 G
VV 0. I53 0..035	 1. T^48 4.271 2.446	 O. J.1^2 .	 0
VN 0.025 0.013	 0.073 2.377 1..440	 0,125	 1
r2/RMS Error (d8} r2/RN^S Error (dK}	 .








• 1 (15} 0.85/x.26 0.7/1.21
,__„
m,	 _ 2 X11} 0.62/2.27 0.62/1.93
3 {14} 0.65/1.^'S 0.46/1.64
r
4 (13^ 4.76/2.05 0.93/1,08	 -
^^,
5 (12} 0.85/1.2Q 0,8t`sj:^.5y	 .
- 6 (I8} 0.58/1.b4 0.52/1.71
7 (13} 0.55/3.46 Oa88/3.34
8 (18} 0.86/i.81 0.78/1.54
' 9 (15} 0.47/2.64 0.50/1.92
10 (14} 0.83/1.57 O.fi2/2.32
^^ ^ ',	 ^ ^: _. _^	 :^ ^ ^ ^! ^ '^.^ ..`_ _^'	
^..^
	 .^ ;_ ^	 --	 ^ ^,	 jam_ _-.
	 ^^
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Figure 4.TQ	 Predicted verseJS observed (measured) a^lVr with






















Figure 4.12 shows a plot of the errors (defined here as
^meas ( `^8) ' ^pred (dB } }	 for	 VV	 pal ari zation	 versus	 UH
polarization. Rs the statistics given previously indicate; there
is a tighter grouping in the VH errors than in the UV errors--again
implying that the UH model is seJperior.
Figures 4.13 and 4.14 show a plot of ^° in real units (m2 m'2)
versus time for a given field (^io. 8) showing measured, predicted,
and individual components, of v° due to plant parts and soil for
both polarizations, VV and UH, respectively. As proposed earlier,
the model ind7cates^that the increases in.c^° late tin the season are
due, in both- polarizations, primarily to soil. - The magnitt,de of
the head, leaf, and stalk attenuation agrees with measurements made
during the summer- of .3..983 on a winter wheat canopy (as shown in
Chapter 2}.	 In all cases, the attenuations- in the • VH model are
smaller than the attenuations. in the VV model, indicating that our
assumption that attenuation is polarization-independent is not a
very .goad .one.
Figures 4.15 and 4..16' show temporal plots of predicted and
observed ^° far all fields at both polarizations. In all cases,
:bath models do a goad job of predicting ^° while the canopy is
'	 still y moist, i.e., prior to Julian date. 15Q to 16Q. 	 After this
time the model s do fairly well , yep ^ l arge di screpancti es are
obvious, e.g. ; F7 el d Ha. 4, VV pol . ; Fi el d ^fo. 7, VV pol . ; F •i el d
Igo. 7, VH pol.; and - Field No. 1O, VH polarization. The -cause is
not clear; however, as the .canopy dries and the soil contribution
becomes important, surface roughness. may be the cu lprit, or head
















	A comparison of the ways in wtli^h errors in 	 ^
predicting AVV relate to errors i r^ pred3 cti ng ^VH. 	 ^.
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f=igure x.13	 The measured ^t^y aior^g with the predicted ti° from
wheat fieid Ha. 8. The predicted valae is ^^e sum
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Figure 4.I4	 The measured ^VN along with the predicted oV° from
wheat field Ho. 8. The predicted value is tie sum
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^C complicat7on is to^ ap^imize the model 	 far each field
indiV^dually.	 T#^is was done with-the 'results Shawn in Table
4.5.	 As . expected, the r^ values for each field exceeded the
previous vai ues obtained t^s7ng -the coefficient's in Table ^ 4.3,
indicating there are between field differences .for which the made1
does nat account.
4.6.3 Error Analysis
fn deriving and testing a mathematical model based on
experimental data, tfi^e quality of the data determines, to a
degree, the goal ity of the model . Errors exist i n bath parts of
the data involved, i.e,, in the independent data {ground truth}-
and in the dependent data (radar measurements). Errors on bath
sides of the equation tend to degrade the model's performance,
i.e.,
0	 0
meas t ineas - pred{ground truth} ^ Epred'
In order to evaluate the s7gnificance of these ^rrars, the
following approach was taken:	 First, choosing. the model
considered to be- best in terms of "goodness of fit" and number of
parameters, we assume that: it is ideal, i.e, that it represents
exactly s:,^ie rel ati onshti p between a° and the crop ^ parameters.
Secondly, by examining the statistics of the raw ground truth,
variances for each `parameter are estimated. 	 Thirdly, by
performing exper7ments and examinting the temporal history of


























with the radar meastiremertts can be estimated, 	 iwinally, the
exper7ment is numerically simulated on a computer using a Gaussia7
randarr^.-number generator to simulate measurement errors to perturb
the "true" graund truth. This data then are .used in the model to
deternri ne a simul ated ^^cal c. Similarly, the measurement o^F radar
data is simulated by first assuming that the original ground-truth
information is perfect,	 These data predict the measured radar
data, which are _assumed to be ideal. 	 This idea•1 Q° is then
perturbed by t;he estimated variance again using. the Gaussia n
.random-number generator. Thus, for each data set of graund truth,
a simulated Kcal c and a simul aced ^m^as are determined. Thus, it.
can be seen that even a perfect model relating a° to ground-truth
data will not yield a correlation of x.00.
• The errors in •4he round-truth data are from two sources;.
.	
g
one is true within-field variab •i1ity, and-the other is measuremeni:
error. Both contribute to the total error and are represented i^'i




indicates that the standard-deviatit^n-to-mean ratio is much more
constant than the standard deviation by itself, which implies that
the magnitude of the error is dependent on the magnitude of the
quantity being measured. The estimated values for the standard
deviation associated with the graund-truth parameters -involved are
listed in Table 4.4.	 -	 •
There are three sources. of error in the radar data:. the
first is fading, which-.may be m7nimized by acquiring large_ numbers
of independent samples for . :each data point.; the second is within-










Brror Simulation Results -Wheat
Leaf and Stalk	 ^	 Head
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u repesents the mean of the measured value
^°r^U has a standard deviation of 0.8 d6
^a^H ftas a standard deviation of 2.D d6
UV results:	 rz ^ D.6^	 RMS error.	 1..85 d6
UFO results:






























^: 	 ^^^^ ,
acciui siti on, namely de^ermi ni ng a fi el d average by integrating the
,^
received power over a portion of the fieldj, and the third is
calibratiah.	 The system is externally calibrated periodical`fy,.
yet: changes that are. not corre^^ted via cal i brag on sti Z 1 occur.
Experiments ($risco and Allen>, 1982} have shown that an additive
standard deviation of {l.8 dB should b^ used in simulating ffVV
measurements, and that an additive standard deviation of ^ d6
should be used ^n simulating dy°^{ measureaents, sia^ce the
determination of ffV^(dB) depends in a linear fashion on crlV^dB).
Results
Based upon the assumptions stated, it was shown that given
data with the types of errors discussed, the "best" that could be
+done in modeling the data would result in a correlation
coefficient (r2) of about 0.64 far VV d^t;a and about 0.69 for Vii
data, using the_ model, which is indeed exact.	 Therefore, the
correlations reported in the r^adeling section should be regarded
as statistically respectable.
4.6.4 Ana^sis_ of feather Effects
As mentioned previaus1y, of the original volume of data
acciuired in I98^, apart .was set aside for i'u^ure analysis after
the modeling effort was completed. In the case of wheat, 206 data
.sets were obtained originally. Of these, 22 represent data sets
acciuired after . harvest, and 41 correspond to data sets that might
have been Influenced by weather events. To illustrate, figure 4.3
shows the. temporal behavior of av V and 







Including data that apparently had been influenced, by weather. To
investigate the significance, if any, ofweather influence, the
model developed previously will be employed to predict a value for
^° based on ground-truth parameters. This predicted value wild
then be compared to 'the rr^easured value.	 The magnitude and
distribution of the errors found using the weather influenced data
will be camparzd to the magnitude and distribution of the errors
-found using the "unaffected" data.
In order. to increase the reliability of the model (or to
reduce the ^^S difference error} the model was optimized for each
field, i.e., new constants were determined for each field. These
coefficients are shown in Table. 4.5, with the associated r 2 and
RM5 difference errors.
The types of weather influence observed include recent rain
taffecting I8 data sets}, strong winds during data, acq!^isition
(affecti rig 11 data sets }, and blown-down vegetation ^affecti ng IQ
data sets}. -Two additional data sets were deleted from the
analysis for other reasons.
The results of the comparison. using a T-test are shown ^n
Table ^.6. In each case the errors .found sing "affected" data
are statistically compared to those "unaffected" data on which the.
model was optimized. Far the. case of blown-down canopy regions,
significant differences. in the .nature. of the errors are shown.
For-the. case of strong wind during data acquisition, ''he nature: of
the errors. is shown to be quite similar, indicat7ng few, 7f any,





















Model Coe^ticierl^s and Resulting Statistics
Optimized on a Per Field Basis ^ Wheat
Crap: 1981 llhea$ Po^arizatinn: YY
RMS.
Difference
Field Ho. li	 ^^ B C D E F G _ .	 r2	... Errar (dB)	 ,._ H	 ,
1 0.086 11.024 0«827 0.825 2.954 0.288 0 0.88 0.59- lb
2 2.132 0.026 2.500 5.144 3.880 0.011 0 0.78 1.74 11
3 D.22I 0.007 1.500 1.786 2.237 0.108 D D.9Z 0«77 14
4 0.800 0.030 ^	 D.990 5.440 0«906 0.014 _ 0 0.83 1.28 13
5 O.I10 0.001 0.856 1.233 2.243 0.223 0 0,94 0.65 12
5 0.134 0.012 -1.500 D.977 4.711 0.199 D 0.88 0.82 18
7' 0.045 0.030 1.500 D.003 1.509 0.069 0 D.86 1.71 13
8 0.075 0«^10 1.150 D.117 3.408 0.167 D D.89 1.34 18
9 0.098 0.047 1.500 0..144 4.251 D.128 4 D.65 1.77 25
10 0.133 0.000 1,500 1.362 4.008 0.182 0 11.91 1.13 14
All 0.153 0.036 1.148 4.271 2.996 0.112 D D.61 2.04. 143
^- _.^.:.^ L^ ^ ^ ^ ^ tea_-: ^'€ %^	 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^	 ^- .-^ i
.	 •.
TABLE 4.5(b)
Crop: 1981 Wheat Polarixati^nr^: YH
RM5
Difference_
E1e1d No. A B C D E__ F G r2 Error(d8^ N
1 0.001 0.006 4#,033 L 175 0.037 0.082 1 0.82 0.71 15
2 0.136 0..009 0.079 4.830 1.403 0.022 1 -0,72 1.52 11
3 0.145 43.001 0.203 . 0.471$ 2.264 0.023 - 1 0.82 0.5^ . 14
4 0.040 4.U08 0.081 1.586 1.135 0.053 1 0,34 0.87 13
5 0.031 0.006- 0.087 0.004 -2.257 0.070 1 0.91 ^	 3.12 12
6 0.046 0.005 0,103 0.010 3.337 0.148 1 0.66 1.I7 18
7 0.018 0.010 0.303 €3.006 1.314 0.056 1 0.93 I.31 i3
8 0.001 0.007 0.Ofi7 3.100 {}.4^2 0.007 1 0.87 1.08 18.
9 0.000 0.012 0.032 0.6fi8 0.217 0.001 1 0.71 1.34 15
1[1 0.051 0.022 0'.135 0.000 4.916 47.119 3 0.75 .1.74 14









1981 Wheat -Weather Effects
. _
T^Test .
Qata Mean	 RMS Oiff. 2^Tai





i	 ^	 Normal 143 0.04	 1.24
B1own^^Down 10 1,62	 3.95 0.002
Windy: 11 _	 0.31	 ^	 221 0.530
Recent Rain 18 1,58	 2.^3 0, a0o 	 ,^




0. q0	 -	 1.21
^
B1 own^Dowr^ 10 ^	 1. ].4	 3.62 4.019	 .
Windy 11 0.56	 2.11 0.1fi7	 .



















errors is shown to differ significantly, thus indicating that the
rain effects probably were a genuine source of error.
In order to visualize the nature of the errors caused by
weather effects as compared to residual errors in the model,
examine Figures 4.17 and -4.18, which are histograms of these
_errors; separated by class (blown-down canopy, wind during data
acquisition, recent heavy rain, and "normal" data).
	 For both
polarizations ^VV and YH}, the "normal" errors are centered on
zero and decrease graduall;; in both directions. For both "blown
down" errors and rain errors, ^:he di stri flub on i s mucE* wider and
uniform i^, level. The wind-influenced errors are more like those
found in the "normal" data. Hence, the T-test -indicates that the
rain and blown-down canopy errors are from a di stri buti on unlike
that for the "normal" data errors, whereas the wind-influenced
errors are from a d7 stri buti on simi lar to .that of the "normal "
data errors.;
Finally, a plot of the errors (in d8) for VV polarization
versus Chase din dB),for VH polarization is given Figure 4.19).
Small correlations are shown between the 'IV and VH errors far both
"normal" data and "rain" dais, indicating that the mechanism
causing the errors 7s .either random or it behaves independently as
a function of polarization. For blown-down-canopy. data and wind-
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Figure 4.17 Histograms of the ^'rrors between predicted and ^^,^
' sn4asured 6°
uV for vari ^es^ 1;ypes of weather-affected . ^ ,	 ;^
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	Figure 4.19	 A comparison of the ^vays in which the errors
between predicted and measured o° vary with


























A statistical investigation into the nature of the errorsr
introduced by weather events as compared to sources of error that
are not weather-related demonstrated that a recent rain or a
blown-down canopy introduced significant error that was unlike any
observed previously in the analysis; however, the presence of wind
during data acquisit7on had no significant Influence.
These results reaffirm the belief that microwave interaction
depends upon the dielectric and geometric properties of the
tar et. 1=o11owin a rain event the dielectric ro ert ma be9	 g	 ^	 P P	 y	 y.
influenced by the presence of free water in the canopy, whereas
for blown-down areas of canopy, geometric changes drive the varied
response.	 In the presence of wind during data acquisition,
neither the dielectric 	 nor the geometric changes	 are
3^
^'	 significant.	 In fact, the presence of wind may improve the






4.7 I981 Carn Data
Of the 318 data sets obtained from the ten corn fields during
the summer of I98I, 130 were omitted from modeling due to the fact
that they might have been affected by rain (within two days of
data.colZection}; another 1{3 points were acquired after the fields
were. harvested, and thus do not represent a normal corn canopy; 12
were omitted due to either m7ssing data sail moisture} or
^ncarrect a° values; and the remaining I66, or about 17 per field,
were used in the following analysis and modeling. 	 The
accompanying .ground truth consisted of fresh and dry biomass per
unit area for three plant parts (stalKs, fruit or cobs, and
leaves}, canopy height, and sail r^oisture.	 A smoothing of the
plant variables, as described earlier, completes the data clean
up.	 A sample data-set is shown in Figure. 4.20. 	 iVote the'
simil arity between 
^11V, ^yU , fresh i eaf biomass,. - and fresh stal k
.biomass. A temporal plot of fresh and dry fruit. biomass is not
included .because .previous experiments have shown that the fruit is
not important at this frequency r`;-band} and incidence angle X50°}
[U1aby (1982}];:subsequent analysis has reaffirmed this findting.
.Figure 4 . 21 shows temporal plots of bath 
^VV and `^IIH {in real
units; m2 ^-2} for all ten fields. Although there is na dear
overall pattern as there was._-for the wheat fields, a subtle
behavioral trend is present tin the form of a relatively small ^°
early and late in the growing period, with the middle part showing
a gentle increase and' then a decrease. This behavior is seen in
most of .the fields observed, aIthaugh anomalies were present late
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characterist7cs of Fields Nas. 5 and 9 are reminiscent of the
avera3l behavior. seen by [llaby et aI. {I983), ^.e., early in the
growing cycle there is an obvious peak, which then levels off for
the remainder of the cycle and falls off . again tUwards the end to
reach a level comparable to that seen at the beginning=
Also apparent from these ten plots is the similarity between
^Vy arid QVH . Figure 4.22 shows a plot; of ^vv{da} versus ^^^{dB)
for this corn data. It is readily apparent that .there is a fairly
high correlation between the two, which Indicates that either the
same or a similar mechanism is driving both of them.
4.7.I Initial Analysis
As a first step in the analysis of the earn data, statistics
and linear correlation coefficients - between measured v° values
	
-	 expressed in dB and grnu^d truth parameters were computed and are
shown in Tables 4.7 and. 4.8. From the statistics we have seen
that the dynamic range of Qy°V is almost zo dB, and for ffVH 7t is
just over- 11 dB. This means that the value o^ the backscattering
coeffYCient varies by aL^ouL a factor of I^ {in real units of
m 2
 m°z). Ther^efare, subsequent analysis may be presented in real
units {m ^' m"^) and the finer details may become mare app • rent than
when the data are compressed -into the decibel scale. However,
when the mndels are tested, the decibel scale will be retained to
ensure that errors remain proportional to the values they are
trying to estimate.
Are examination of Table ^.8 shows that aV^i and ^VH do not
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^ 	^ SIGMAO VH ^dB)
^i o',: ^ e 4.2'z	 The way i n whic h ovV
 varies with ayH
 from the corn
data.






Mean Dev. Maximum Minimum Units	 '
ifalumetric Soil
Moisture 27.4 $.5 47.3 fi.0 cm3/cma x 100
Leaf Fresh
Biomass 0.76. x,47 1.90 0.04 kg/m2
Leaf Dry
Biomass 0.21 0.11 0.49 0.01. kglmx	 .
Leaf Hater
Content 0,59 0.40 1.48 O.OI kglm2
'	 Staik fresh
Siamass 2.29 1.18 5.45 0.03 kg/m2	 _w
on'` 'o	 Stalk Dry
Biomass 0.37 0.23. 0.19 0.01 kg/m2
Staik dater
Content 1.92 1,00 4.76 0.02 kg/m2
Fruit Fa'8sh




Biomass 084 0.46 1.75 0.03 kglmz
Fruit Water
Content 1.17 0.66 2.42 0.0E kglm2
Height . 2.07 0.66 2.95 0.17 m
v°uy -7.7 1.6 -4.2 -14.0 d6













Fresh Biomass -0.22 1
3.	 Leaf
Dry Biomass -0.21 0.55 1
4.	 Leaf
eater Content -0.20 0.98 0.50 1
5.	 Stalk ^ ^	 "'
Fresh Biamass -0.12 0.70 0.84 0.61 1
6.	 Stalk
	 _
Dry Biamass. -0.09 Q,51 0.88 0.37 0.86 1
7.	 Stalk
-Water Content -0,13 0.71 0.80 0.54 0.99 O.BO 1
8.	 Fruit
Fresh 8i amass -0.25 0.23 O.fi2 0.13 -0.11 4.40 -0.20 I
9.	 Fruit
Dry Biomass 0.21 -0.50 0.22 -0.66 -0.25 0.41 -a.3fi -0.45 1
I0.	 Height -0.17 0.60 0.92 0.47 0.89 0.90 0.85 0.71 4.31 I
11.	 o°VV ^dB} 0.12 0.30 0.20 0.29 0.2i; 0.16 0.30 -O.I6 -0.22 0.25	 I
12.	 a°VV (dB} O.I1 0.40 0.33 0.37 0.47 O,.rt y 0.50 -0.43 -0:40 0.41	 0.82	 1 .
H = I72 far all cases except cases involving leaf ar fruit bio^rass, then Ii , 130.

























r-^	 'i	 ` ^
^.
• ^,
case of the fruit biomass data afresh and dry) the correlations
are negative, which is contrary ^o expectations. if we assume that
the fruit contributes significant backscattering. As mentioned
earlier, the bacicscatteri ng from the fruit i s believed to be
insignificant compared to the backscattering from the other
components and will therefore be omitted from subsequent modeling
attempts.
^llaby et al. (1984} showed that leaves are the dominant
source of 6ackscattering (at a 50° incidence angle in the X-, !Cu-,
and Ka-band frequencies) aver the bulk of the growing season ° The
linear correlation between leaf biomass and a° is not too
impressive., due mainly to the .fact that the relationship is
nonlinear.	 Figure .
 4,23 shows plots of ^° versus fresh -leaf
biomass that- are similar to those presen ^ced by Ulaby et al.
(1984}. The fact that lllaby et al. characterized the leaves by
using the leaf-area -index {LAI) parameter, whereas here we use the
fresh leaf .biomass quantity, is not a serious inconsistency, since
LAI and fresh -Leaf biomass are highly correlated, as was shown by
Crisco et al. (1983). The aVerall trend is the same. For law
values of leaf matter, a°.shows mare scattering and. is ire general
lower than ^° for higher values of leaf matter.. The scattering at
the low leaf biomass end may be explained by variations- in sail
moisture and other contributing factors, while for higher values
of leaf biomass, the reduced scattering supports .the theory that
the leaves dominate backscattering while attenuating other
sources.
140
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4.7, 2 Model i ng of the 3.983. Corn Data
The same criterion used in evaluating the models. used
previously for the- wheat. data will also apply here.
	 Again,
appropri -ate models presented in the literature will be evaluated,
and. then any variations an them w7TT be evaluated in order to find
the "best" model for predicting measured ^° with the highest
correl ati an coefYi ci ent, the 1 ow^st R^lS difference error (^ n dB } ,
and the fe. ^ r:s^^• ^iadeY parameters. In order to evaluate the ab7l ity
of a P?rt7 cuT ar model to predict the bac^CSCatteri ng from a given
canopy type- (and underlying soil}, data from all ten corn fields
will be parol ed
 in the evaluation, i.e., the coefficients
determined will be optimum far the Iambi nation of all ten fields.
The first model tested was the .cloud .model developed by -
Attema and Ulaby (1976} and given earlier by (4.I0},
^° = A ^1 - exp ^-B w ' h^ j + C exp (D ms - B • w h
(4.16}
	 J
where w is the volumetric water content of the canopy, h is the
	 ^l
physical. height of the canopy,. and m s
 is the valu^netric soil-
maisture content.	 This model . requires only four parameters
(A,B,C,D} and provides a correlation coefficieCtt (r 2 ) of 0.29 with
	 J
an Rf+^S error of I.3 q^ dB when applied. to the VV data; and r2
 =. Q.43
and RMS error. of I.39 d6 for the UH data.. The model coefficients
determined via a nonlinear re cession cam titer ro ra that9	 p	 p g m	
^ ^,minimizes the squared- errors wet^e different from- Chase presented
by Rttema	 and ^I1 aby for- VV pol ari zat7 on, a l though not	 ^^}
significantly. They did not . great the case of 'vii polarization.
The next model tested was the pl ant part model presented by
Ulaby et aZ. X1983}.	 This model requires five parameters and
takes the form
co = A(1 - e-E LAI ^ + B W ^ H {i - e-E • .LAI j




Here, LAI is the green leaf area Index, H is the height of the
canopy, and W is the volumetric water content of the stalks.
Again, the 1981 summer experiment dad not •include LAI as a ground-
truth parameter; therefore, a substitution of fresh leaf biomass
was used.	 As a result, correlation coefficients (rz } were
determined to be 0.25 and 0.42 for VV and VH polarization,
respectively, and. RMS errors were 1.37 d8 and 1.4Q d6 far VV and
VH polarization, respectively.	 The coefficients that were
determined to optimize the model for •the 1.981. corn data, which
generated the above .correlation coefficients and. R^IS errors, are
root identical. to those given .by . ltlaby et al.; however, .they are
similar in magnitude, except for the stalk attenuation term; which
IJ1-. aby ^ finds to be insignificant but which. appears to be
significant in the .1981 data..
From these results, it .was determi- ned .that a new model or
models sfiattld be developed. The experimental data descri.bed.in
Chapter 2 is a1 so available as a .further- •improvement, gi vi rig,
1.43
...	 ^,_	 v.	 ^ .,.^ .	 _	 --,, -	 _. __^ r..
typical values far canopy attenuatiar^ at X-band, 50° incidence
angle, .and VV polarization.
. The. basic form adopted fflr this anew model for corn
baci;scatteri ng .i s
0	 0	 0	 0	
(4.18)^ = leaf + astalk ^' soil
-where
^l eaf = aR = A{?. - exp C-F	 f2 (1 eaf) I
{1 - exp [-E • f3
 (1 eaf) I I	 {4.19a )
^sta^k - ast = B •^ f1 (s^alk} exp[-E	 f3 ( l eaf)I	 (A^.I9b)
soil - as ^ ^ { ^VV Y Gr^^) exp[-a • f4 (stalk) - E ^^ f3 (leaf)I ,
(^.19c}
where f^(stalk} .and f^{Leaf) relate the measured •ground-truth
quantities to backscattering by the stalks- . and leaves,
respectively, and f3 (leaf} and f4 (stalk) relate the measured
ground-truth quantit'i.es to attenuation : by the leaves and s"talks,
respectively. The exact nature. of these functions (f i ( }} are
unknowns at this point. Irt keeping w7th the ob^ect.ives of this
study, thi s dependence will - be represented by a ,si r^pl e
relationship involving ^r^easured ground-truth quantities. The form
1^4
^^ of the soil backscatter7ng component is the same as that used in
the wheat model and is explained there.
Several models were tr7ed using various camb7natlons ofi
ava7lable ground-truth data. As with the development of the wheat
model, an emphasis on variables related to water content, e.g.,
fresh leaf biomass and leaf water content, is appropriate because
water has been shown to be a sign7ficant factor at microwave
frequencies.	 After a trial and-error process, the optimum
combination of ground-truth parameters for the fi { }'s was found
to be
fI {stalk) = Sli20,	 (4.20a}
f2 {leaf) = E.1^T/HT	 (4.20b)
fi8 (leaf} = LWT .
	
(4.2pc)
`'	 A1sa in the course of the model evaluation, the attenuation due to
{	 the stalks was found to be insignificant, i.e., the model
i'
.coefficient 0 = 0. Thus, f4 {stalks) is not necessary3 "mere SN20
represents the stalk_ water content {kg m' 2), ^.WT represents the
fresh leaf biomass {kg m°" 2), and ^[1' is the canopy height {m).
Incorporation of these functions into Rq. {4. I9) resulted in
a correlation coefifiicient {r 2 ) ofi 0.85 and 0.44 far VV and VH
.	 polarization, respectively, with associated RMS difference ertrors
of 1.28 dB and I.37 dB.
	 Table 4.9 lists the seven model











^ Ftodel Coef€icients and Resniting Statis^i^^
1981 Corn, 30.2 GHz, 50° Incidence Angl e
^,
Pal. A B	 C	 D E F.	 G
.	 VV 0.298 ..0.080	 0.5!6	 0 2.030 1.836	 0
"	 VH 0.079 0.0.18	 0.023	 0 1.340 1.263	 1
. r2/R^IS Error (d8} r2/RMS Error {dB}	 .
Field (iV^ b'V VH_
^^	 A11 {166} 0.35 f 1.28 [3.44/1.37
-.
^	 3 {26} -	 0.44/1.37 0.53/1.40
^'	 -	 .	 _'2 {33} 0.48/1.00 0.67/x..51
.,	
.	 3 {17} 0.43/1.1.8 0.73/1.17
:,
4 {11} .0.16/1.05 0.30/0.97	 '
k
1	 5 {x.8} 0.40/1.20 0.2`LJ3.39
6 (18} 0.21J1.18 0.38/3.00
^ { 17 } o. ^7/1.1^ o. ^0/1.11
{: 32) Os 36/1 r 1U Or/^^i r^V	 ^	 -
.	 9 {16} 0.93/3.30 0.93/3.59







far both VV and VH polarization. Figures 4.24' and 4.25 present
plats of predicted versus observed or measured a° . for all fields
^`-^	 combined. In bath cases, a l°inset regress-ion indicates a slo a ofp
(	 less than one and an intercept of less. than 0 d6.
l:'^
Figure 4.Z6 shows a plot of the errors (defined here as
^^	 ^meas(d6} "' ^^red(dB))	 .for	 VV	 polarization	 versus	 VHp
polarization. As the stati s^ci cs indicate, the quality of fit is
^-'	 comparable for bath models.
^^	 Figures 4.27 and 4 . 28 show plots of Qmeas and opted as a
function of time, as well as of the constituent parts (a^, cst,
^`)	 and aS} for Cant Field Ha. 9.	 In both cases, the sail is the
dominant barkscattering source early in the season, whereas in
^ 	^ mid season, when the cano y is the most lush, the leavesp
dominate. Towards the end of the season, as the leaves dry out,
•	 the stalks b4gin to dominate, although the soil component is
nearly as significant.
Figures ,4.29 and 4.30 show a comparison of ^meas 
and ^pred
^^	 for all ten fields over time.	 In	 pgeneral, it is a parent that
^^	 while the correlation coefficients are not too impressive, a
better measure in this case, is the RMS difference error value..
With a few .exceptions, the agreement between 
^meas 
.and a°red isp
quite goad. Pin explanation of why this is not reflected in the
cr^rrelation coefficients goes back to the limited dynamic range ^n
the data. Referring back to Figures 4.24 -and 4.25, it is clearly
}	 -	 evident that mast. of the data lie in a^ cluster 3 ar 4 dB in
^^	 extent.	 Unfortunately, the way the correlation coefficient •is
^^	 computed introduces a t'ac^or that 7s dependent on slope.,. and. the.
0^a
14$
1981 CORN DA^'A	 ,'
10.2 GHz 50 Deg	 ,'
,
slope: 0.312	 -'y- intercept: —5.32 dB	 ,'
r ^: 0.35	 N ^ 166	 ,'
RMS Diff Error {dB): 1.3	 •
ee
^Pe	 a ^,
die ^^^ ^'	 ^
,
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OBSERVEQ SIGMAO VV (dB^
Q
R comparison of obse^ •ved tmeasured) a° with
	 _
predicted °^V ^ using Eq. (1.Ia).
	
VV
F i g u r •e 4.24
..^ ^
1981 CORN DATA	 •'
10.2 GHz 50 Deg	 .'
.'
slope: 0.421
	 , 'y- intercept: —8.40 dB	 •
r =: 0.44	 N = ^ 66	 .'
RMS Di^`f Error (dB): 1 ^4	 ,'
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Figure 4.25 A comparison oP observed (measured) oV H
 with
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Figure 4.26
	 A comparison of the errors in predicting ay°^ with
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Figure 4.27	 A comparison of measured and predicted a°y over
timE for corn field No. 9. The predicte^ value is
the sum of three components also shown here.
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	 A comparisor, of measured and predicted a°H
 over
time for corn field No. 9, The predicte^ uaiue is
the sure of three components, also shown here.
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Figure 4.29
	 A comparison of measured and predicted vVV over
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Figure 4.30	 A camparison.of meas;ared and ^redic^ed 
^VH aver
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estimated slope of such a tight cluster is open to error. Hence
the carre^ation coe^ficient is not entirely indicative of the
quality of the fit, and here the RIMS difference error becomes
useful.
One final observation is in order before we move on to the
errar^analysis phase. In August of 1981., one of the corn fields
used in -this experiment ({^o. 6) was the subject of another
experiment. In this special . one-day experiment, a plot of about
7^x 7 meters of this field was. defoliated, i.e., the .,leaves,
fruit,	 ar^d stalks were removed sequentially, and radar
^l
	
observations were made between each defoliation step. These data,
reported by^Ulaby (1982), provided a unique chance to test the
corn model one component at a tine.
Table 4.1.0. lists the measured ground. truth an: the day of the
experiment (Day 224) as well as the measured cr° throughout the
experiment.	 At 'the bottom of. T abl a x.10 i s a li s^ti ng of the
measured ^° of each component along with that predicted by this
new model.	 The measured ^° for the stalks is obtained by
s^btract7r^g (in real units of m 2 m" 2) the sail term from thesoil
{ astalk measurement.	 This is also true for - the leaf term,
although the attenuation predicted by tl^^e model is also taken into
account. For stalk and soil backscattering, the model does quite
well, although for the "leaf term the agreearent is not quite so
good. One. reason may be-that for the leaf term the. attenuation
estimate is used twice:
	 once in reducing the measured a° to





















Corn Field . (Vo.	 6 ^^^ ^
Stalk plater Content: 2.357 kg m"2
^res^ Leaf Biomass: 0.772 kg m z
^^
^
Hei gf^t : 2.779 m
Soul Moisture: 29^	 +	 (I'VV = 0.190fi, rhH = 0.5059) '
Leaves	 Leaves and
e = 5p° Full Canop;r Removed .	Fruit Removed Bare Soil ^-
^_^^°	 d6VV^	 ^ 6.79 - 5.77	 - 5.7$ ^	 -I0.05 #
Q^^{dB}
-12.14 -13.42	 -13.43 -18.30 ^ _:
'^
,





^°	 VV5oi 1 O.p99 O.I04 + 5 ^.^ iV!i Q. p15 0.016 + 7 x'
°stalk	 VV O.lfiS Q.189 +1,5
^_^VH p.031 0.042 +35 ;I
°leaf
	
VV 0.154* 0.094 -39 ^^
VEl D.037* O.O^.a -59
*The leaf Values assume an attenuation of 6.8 dB and 4.5 dQ {2-way} fo g° ^-
^,
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Because a model is only as goad as the data from which it is
derived, an evaluation- of the errors (on both sides if . the
equation} may permit some Insight- into the Impact such errors
have.	 As originally described ^n the evaluation of the wheat
model, measurement errors tend to degrade the model`s ability to
represent nature,
o	 „, o
meas + ^neas - 
red (ground truth) + ^pred '
In this evaluation, a numerical simulation of these errors is
performed and a correlation. coefficient of 
^meas with apred ^s
computed. Thus., given that we assume that this model describes
nature exactly, these errors degrade it to some degree, solely
because of these. data. errors.
The sources of error are described in the evaluatian of the
wheat model. To summarize, an estimate of aTI measurement errors,
both for ground truth and radar values, is `necessary. When this
has been done,. the simulation wilt provide the desired data. The
values of variance in the ground truth and radar quantities ai°e
Tisted in Table 4.1^_. These values were arrived at by examining
the Variance in the raw data.
The results- of the simulation indicate that given -
 these.











Error Simulation Results, 1981. Corn ,flata
Sta11c	 Fruit	 Eeaf
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u represents the mean of the measured value	 .
'	 aVV has a std. dev. of 0.8 d6 	 -
,-..
rn	 `
^	 ^VH has a std. dev. of 1 dB 	 •
	
A	 N = 165
VV results:	 r^ = 0.35	 RMS Riff. E^°rar = 1.I0 d6












correlation coefficient (r 2 ) of 0.35 and 0.48 and RMS errors of
1.10 d6 and 1 . 09 d8 for VV and VH polarization, ^~espectively.
That is not to say that this simple model is an exact mathematical
description of nature, only that given the sources of error, which
may or may riot be as^. madeled, a large number of the errors in
predicting Q° may be attributed to uncertainties in bath ground
truth parameters and in measured values of c°.
4.7.4 Analysis of Weather Effects
Of the 318 original data sets, 130 were omitted from the
model development set due to the fact that they Knight have been
affected by a recent ra7n (.rithin two days}. In this section,
those 130 data sets are examined to determine, what, if arty,
effect the rain might have had ors ^°. Thi s is poss? bl a because a
model describing the behavior of ^° as a function of.ground^truth
parameters is now available. Since the effect may be small, a
more accurate model is desirable.
	
Hence, the form of the
previously described model will be .optimized for each field
individually.
	
These new model coefficients are presented tin
Table 4.12. Given these models, optimized on a per field basis, a
determination of errors in the "normal" data used to determine the
model coefficients, and the errors in the "rain -affected" data is
made. A statist7cal camparisc^n of these errors is performed to
determine if the- nature of the errors is similar, {ti.e., no rain
effect) or dissimilar (some rain effect}.
The results are sf^awn in Table 4.13. Significant differences








Plociai Chef ficienL' s ^-rncl Itc:su.^LSrig 5CaCistzcs
' ^p^irnized an a per•-^^ield Basis ^ Coen
Crop: Corn PaTarization:	 YY
RM5
1lifference
Field Na. ^ 8 C 0 E F G rZ Frror(dB) N
1'	 - '1.Zc9 0. p83 0.556 D 2.176 1.833 -0 D.51 -	 1.24 26
.	 2. D:2s3 0.035 0.507 D 0.949 0.25T 0 0.67 D.59 13
3 0,1;7 0.028 0.366 0 1.503 1.357 0 0.58
	 ^ 0.83 I7
'-'	 4rn 0.1^^5 0.074. 1.175 0 0.779 12.643 0 0.58 `0.54 11
tv
5 4.9_7 v.u62 0.792 0 2.773 x.412 D 0.71 0.63 18
6 0.2:2. fl.500 0.236 p 5.268 4.013 0 0.54 0.60 18
7 0.2"4 0.3$1 0.144 0 A.927 1.836 0 0.67 0.68 17
8 0.2:2
	 - 4.022 0.518 0 5:404 9.065 0 O,fil 0.6I 12	 '
9 O.e^3 0.066 0.224 0 1.U34 0.793 0 4.96 0.44 3fi
1D 0.._Z 0.035 1.911 D 7.4 14.640 0 0.62 0.71 1$


















Field Ro. A B C D E F G r2 Er^-ar(d8} N
I 0.244 0.034 0.009 fl 2.927 0.257 I fl.5T 1.24 26	 ,
2 D.406 0.003 O.fl16 0 0.175 3.357 1 0.7I 1.19 13
3 0.253 0.012 -0.018 0 fl.30I 12.643 1 G.75 a.87 it
4 0.308 0.003 0.039 0 0.399 5.412 1 0.70 0.53 it	 .
^	 5 O.li7 (I.02fl 0.037 0 0.833 D.511 1 0.27 1.21 18
w
6 0.069 0.021 O.D22 0 1.952 4.113 1, 0.4I 0.90 18
7 O.D42 0.07$ 0.410 0 3.734 1,838 1 0.93 0.52 i7
8 0.12fi D.019 0.022 4 1.256 9.D$5 1 0.72 0.91 I2
•	 9 0,208 0.[123 O.OD6 D 0.427 0.793 1 0.93 0.76 15
IO O:D37 0.011 0.076 0 9.764 I4.840 1 0.3i 0.78 I8













Class	 N	 Error (dB^	 Error (d8^	 1?' obabi 1 its
VV Polarization
Normal	 166	 0.0009	 0»7^
a,	 l;ecent Rai n	 130	 0.7880	 3^» 54	 0.000
VH Polarization
^dormal	 lfi5	 0, 0059	 0.95





	 ♦ , ^ y1
polarizations; thus, there i; a high probability that the errors
come from two differen^ distributions. To illustrate this
difference, histograms of the two types of errors are presented in
Figures 4.31 and 4.3?,
	 In both VV and VH polarizations, the
"normal" data has errors that appea~ to have a Gaussian
distrib^tio^^ with a mean error of 0 dB. The "rain" data shows a
much wider distribution, with errors of over 4 dB that do not
occur in the "normal" data and a mean clearly larger than 0 dB.
Hence, the effect of the rain seems to be to increase a° over ^.
of the "normal'' car^opy.
Finally, Figure 4.33 compares the relationship bet^een VV
errors anc; VH errors for the two classes. 	 Scattering is r^uch
greater for the "rain" data; i*. also has a higher correlation
coefficient.	 This may indicate that recent rain affects cvv in
much the same way as it does ovH; hence, the errors a^-e
correlated.
4.8 1981 Soy-bean Data
During the 1981 summer experiment, 11 soybean fields were
monitored with the truck-mo^^r^ted radar system, and a total of 348
data sets were ^oquired. Shortly after beginning the observation
phase, Field Flc,. 7 had to be dropped from the experiment because
of farm-operator prohlems; therefore, the five data sets acquired
on that field have been omitted from the analysis because of size
limitations,	 Arother six data sets were omitted from analysis
because they were gathered after the field was harvested.
	
A
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Histogram of the errors bet+Teen predicted and
measured a°1f for the two se's s cif turn data : normal
and rain-a^^Fected.
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Figaire 4.32	 i'istogratn of the errors between precicied and
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	 P, comparison of how the errors between predicted
and rr.easured a° vary with polarization and weather	 ^,
i of 1 uence.
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^,
data sets,	 so these data sets are excluded from initial 	 analysis
^^'
and modelling.	 Another l8 data sets lacked soil moisture data and
had to be omitted.	 , Thus, of the original 348 data sets, only 255
will	 be	 analyzed	 and	 modeled.	 The	 smoothing	 of	 the	 plant
variables
	 (ground truth)	 completes the clean up. 	 (Smoothing is




post-.harvest	 and	 Field	 No.	 7).
Due to the structure of tE^e canopy, no differentiation among plant 	 -
parts was made while obtaining biomass data. 	 A sample data set is
shown	 in	 Figure 4.34.	 Note the	 similarity between 	 v° and soil
moisture prior to Julian date 210 - 220 when plant fresh biomass
^' values surge.
^^ Figure	 4.35	 shows the temporal	 behavior of	 a° for all	 ten
fields.	 Note the differing time scales 	 in	 Figure 4.35a	 and b.
`^^- This is because Fields No.	 ^ through 5 were all 	 planted in. early-
• to-mid May,	 whereas Fields No.
	
fi throug ►^ ll were double-cropped,
li
i.e., they ware planted in f7 elds previously planted with winter
^C wheat,	 and thus were not planted until 	 late June or early July.
Due to the hate start, these plants did - not in general develop as
large a biomass, and correspondingly, did not produce as goad a
yield as the first five, The overall temporal. behavior of all ten
fields is somewhat similar in that most begi n ^^rith smaller 6°
values, which increase as time .progresses, fluctuate, and in a few
casas decline to the values seen in the beginning. Also note the
similarity	 between
	 ^VV and °VH far ail ten fields. Figure 4.36
compares ^VV with aVH directly. A. correiatian coefficient (r2) of
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Figure 4,36	 The way in w+^icin o^^ varies ^,^ith av^ from the
„^	 ^	 soybean ^i -.ta^
L^`.
__	 ^^	 _	 ^^[R^r_ .^C-^
	





Rs a first step in the analysis of the soybean data,
statistics and linear correlation coefficients between Q° values
expressed in dB and ground-truth parameters were computed and are
presented in Tables 4.I4 and 4.15. The only parameter that seems
to affect ^° (VV or VH) is height.
Previous- investigations, though not with soybeans, have shown
°° to be driven by canopy water content or fresh bidmass.
Therefore, Figure 4.37 was generated to examine any rel ati onshi p
between fresh plant biomass and a°« The plot contains data from
all fields, although two different symbols are used to identify
Fields Ufa 1 through 5 from Fields No. 6 through 11.	 This
immediately illustrates the differences in dynamic range in fresh
plant biomass; while Fields No. 1-5 exceed 10 kg m
_2 in some
.	 cases, Fields No. fi"11 exceed only 2 kg m ^. For small values of
fresh _ .plant biomass, o° varies aver a range of about 10 d$. Once
fresh plant k^ •iomass exceeds about 1 kg m' 2 , c^° is fairly constant,
although same scattering still occurs. This is seen in both sets
of field, and may be interpreted as .significant canopy
backsca •i:teri ng and attenuati on for 1 arge ^> 1 kg m" 2} fresh plant
biomass	 values,	 while	 small	 (< 1 kg m'" 2 }	 values	 permit
penetration, and soil backscattering is evident.
4.8.2 Modeling of the 1981 Soybean Bata
In thi s secti tin, various model s are ^ evaluated for their
ability to predtict a°. The criteria. will be the same as those













' 1981 Soybean Statistics
Mean Std. Dey, Maximum Minimum Units
Volumetric "
Sail Moisture- 22.4 9.9 51.3 3.4 cros/cma x 300
Plant •
Fresh Biomass 2.30 2 . 55 10 , 23 0.02 _ kg/m^	 "
^^ ant
Dr,^ Biomass 0.71 0,78 • 3.6I 0.01 kg/m2
Plat
Water Content 1,60 1.95 8.43 0.00 lcgim2
height 0.80 0.32 1.23 0. D2 m
^pVV - 6.8 2. D -^4.0 -I5.$ dR






Coefficient r 1 2 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
^..	 11ai um^tri o
Soil Moi share. 1
2.	 .rresh
Plant Biomass 0.08 1
3.	 .Dry .
Plant Biomass 0.00 0.82 1
Water Content 0.10. 0,97 0.66	 ^
5.	 Canopy Height -0.18 0.53 0.54	 ^. 47	 1
6.	 ^°V^(dB^ -0,10 0.38 0.34	 0.36	 0.57	 1
7.	 o^H(dB} -0.18 t^f.34 0.41.	 0.2$	 0.67	 0.87	 1
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^^	 Figure 4.37	 Effect of fresh plant :^iomass on the level of o°
	
'	 are shown for the ten fields divided into two





















4 .,^	 ^^i . e. , carrel ati on eaeffi ci en's ^ ^?^S difference error {i Yt dB) , and
nGtnber of model parameters ar canstan^^s.
'^'hP an^iy model ,reported in `tire literature that seems to apply
to soybeans is the- t;loud r^nodel i^t^om F^ttema and ilI aby {1970.
Ali:haugh they d^;d not test it s?n soybean data, the model
assumptions apply to tie soybean canopy Their model has the farm
a° = A[1 - exp ^-^ w h) I + C exp ^^ ms - $ w" h ^
(4.21
^fhere tv z s fihe vol urtietri c water con`^ent of the canopy, his the
physical height of the canopy, and ms is the volumetric soil
moisture content. 'phis model require3 4 parameters {A,B,C,D) and
prov7des correlation coefficients {.r zj of 0.49 and O. SO with RMS
errors of 1..41 dB and 2.04 d6 .tor polarizations of V^ and VEl
respectively.
Ffr^dificatiarzs to this model showing some improvement in
results are	 {1^ replacing the exponential dependence on said
moistu r e with computes! Fresnel reflectivities, .as way done for
earn and: wheat; (2} permitting, the canopy albedt, and hence
backscat^ering to vary` titi'i th canopy csnditions as well as with
attenuation, as is currently tE^e case; and {3} determining which
property of the canopy _best. represents the attenuati gn. ^'hese














^ _	 ^ `s
.^:
where
^canapy - A •(I - exp [-R	 f 2 (Pi ai^t) 7 ^ ^I - e►xp 
^-p	 fI {pi ant } ] }
(4.23a}
sa7i = 0(rVV ^ ^^f^H^ exP ^- 0	f1 (Plant } ^ a	 (4.23b}
wYitre fY(pi,ant} ^s a funct7on of Plant ground truth that ^s
praport§oval to canopy attenuat7on, and fZ (plant) tis a fdnct^on of
plant ground truth that varies ^n a manner s^im7lar to that of^th^
backscatter9ng of the canopy. In keesz7nc^ w yth the object9ves of
this stud;^ s
 only s7mple reIationsh^ps will be investigated. After
trying vari ous ^:ambinations of available ground-truth data ^hrougi^
a process of trial and error, the optimum combination of ground-
trut' parameters was found to be
fI (piant) =WET	 , fZ(plant} - Wrr ,	 (^.2^)
where WET is the fresh plant biomass. This results in cc^rrelat^on
coefficients (r2 } of 0.58 and -0.67 wi^:h RNlS errors of I.28 dB and
1.65 dB for VV acid VH polarizations. '"able ^»I6 li sts the five
model coef•Fic-ients d^termi'ned, and the r' and- RM5 errors. far each
field ^'or both VV and VF{ polarizat7on^ 	 Figures ^'r.38 and -4,39
present plots of predicted versus measured 6° for all fields
car^bined. In bath cases, a linear regression indicates a slope of





















Model Coefficients and Resulting Statistics
Pol . A S	 G Q	 ^ _.	 ^	 !,	 .x
V1^ D„^45 6. 739	 x.297. 6.80	 0 ^
^^












1All (255} D,58/1.2$ D.G7j1. 65
^. (311 D.62/1.33. 0.7'1 /1.'0 ^	 ^;!
...^
2 {34} 0.61/1.37. O.ES/1.89 I:F




4 {26) 0.59/1°28 0,68/178 ^	 .^^
5 (30} 0.71,'3..24 ^	 0.77/1.60 ^-.^ ;^
6 {23} D»05/1.32 D.la/1.80 ^ '?
.
7 (17} 0.47/1,11. D.59/I.18
^,^
8 (22} D.f6/0.95 0.66/1.65
^^	 ,	 I
9 {19} D.41/D.92 0.44/1.47 i	 jl
l0 (18} D.44/0.98 0.1^/1.11
-^
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slope; 0.58	 ,•
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Figut•e 4.3^r	 14 comparison of obs^rv^d (measured )_ °^1^i with	 }	 ^ ,

























plots show satui^ati on a7 ang 
°fired, This is the model 's at^":empt to
:allow the behavior shown in Figure 4.37, 4^lhich shows a° becoming
saturated soon after the fresh plant biomass exceeds 1 kg m'"2.
T^►e model is unable to explain the scattering in °° beyond biomass
values greater than 1. kg m-'2.
Figure 4.40 shows a plot of the errors (defined here as
°seas (d8 ^ ^ ^°pred (d8 } ^ for l r1! versus VH poI ar7 zati on. There i s
slightly less scattering along the VU axis than along the VH axis
which explains the fact t^iat the R^iS error for VU is 1 e5s than VF{.
Figures 4.4I. and 4.42 preseni: temporal comparisons of
measured and predicted °^' i'or a given field (I^a. 2}. 	 The
predicted ^° is broken into its components which shows the reason
it behaves the-way it dots.	 Again in bath cases after about
Julian date 200 the predicted c°, composed almost entirely of
pl-ant backscattering, becomes saturated. This level of saturation
is the optimum for. all the fields, since all the fields were used
iri determining -the model coefficients.
Similar compari::sons of measured and predicted a° ors a
temporal basis for each of the ten fields- are presented in
Figures 4.43 and 4.44.
	 In most cases, the model predicts the
early behavior of ^° with a fair degree of accuracy. _For the bulk
bf the Season, the plant biomass is sa great that the mode
becr^mes saturated ^n it;s pred7ctian of a° and -
 is unable to explain




























	 A compari.,on ^^ tie errors in predicting Vv with-
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^^	 r^ = O.fi1	 N ^ 34	 ^ O
RMS Diff Error (d8} w 7:4
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Figure 4.4^	 A comparison of measured and predicted vV over
time for soybean field tto. 2. The predic^ed value
,,is the sum of three camponen^s, also shown here.
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t+ i qure x.42	 A comparison of measured and predicted cy over
.	 time for soybean field X10. 2, The predic^ed value
is the sum of three components, also shown here«
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Figure 4.43	 A comparison of measured and predicted cy°V over
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4.8.3 Error Anal sis	 •-
As -in the. cases of the wheat and corn models developed
earl ier, an eval uatti on of the si. gni fi cants of data errors i n the
model`s ability to predict measured a° was performed. The sources
of errors and the method of si^z^< 1 ati on are -i denti caI to the
previous two and hence further explanation would be redundanta
The values of variance it ground truth and radar quantities
are listed in Table 4.17.	 Ttzese values were obtained through
examination of variances in the raw data.
The results of the simulation Indicate that the types and
magnitudes of errors introduced in the data would permit an exact
model to have sorrel ati an coeffi c7 ents {r^1 of x.62 and 0.79 and
RM5 difference errors of I.10 d6 and 1.^4 dB far the VV and VH
models, respectively. This would seem to enhance 'the credibility
of the models.




Of the original 348 data sets acqu7red, 64 were omitted from
analysis and modeling . because the data might have been affected by
a recent rain (within two days).. An investigation as to .what
effect if any these rain events had on the data is now possible.
[sing the models previously optimized for the orig7nal 255
unaffected data sets, a comparison of the- distribution of errors.
is possible.	 To make`the analysis more sensitive. to small
^^,	 changes, the models wtill be optimized on a per field basis












1981 Soybeans- Error Simulation €tesults
.	 ^ Fresh Bry
;w^ ^	 ^	 Parameter	 biomass gior^ass	 Height Soil
^ I 	_	 ^""+ Std• Dev•	 as 2^^ 0.?ou 	 as Q9u 0.20u
Vic .	N
': u represents the mean of the measured va7tte
:e.;-
^YV has a std. dev. of a.8 dB
aVH has a std. dev. of 1.6 dB
V11 r^s^rl is :	 r^ = 0.52_	 RMS ^ ^ ff. Error = 1. 1a d^
^	 ^ VH results:





	 caeffi ci eras for each field along- with the accompani ng r 2 ^,
and ^^1S errors, are presented in Table 4.18.
Given these specialized models, errors between predicted anti ^^
measured	 rr° far the	 two	 cases	 ( "normal"	 and	 rain-affected)	 may i 	 ^^
`
becompared.	 A	 stat7si;ical	 comparison	 of	 these	 errors.	 was
.^ performed	 and the	 r•esu^ts	 are	 presented	 in Table 4.19.	 7n the '.
`^ case of liV polarization, the hest concludes that the errors- are
_^














__^ a	 5^	 chance	 that	 the	 errors	 are	 from	 the	 same - 	or	 similar j	 ";^,
i





More insi ght as . to the d7 fferi rtg nature of the di str7 bt^ti on of the
S
^^1,




.•	 Figures 4.45 and 4.46 are presented, which are. histograms of the f.I^
errors.	 Tn	 both	 cases	 (VV	 and	 YH	 polarizations	 the	 errors
I`
associated with the "normal"	 data display a distribution similar
to	 a	 Ga^assi an	 distribution	 with	 a	 rt^ean	 of	 0	 d6.	 The	 errors
^
!_^ associated	 with
	 •the	 rain -affected	 data	 havE	 much
	
broader.
distriuutions, and they have values .extending beyond those seen i^n
;.
^ the case of the "normal." data.
F^na11y, _Figure 4.4^ compares the relat7onship between .errors
^:.^
as a function of polarization for the two cases, rain•-affected and
° 1normal.°	 The	 correlation	 coefficients	 indicate-
	 h7ghee j
carrelutions in 4hp rain data, which may , 7nd7sate that the effect









Model Caef^icients and Resu^t^ng Statistics
O^tiiiii zed. ors a Pet=Field 13asi s -Soybeans
Cro{^:	 Soybeans	 ?olarization:	 YY
' kMS
Difference
t Field •'^o.-_ A B -	 C D	 G	 r2 Error {dOt ^! •._
1 0.253 5,669 0.758 fi.$0	 4	 0.62 1.04 3I
^
2 0.224 9.620 0.173 6.80	 0	 0.62 --	 2.33 34
K
^^ 3 0.2fi8, 2.934 0.248 5.83	 0	 D.79 1.43 35
t--^
Y'	 '.^. 4 0,2b0 9,766 0.021 6.BO	 0	 -0.71 3.21 2fi
.'	 5 0.274 .6.770 0.254 6.70	 0	 0.71 '1.16 30
' 6 0.249 38.15 0.189 3.22	 0	 0'.13 0.95 2^
8 0.334 ^	 3.659 0.619 3.375	 0	 0.68 0.81 17
^^ 9 0.2$4 4.849 0.227 5.595
	
0	 0.66 0.74 22	 '
^^' 10 0.244 24.771 0.033 fi.80	 0	 0.42 0.76 19
11 Q.235 3.679 0.226 6.80	 0	 0.44 0.79 18
I
^
Rll 0.245 6.738 0.247 6.80	 0	 0.58 ^	 1.28 255
r
TABLC 4.	 ^ , ^^'




Field Ho. A 8 C D G rz Error(dB) N
1 O.OfiO 7.698 0.001 6.8D 1 0.72 1.64 3I
•- 2 0.050 6.412 16"'' fi.BQ 1 0.59 1.70 34^
^ 3	 .. O.U66 3.134 0,006 3.61 1 0.85 1.53 35►.._
^^^	 ^^
i
4 0.062 5.485 10"'^ 6,80 1 0.70 1.73 2b
'	 ^' 5 O.D71 4.625 0.007 4.595 1 0.77 1.51 3D
^S;Y:
6 0.091 0.737 0.298 6.80 1 0.37 1.4T 23
8 0.089 1.470 0.033 -6.80 1 O.fi9 1.00 17
9 0.075 3.392 10"'' 4.152 1 0,63 I.46 22
'	 10 ^J; 065 $.915 0.001 6.80 1 -0.+43 1.12 19
lI 0.057 6.185 - 0.004 6.60 1 0.16 1:07 ' 38
^^,
All 0.061 5.256 0.005 5.781 1 0.67 1.65 255
1
-^











- 1981 Soybeans - Weatber Effects Analysis.
T-Test
Data: .Mean	 RMS Diff. 2-Tail
	 .
•	 Class N Error (d6}	 Error (dB) Probability
^ _	 VV.Polarization .
1	 Normal	 - -255 -0.0018	 I.,10
^	 Recent Rain 64 0.66b6	 1,.76 0,000
.^,
• VH Pal ariza}ion
.	 Normal 255 -O.OU55	 I.49
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	 A comparison o^-the ways in wi^zch the errors
betw.^en predicted and measured: a° vary-with























4..9	 5ummary and Conclusions
`
An	 experiment	 conducted	 in	 the	 summer	 of	 1981	 by	 the. ;^:#
}University	 of	 Kansas	 Remote	 Sensing	 ^.aboratary	 measured	 the
backscattering	 at	 X^band	 X10.2 GHz),	 at	 a	 50°	 incidence angle,
with	 polarizations	 of	 VV	 and	 VH	 using	 a	 truck-mounted	 FM^CW
^^
scatterometer.	 Coincident	 ground	 truth,	 consisting	 of	 plant ^'
biomass and height, soil	 moisture and texture,	 and the harvested ^^	 '',
4	 ii
yield,was also collected.	 The data set collected is unique in at 'I
__.
least	 two	 ways.	 first,	 the	 data	 collected	 from	 typical ,^	 '=';^
agricultural fields incorporating commercial techniques, which are i
^'`	 '^unlike	 special,	 prepared	 plots,	 consisted of ten fields 	 of each V_
I
I( `I
crop type scorn, wheat, and 5oybeans^.	 Each field was v7 sited at
Mull
least
	 twenty	 times	 during	 Its	 growing	 season,	 providing	 an `^,
enormous	 data	 set	 that	 will	 permit	 many	 new	 investigations. ^`^	 ^	 ^^E;
•	 Secondly,
	 due to-the scatterometer`s design, .reliable VH data are ,,
^_J	
3
available	 far	 the, first	 time	 for
	
agricultural	 data	 of	 this
magnitude.
Initial examination showed that-the temporal behavior of the
ten fields of each crop type is similar but by no means
identical.	 Wheat showed the greatest similarity of behavior,
while corn and soybeans showed more variability. In all cases,
high correlations were observed between 
^VV and 6VH.
	
Models were developed for each crop type and polarization,
	 •
and these .proved to be superior to any previously reported in the
literature.	 Although the same prineipTes were applied in
developing these models, an added feature- was the introduction of










(previous models had assumed a constant aibedo). ^ A second factor
simplifying the modeling of sail backscattering was the- use of
^resnel reflectivity.
	 This was possible for the fallowing
reasons: (1} dielectric measurements at X^band of sails having the
same or similar textures were made in can,^unction with the g98I
summer experiment, and (2} theoretical models explaining rough
surface backscattaring indicate a factor of Fresnel ref]ectivity
representing the dielectric dependence of the backscatter7ng.
Table Q^.20 lists the models developed, along with model
caefficier^ts^ correlation coefficients, and ficMS difference errors
far each crop and polarization.
	
In determining the. model
coefficients via a nonlinear regression computer program seeking
to minimize the RMS error, the magnitude of the .attenuation was
kept within the limits of values reported from measurements. A
comparison of-the reported values -and thoae predicted by the
models are presented 7n Table 4.21.. Clearly, the values do not
match exactly, however for the. most part they are not in-great
disagreement, with- the exception of soybeans. In that case, the
model would have selected an ,even higher value far attenuation had
not limits been ir^posed to keep the values "reasonable."
	
The
exact influence of this high attenuation on-the model's ability to
predict. ^° is not clearly dnderstaad, so this trend far h7gher
attenuation may b^ a numerical - artifact, i.e., only slight
(insignificant? improvements in rz and the RNlS errors are achieved
by increasing the attenuation. The^madeled values may, therefore.,
not be indicat^va. of the true attenuation, in the case of












^ • Mader Summary r
^.
Wheat:
a° = A^1 - e
_F	 SH2O jHt ^ ^^ 
^ 











A	 B	 G	 0 E F	 G
_)	
^;
VV 0.153	 0.03fi	 1.48	 4.272 2.445 0.1].2	 0 ,:
.u:
VH 0.025	 0.013	 0.073	 2.382 1.440 0.125	 1
N = I43 VV	 ;	 rZ = 0.51	 ^	 RMS Errar s 2.04 dB ;










a Al-e- 	)(1- e 	} ^.I !^
+ S	 SH2O	 a -E - i,.WT ^..







i	 ;^A	 B	 G	 E F G
' 0.298	 0.080	 0.54fi	 2.030 1.83fi 0^ ^^; ^Vti'
.	 VH 0.079	 0.018	 x.023	 1.340 1.263 1	 ^ ^.} ^^	 ^
'	 _N ^ 166 V1l	 •^	 r2 = 0.35	 RMS Errar = 1.28: d8 ^
' VH
















.	 TABLE x.20 ^Gnntlra^ed} 	 .
Soybeans:	 '
a° = A(1 - 'e-$ .• 6^ET) (^ _ e-D •WET)
+ C (^'VV + ^ ^'HH) 
a-0 'WET
A	 8	 C	 0	 G
VV	 Q.246	 6.739 0.297	 6,80	 0
VH	 0.061.	 5.263	 0.005	 5.7^'	 1
K = 255	 VV	 -^	 r2 = 0.58	 R615 Frrar = 1.28 dB
VH	 -^	 r^ _ 0.67	 R^4S Error - 1.65 d6
GROlJND-TRI^TH VRR^ABf.^ IDE^ITIFICATIUN
SH2O = stalk grater cartterlt {kg m`2}
{for-wheat this ir^Gludes leaf water content)
fit =campy height {m}
FH2O = fruit (grain - head) water c^stent {kg m-z}
FWi' = t'r•uit fresh . biomass {kg m`2)
LWT = leaf fresh biomass {kg m`21
WET = plant fresh biomass {kg m'"2}
Tpn = Fresnel reflectivity 






' TAB^.E 4.21 s
Attenuateon Anal,sis (2-Way) 50° 10.2 &Hz
4r'heat
Atten. Caetf. Leaf. Head Corn Soybeans
VY 2.445 4.272 ^. 03 6 • $
V^! 1.44 2..382 1.34 5.77
&T Factor LH2O FH2O LWT t^et
Mean 1.276 '0.255 0.782 2.249
Std. Oev. 0.954 0.231 £x.467 2.530





Mean 13.5 4.7 6.9 66.4
t Std. Dev. 1D.1 4.3 4,1 74.7
^^aximum 40.9 13,8 16.7 301.3
VH Polarization
Atten. Sd6}_
Mean 8.0 2.S 4.5 56.3






_50°, X-Band. 30.^°^ 9.9 20-30 32-44-
.	 (dB) f12.3 t2
2Q5
1981; therefore, various climatic effects n3ight ha^^e played a rote









Rnother checEt of the quality of these models was made in the
form of an error analysis in which the various errors were
accounted far in a simulation of the measurement process. The.
results indicated that a significant discrepancy between the
measured. and predicted a° could be explained in this way.
These models, in combinat^on with-the large, continLOUS data
5efi,, permitted an .in.vestigatian into the effects (other than soil-
mo;sture variations) - of weather events an v°.	 The results
indicate that the presence of wind during data acqu7sitian does
not alter ^° significantly as long as it does not alter the canopy
geometry. significantly.
	
However., -these effecta , were only
investigated-for wheat canopies, as were the effects . of blown-down
areas of canopy, which showed. a great deal of difference from
normal canopy conditions. Rain effects werQ present in all three
crop types and significantly altered - the measured a° - from .the
model-predicted values.
	
In all cases, the average error was
greater than 0 dB, Indicating that rain events tend to increase
°. This agrees with the observations presented in Chapter 3,
which experimentally determined the eizfects of free water in the
canopy.
4. ].0 Yfel d Estimati on from Remotely Sensed data
As stated ^r^v^ously, the ultimate applicat7on of













^	 ^	 ; ^,'I
^:	 '^
_^^
^raduct7on tin a ttimely and eff7c^ent manner. To.arr7ve at total	 ^ ^ ^^^';;r^
crop-prod^ct7on est7mates, 7t 9s necessary to zdent^fy crap types,	 ^^
^	 ;^
^est7mate the areal extent of each f7 el d, and f^ nal ly, to estimate 	 - ^ ^ ^,
^^
y7 ei d.
Other 'invest7gat'ions have dealt with the f7rst two object7ves.
by ut^liz7ng various	 remote-sensing dada; however, this
^nvest^gation w^ ii restrict Itself to an exam^nat7on of y7eld
est^mat^on only.	 '
The y^ el d produced by a gi ven crop at a g9 ven lacati on 7s a
funct7on of many v^^r^ abies. The plants mush have avaz i able to
them certa7 n nutr7ents, 1ncl^d7 ng w^^ter and nitrogen. They must
also rece9ve large amounts of solar rad7at^on and the7r
temperature should rema7n w^th7n certo^n limits to ensure v7gorous
growth. Biologists and agronomists have studied the effects of
these factors on plant vigor, and models can nos y
 be developed that
take these factors Into cansiderai:'ion in order to estimate yield.
One such model was developed by Coelho and Dale .(1.980}, Tt
fs ,coiled the Energy Crop Growth ECG} model and is used for
estimating corn (maize} yield. .This model ta^Ces the form
t^
EC^a = ^	 (s^^soa} i (s^^} i (wF} i
 {^^^^	 (4.25}
^=t^
where ER is the dally solar. rad5ation avail-able to the canopy, WF
•is . the
	 ratio of datily evapotranspiration to potential
evapotranspiration (a _measure. of water stress), and F'^' i.s. a ^'^ily
temperature function that relates
	 growth `rate tcs soil

















!^ bes^c results, it was found that t l and t2 should be 12 weeks
apart, with silting occurring midway. The Solar Radiation
Intercepted tSRI} is a function that estimates a canopy's ability
to intercept and utilize solar energy. Of the four factors, SR,
WF, and FT are directly weather-dependent factors, and the last
two- are also functions of soil condition. - SRI is the only factor
that depends entirely on the plant. In essence, the model says
that given adequate water and proper temperature 'ranges, yield
will be proport7onal to the canopy's ability to intercept and
uti:Tize solar energy.
	
Linvil]e et aT. {1978} showed a
relationship between the canopy`s LAI leaf area .Index.) and 5RI
(solar radiation inter°cepted} of the form
SRI = 1 - e-x.79 •LRI	 (4.26}
Efence when LRI is zero, no energy is intercepted, and when LRI is
about 2.9, 90^ of the available enemy is intercepted.
Therefore, it would appear that if remote-sensi ng data could
providd an estimate of LRI, .and assuming that no significant
water- or temperature-stress occurs during the grow7ng season, a
yield estimate, is obtainable, far corn at least.
	 Shibles and.
^leber (1966} reported .similar 5RI -LAI behavior far soybeans,
indicating that . the . ECG may be appropriate for soybeans as well .
Osman {^97T' showed a relationship between SRI and dry-mater
production in wheat, which again i ndicates another possible crop
appropriate fur the ECG. mode?.	 -`
I
Remote-sensing research in the optical region "shown that a
207	 '
^'
^.combtinatfon of channels (Green, Red, Infrared) termed "Greenness"
may be related to LAI far corn and soybeans (Oaughtry et al.,
1:982) far use f n est7mat^ ng y^ e1 d. Tucker et a1. ^198i } showed
that plant v7gor was related to red and 7nf rated spectral data,
and goes an to show a re1at^onsh7p . to total dry matter
accumulation.
Little ^f any work of this k7nd has been done us7ng radar as
the remote-sensing tool.
	
Based on the models for vegetation
backscattering, radar shows same of the properties necessary for
crop, man7toring, namely, that radar backscatter7ng is strongly
dependent on LAI {for corn, wheat, and mi l a) (EII aby et al . , 1983 }
and that radar is sensitive tU the amount of soil moisture present
(Satliv^la and - Ulaby, 197y}, and 'hence can monitor moisture
stress. Brisco et al. (1983) showed a strong linear dependence
between LAI and fresh leaf b7omass in corn and soybeans,
indicating that the models developed earlier can be converted inl:o
LAI dependence, for corn at least..
With this in mind, an analysis of the. 1981 radar data was
perfarme^ to determine if there. is any correlation between a° and
yield.	 The farm operators provided yield data for each. field
after harvest. These data are shown in Table 4'.22. Of the 30
fields, three were not harvested for grain.; hence no yield data
were available. With the. remai n7 ng nine fields of each crop type,
a correlation between the yields and mean o °
 for the growing stage
was competed. These results are shown in Table 4.23. For wheat,
the radar- data were broken Into .two periods:	 one with high














Field No. Wheat Corn	 Soybeans__
1 54 141 43
2 56.5 --- 49
3 42 152 'S2
4 44 149 4T
5 55 161 38
6 58 3.44 44
7 50 137 30	 (8)
8 48 75 37	 (9}
9 48.3 141 --	 (10}
10 --- 144 44	 {11)
Mean 50 .& 138.2 42.7
Std. Dev. 5.6 (11%)
	
24..8 (1$%) 6.7 (16%}







Mean o° vs. Yield: Correlation Analysi s
Correlation Coefficient (r}
VV real ^^	 VV d6 VFf real V^! d6
(N ^ 9}	 Wheat
Days 120-160 -0.083 -0.062 ^0^015 x-0.019
Days 161-194 -0.130 -0.104 -0.231 -0.-335
N	
-a. Difference -0.112 -0.030 -0,272- -0.325
Ratio -0.313 -0.173 -0.042 0.004
(l^ = 9)	 Carn
Days 135-220 0.115 0.085 0.062 0.042
(N ^ 9}	 5oyheans
Days 180-260 (1-5}












other with low attenuation (higher 6°).typically .I61 to 19n. Far
coin,. - this period was from 136 to 22D, inclusive, and for soybeans
it was from 180 to 26D far Fields 1 to 6, and 23^ to 280 far
Fields 6 to 11.	 In each. case .the mean Q° was found in real
numbers (mZ m'`z ) and correlations were done with ^° in both real
units (mz
 m-2} and in dB. The "difference" Zabel under wheat
i ndi cotes a di fferenre i n f:he r^eans far the two periods per field;
"ratio" indicates the ratio of the two means. Clearly, i n al I
cases, no significant correlation is shown.	 rt is only for
_^ soybeans with Vii polarization that a correlation exceeds even D.S.
^^	 Following the hypothesis that Q° is proportional to t_AI, or
simply that Q° is proportional to plant vigor and productivity, an
integration of d° (real, mz m-z} aver the growing period. was
_^	 performed. Since the early portion of the growing season in wheat
.^ •	 was "missed," which •apparently included- the peak seen by U1 aby et
_^
s	 al. (1983}, wheat was excluded from this type of analysis. The
period chosen far corn was the same as that recommended by Dale
-	 -
^	 (1976) i.e., date of Bilking (182} ^- six. weeks (42 days} or Julian
dates.140 to 224, The period. chosen for soybeans was that period
daring which ^° might be attributed mainly to vegetation and not
to soil. , i « e. , for Fields 1 ^:0 6, Days 180 to 260 and ,for Fields 6
to ^ 1I, Days .230 to 280.	 In • .order to perform the integration,
interpolation was necessary.	 The results are shown in
_,.,
^	 Table 4. 24.	 Again, no significant correlati on was found forµ.^.
ff
	 either crap or polarization.-
L.^	 One possible .explana^z on for the absence of a strong























integrated a° vs. Yield: Correlation Analysis
Courrelativn Coefficient (r)
VV	 ^	 VH
(N = 9) Cerra (D'ays I50-220}	 0.150	 0.043
CN = 9) Soybeans
	 0.425	 0.359
(1-5, days 380-160
(6-11, days 230-280} 	 ,.






uncorrelated, is that 'the number of fields involved was small 	 (N^9 ;^'^
per crop), and the variance tin yields among these nine fields was
^,I
,i
not great.	 Hence, in order to study this relationshtip properly, a 'I'




5.0	 A DETERMINISTIC APPROACH `





	 approach.	 A^thodgh	 this
approach	 is	 usually successful, questions 	 concerning the model's
physi-cal	 interpretation	 may	 be	 left	 unanswered.	 Furthermore,
constants	 obtaineii through the optimization of the model	 for one ^	
';;
set	 of	 data	 may	 differ	 significantly	 when	 the	 same	 model	 is `•
appl7ed	 to	 another	 experimenter's	 results.	 Aside	 from	 the. ^	 ;I
question	 of .absolute	 calibration . level;	 one	 may	 reason	 that -:
although the measurements were. made thousands of miles and perhaps
years	 apart;
	
the physics	 of the phenomenon	 is	 the same;. hence,
should not	 the
	 models
	 be	 quite	 similar?	 Perhaps	 as	 our








l•his ^s certain'[y true in the case of modeling the. microwave
bacicscattering propert7es of agrticulttiral fields.	 The norm of the
.canopy back5cattering model,
,:	 _	 {	 }
°`can
	




























is theoretical in origin, as is the farm for ^°Veg
^^veg = fi.75 m^7..L-2] cos 6	 (5.2^
where L-^ = exp ( W2T sec a},
which assumes si ng1 a scattering 7n a l ossy volume having diffuse
boundaries.	 Here ^ is the volume albedo and ^ is the. optical
thickness of the volumeo	 Armed with these relationships, the
,analyst need. only determine (empirically) values for c^ and r as
well as 
^°so•il, as was done in Chapter 4. Reliance on theoretical
models . , may be taken one step further, since. accurate formulas
•	 already exist for scattering from rough dielectric surfaces, e.g.,
the Kirchhoff stationary .phase approximation, the sma11-
perturbation model, etc. Although these models are quite complex
mathematically, they agree nicely with measurements when certain
characteristics about the surface as^e known (e. g., dielectric
constant, surface RMS height, and. roughness statistics such as the
shape of the autocorrelatian function). Again, in order to yield
good results., these are usually left as , free parameters to be
determined by the analyst.
Summaries of these surface -scattering models are presented in
Appendix C along with examples of the ways in which various input
parameters affect backscattering properties.
	 In addition, an
effar^ was made to increase the usefulness of these. theoretical
models by removing an obstacle for many would -be users, i.e.,
'mathematical complexity.	 When appropr7ate, relatively simple
empirical models- were .

















"exact" models, thus 'eliminating the need for elaborate computer
programs. The same is true far.a radiative-transfer~ saTutian to
the volume scattering situation (tllaby et al,, 1982}. 	 The
theoretical model, ,which requires complex integration and matrix
ir^versian, was approximated by a relatively simple empirical
model, which 7s in clgse agreement with the original over given
regions of applicability.	 It should be Hated here that •,- the
theoretical model for volume Scattering. treats the case of
multiple scattering as well as the case of surface-volume
interaction E^ackscattering.
Given this TeveI of understanding of the interaction pr^acess,
.the next. step would be to develop theoretical models- for canopy
attenuation (L 2} and canopy aTbedo (^). electromagnetic theory .
tells us that ane of the inputs into any such model will be the
canopy's dtielectric properties. 'Wherefore, investigators at the
University of Kansas RPmoLe Sensing Laboratory (and others} have
begun. detailed investigations into this topic. Uetarminatian of
the exact relationship between canopy properties and canopy
attenuation - and albedo, as yet unattained, will result in
determin7st7c, rather than empirical,-models that will not need to .
b^ " •Fitted" to . a given crop type, frequency, incidence angle,
polarization, etc. Given the necessar°y ground truth, the model
^wtill predict ^° within an accuracy limited only by the
uncertaint7es 7n ^^the grat^nd tr^uth.
	 Because the geometry of a
vegetation canopy represents a random process, some flexibility











	 A Deterministic Model for Canopy Attenuation ;.1
The	 experimental	 data	 coupled with d7 electric .measurements
and dielectric mixitrg formulas presented 7n Chapter 2 have shown a
k	
.,




attenuation by wheat stalks and heads.	 Thus, given information on
L
^^
the	 size- ,	 spatial -,	 end	 angular-distributions	 of	 the	 ,stalks _^^
,..
andJar	 heads,	 a	 good	 estimate	 of	 the	 attenuation	 (due	 to
absorption}
	
by	 these	 canopy .	 components	 becomes.	 available.




data-set	 prohibits	 such	 ^a	 test	 at	 this	 time,	 although	 futurre ^	 i
^^
^.^	 ^^doubt be	 to test	 improveexperiments will	 no	 conducted	 and	 upon
these deterministic models. ^	 !^
The. case	 of attenuation	 (t^esulting from absorption) 	 due to r-:.'^µ
leaves i n a canopy has been examined by U1 aby et al . 	 (1980 ,	 In ^	 ^
i_
_	
their approach, leaves are considered to be thin layers of a lossy ^;
^^	 t^.- aredielectric material, all . af which fcr simplicity	 assumed to be
horizontally aligned.	 Two approaches are taken.	 The first is one ,,:
-
tin which the dimensions of the individual leaves are assumed to be `^	 ^^
much larger than a wavelength (in the leaf material), which is the ^	 '^	 '
case	 for	 a	 dielectric.	 slab	 (for	 A-^0}.	 Hence	 the	 coherent
^.	 ..;;
for 'transmissivity	 {xc }	 is	 computed	 a	 wave	 passing	 through	 a




layers	 are	 superimposed	 (incoherently}	 and	 the	 result -is	 an
'expression	 for	 leaf	 attenuation	 (due	 to	 bath	 scattering	 and
L^







.	 ..	 . -
3^0 ^R. t^ sate • LAI). (b.4}
R,
I
e imaginary part of the dielectric constant of the
and t^ is the thickness of the disc, - taken here to
ass. o€ a leaf.. Both models require as inputs ^R
 and
gh the assumptions concerning the relative sizes of
velength are vastly different, the results of each
t differ drastically for electrically thin leaves.
salt, another .step towards a wholly deterministic
atter^ng model has been made. Before these models
w7th any confidence, however, tests verifying their
^^ill need to be made. As mentioned previously, a
dequate extent does- not exist at this time to test
f the wheat stalk and head absorption model.
€^_
For the detail













.	 _Here e^ is	 th
^'i
leaflL material ,
(^ be the. thickn
t^ and al thou
leaves_ and	 wa
approach . do no
As a	 re
^ canopy backsc
can be a	 liedPP
applicability
data set of a
the	 ovalidity
^1
s of computing Tc, the interested reader is re#erred
(19$2^, Chapter 4.
d approach treats leaves as beinr^ much smaller than
(in the leaf material). By treating the leaves as
disc-shaped. inclusions of finite thickness, the
s of Polder and Van Santee (1945 may be applied to
ecti ve dielectric constant of the volume. In order
volume fraction of _the leaf incTus7ons, LAI is used,




In	 order to test the proposed determin7st7c model with the '
P^
1981.
	 corn . ^° data,	 a	 -direct	 replacement	 of	 L^ • as	 given 	7n `	 111
Eq.	 {8.4)
	 w^ l l be made	 for the	 exp C^E •f3 {l eaf) ^ 7 tt
	
Ey.	 (4.19} . ^^	 r
l
The choice	 of Eq•	 (5.4)	 over	 (^.3}	 ^s	 a matter	 of	 slmpl7c^ty,
formulas	 far ^^.•i.e.,	 bathsince	 glue approximately the same value
,+
L^,	 Eq.	 {b.4} 9s	 chosen	 because	 ft	 7s	 much	 easfer to compute.
Thls test cannot prove beyond doubt the accuracy of either (^.4^) .^	 ^	 ''. -	 x
or	 (5.3),	 since the data are not measures of L^ directly, rather ^	 ^.:	 .:'





sfnce this	 model	 has. its
theory,	 •if 9t proves	 sate sfactary	 7^ t•, r I 1 .add credo b71 7ty to	 its
ut71 7ty. Thus,-the equat7on.for o•0 wlll be of theform
t^.vu^	 ^; ^
_	 _	 _	 _	 __







However,	 because Ieav^s dcm7nate bnth backscatter7ng and	 ^^ ! •;^^^
,^
attenuat7 on ^ n the case of a corn canopy, and si nce leaf b7 omass	 ^-^
data sa y 1 -mo7 store data and a° data are aVa^ l abl e a test of the 	 ^ a,
determ^ n-i sty c model of corn 1 eaf attenuati an ^ s z n order.	 ^ ^	 ^^!,
5.2 Test of the Corn.Leaf Attenuat7on Model
^° ^ ^°leaf + °°stalk + °°so9l
wi^ere
^l e^,f e aQ - A ^1 ^ 
LR'• 2} {l,	 exp (-D • LAI ^Hl" ^ }




^soi7 ^ s = Cr
yvL ^	 (5, 6c)
where SE^2A and rvv are as defined in Section 4.5.2, and L^ is
From Eq. (5s4}.	 The necessary inputs for LR include
ao , E^, t ^, e, and LAI. Both ^o and e. are system parameters and
will be taken to be 3 cm and 50°, respectively. . The average leaf
thickness wtill be taken to he 0.2 mm, since this was recommended
by lilaby in his presentation of Eq. (5,4}. The imagi^'^ary part of
the Leaf dielectric constant (^^) was measured by Ulaby and
Jedl i cka (Igt^3) at 1 : 5, 5.0 and 8 GHz, and an appl i eati on of thei r
II
^3 GFEz data .will be made. A polynomial fit of ^^ resulted , tin the
followlhg equation: 	 •
11
e^ = 9.847 my + 15.452 my - 4.39 m^,	 (5.7}
-with a correlation coefficient of 0.999 anti an RMS error of
0.0397. The. range of values far volu^etric leaf moisture, m v , is
0 ^ my ^ 0.8. The final necessary -input s L^^II, is avai lable in the
form of an estimate based ort the fresh 1^aaf biomass value. Srisco
et al. (3983) shaw^d a correlation coefficient (r] between fresh
leaf' bzc^mass and '^:AI of 0.94-e The estimate is of the •Form
CAI = 3.63 r,^,
.	 where ^^r i s the fresf^ 1 eaf biomass per ^ uni t area (k9 m z).
Thus= all of tFie •i nputis necessary to eval gate the model are













hors zontal , a fi tti ng factor E wi l l be included i n L^ of the form	 4^..^	 _
To maintain the deterministic natu re of L^, the range of E wY l l be
from about 0 . 3 to 2 . 5, s7 nee these are - the approximate 'I 'units of
the ^^ncertainties in the quantities involved.
kith the model thus defined, a test usin g the, X985, corn data
set (contain7ng 1.66 observations) was conducted with the i'allawing
results. The model was found to be optimum with the following
values for the model constants: A = 0=350 B = i}.0374, C = 0.579,
D = 0.7:0, E = 0.586.	 Such an assignment resulted in a
correlation coefficient (r^^ of .0..34 a:^d an FMS error of
1.?9 d6.
	
This is nearly identical to tx^e results obtained in
Sec^ti on ^. 5. ^ using the- empirical formal a ^ Thus: by eliminating a
degree of freedom i n developing the empirical model th;fough the
introduction of a determioi^tic quantity, a comparable fit of the
measured .data was obtained.
. Before proceeding to a di scussi ran of .some of _the beneftits of
using such a deterministic model, a word. or two shoti^ld be said
about how an r^ o•E 0.34 is seen to ue significant. ^t was shown
in Sect •ia^ 4.5.3 that the bulk of the RMS error, as^ weli as the
seemingly poor r Z result, may be attributed t^ measurement
error. ^ simulation of the errors ;was. made and the result showed
statistics similar to those obtained agave. The 4rue cause of the











































1 ess than 10 c^6, wit11 ^^a ma,^arity of the data vary? ng by less than
about 3 d6.	 Hence, the RMS .error of just over • 1 dB may be a
better measure of the quality ^f the model than r 2 , because r2 is
influenced by the slope of the relationship between the two
variables bung correlated.
''fhe significance of the fact that Q° has a 10-d6 dynamic
ran;^e aver the entire season should not be lost in this
statistical , anomaly. The reason the values of °° • are quoted in
units of dB rather than in m2 m
_2 
is that variations of several
orders of r^tagnitude in °° are ^ comr^orr occurrence.	 This is
parti cu'i arl ;^ ^ true ^rher^ a° i s presented 3s' a functi on of incidence
angle. ^ti 11, a vari ati on of no more than 10 dB over tune, tn^hen
canop,}f
 height and blamass quantii:ies go from near zero to their
maxir^um ar^d .then dot=m again, 7s somewhat surprising. Errors of
the order of ^ dB in c° measurement may reduce dramatically the
apparent. quality Qf a model (determined statistically).
5.3 Analysis ifsing the Ooterministic MadeZ
One advantage of a model 3ta^^ ng a definite physical
interpretation is . that - tit enables the analyst to perform
simulations o =^ the e =^feces of changes in sensor specifications.
In this case,- the effects , of changes in frequency - and ^nciBence
angle as wei^l a^ the e,^fects of vari at7 cns i n target candid ores
are "bu7lt into" the formu3a tor.L^.
Us7rag data reported by Ulaby and ded^icka (1983}, expressions
for ^^ si mi 1 ar to Eq.. (5.7^ were obtai nest fcr fre^uen^'i e^ of
1..5 O^Iz end 5 GHz. ^cr I.5 CHz, the form of ^^ is
2 2 ^.	 .
.	









1 ^ ^ `^
^',^ = 15.69 my + 21.29 my - 9.489 mv,
and for 5 GHz, the foti7n for s^ is
c`R = 7.400 my + l9. ^4 my - 7. . 797 mv. {5.10}
In bath cases, rz was found to be 0 . 9999 and the •CMS error was
Q.052. l^l aby and Jedl i cka (1983 } aI sa present values for 4^ {as
well as E^,) far various frequencies { from 1 to over 8 GHz} for
corn 1 eaves havi ng a vat umetri c moisture {mv} of 60^. Elsi n g th i s
data, values for ^,^, wgre computed with Eq.. { 5.8) using a value far
E of 0.586 as determi,^ed earlier. Figure 5.1 shows the behavior
of ^^ as a •function of frequency at three incidence angles. The
•	 parameters characterizing the canopy are a leaf area index {l^AI}
of 4, a 1 eaf vol umetri c moi ^ture {my} of 60^ s and a 1 eaf thickness
{t^) of 0.2 trm.	 Dn the bas? s o •` thi s figure, the effect of
increasing: the frequency {decreasing Aa} is clearly shown. As the.
•incidence. angle is increased•, the attenuation increases, as
expected.	 It is tinteresting to Hate. that while values •`or ^R
decrease with increasing frequency up to about 2.5 GHz after•which
E^ increases with frequer^ry, this behavior is masked by the aoi
factor. The dip arai^nci 2.5 GHz i s attri btited to the saline nature
of the water in the l -eaf,. measured by [71aby and Jedlicka {I983} to
be about 11 parts per thousand or 1 •t o; oo. The influence of this
tip •in ^^, 7s apparent iri the rate of increase in attenuation with


































	 .Computed two-way canopy attenuation as a function
of frequency, c^si ng_ Eq.. ( 5.7) wi th E ^ 0.586.
_	 f















attenuation increases^by about a factor of 3, yet between 1,5 and
3 GFtz attenuation increses by only a factor less than 2.
As we now have models for both soil backscattering and leaf
attenuation, scan, as defined in Eq. (5.1) using Eq. {5.2} to
define QVeg , can be ca"Iculated and studied. In adapt?ng the form
far ^Yeg of Eq. (5.2), we are modeling the backscattering from the
leaven only (neglecting any stalk contribution), which is
acceptable .only when leaves are dominant, i.e., when leaves are
lush and fully developed.	 This asstmption is based on
observations at X^band, and since data on this subject are not
available at lower frequencies, we will apply it to L- and C-band
simul ati ans as well .
Elne more assumption is needed before proceeding, and that is
a choice of values for the canopy albeda, w. To keep the analysis
as simple as possible, the albedo wi1.1 be modeled as being
independent of LAI, i.e., a constant al bedo will be used, its
value depending on -the wavelength and the dielectric properties of
the leaves.	 As Rayleigh scattering has . been used in obtaining
Eq. (5.2) , it is appropriate to adapt the Rayleigh appraximati on
for albeda, ^, where w takes the form
^ = ^s /fie 	X5.11}
where ^s end ^^ area the scattering and extinction efficiencies.
Iii the Rayl ei gft approx^rnati on these efficiencies take the form
(Ulaby et ai., 191.)
,.
^s = 3 X^ ^K^ 2 ^	 {5.12a)
and	 '
^e _ ^ X'^ ^Kj 2 +' 4 is Tm{-K}	 {5.12b)
where
X a	 2nr	





Here r ^s the effective radius of the spherical scatterer.
from the values obtained 7n apply7ng the determ9n^stic leaf
attenuation model to the 19gs corn Q° data, an average albedo of
about C.45 was determined ;^pt7mum. This value shall be adopted as
the X-band albedo ^^nd by sca.l 7 ng, values fo;h C- and L-bands w911
be obtaSned. Ht^em corn leaf d^electr^c measurements { lJlaby and
Jedi ^ cka, 1983} a value far e^ at a g7 ven vol umetr7 c mo^i stun^e
{45p }	 ^s	 avatilable , at	 all three	 bands.	 At X-band,
E^ = Ifi.7'6 - J7.16; at C-bards, e^ _ 17 . 68 - jfi . 5n^ at q_-bandy
e^ = 26^ 57 ^ ;j I0, 51, wfir¢n r!v W 4a;^. '!'hus by knows ng ^^ and w at
X-band { ab = 3 cm} the ori15' uni: no;^n 7s r wh7ch v^en ass7gned the
vai ue of 0.57 mm gave the des red vai ue for w of 0 . 45. sy us •i ng






At L-band the use of this value far r resulted in an albedo of
0.012. These values for albedo, 0.45, 0.15, and 0.012, shall be
used at X-, C-, and L-bands, henceforth.








approximation model	 is chasen, and values for the RMS height 	 (^)
^.^^0.8	 10	 Aand	 carrela.tion	 length	 (L}	 of	 cm and	 cm were chasen.
vol umetri c soil moisture of 0.15 cro s cm^ s was assuned also.	 using
dielectric. measurements of a given soil type {Soil type Na.	 3) as
^^
r.
discussed. in Appendix A, the Fresnel reflection coef^ricients were
.computed as the ftinal •input into the model. ^^





given	 above	 at	 L-,	 C-,	 and	 X-bands	 {1.5,	 5.^5,	 and ,
10 GHz}.	 As expected, all three curves show a decrease in Q° as
't




canopy	 backscattering begins to dominate at '
large angles.
^^





changes in soil moisture, a study of the sensitivity of a° to soil "^ ;: _
moisture was undertaken.	 Figure 5.3a shows the level of change in 1^
scan
	
(dB}	 due. ^o a 0.10. cm 3 cm
-s
 increase in soil	 moisture.	 As ^^	 ^°^
i
^	
j.Lthe highest	 becauseone might expect,	 -band shows	 sensitivity	 . it
suffers the least	 attenuation .and has the lowest canopy 	 albedo^
'.^
In	 addition,. small	 7i^cidence	 angles	 enhance	 sensitivity	 in most `^
. cases.,.	 again	 primarily	 because of reduced attenuation.	 The fact ^	 -
that	 C-band	 is	 considered	 optimum	 for	 soil-maisti^re	 sensing _	 ^
{^llaby,	 3^ g77) rather. than L-band is supported by the fact that C- ^..^	 ;^
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Figure 5.3	 Computed difFerence in Qa as a result of changing
soi 1 moisture far { a y a corn cano y oveF^ soil , and
-	 {b) bare soil. Units are {df3/O,^U cm cm'3).
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treated here,	 Far compar7son, Figure 5 . 3b shows a the level of	 `.^^	 ',
change in ffsail{dB} (bare soil} due to a 0.x.0 cm a cm-3 increase in
sail moisture.
To 'investigate the sensitivity of Q° to leaf area index {LAZ},
the. model was again used to compute Q°, this time with fixed soil
moisture (0.1.5 cm 3 cm` a} ar^d varying LA1. Figures 5.4(a} through
{c} show the results. For all three frequencies, it is apparent
that the larger incidence angles are the most sensitive to LAI,
It would seem that, given the behavior shown in these curves, C-
band might serve as well as X-band for monitoring LAI. It should
be kept in mind, however_ that C-hand is also more sensitive to
soil-moisture changes, and he^rce measured c° values would contain
twa unknowns (soil moisture and LAZ}, each having a strong impact
upon ^°.	 An example of how variations in soil moisture might
impact on the Q°-LAT relationship is presented in Figure 5.5(a}
through (c) fo g^ ! -, C-, and X-bands, respectively, all at a 50°
incidence angle and. VV polarization, -Here °^a^ y s computed. for
two conditions ., one. with. a dry soil (0.05 cma cm`a } background and
one with a wet soil (0..54 cm^ cm-3 } background. Clearly X-band is
the least . sensitive to changes in soil moisture. For this reason,
X-band. is mere suitable for monitoring LAT.
Finally, it. is apparent .from h'igures 5.^(a} through (c} that
as the - i ncidence angle, - as well as the fret^uency, ' is ` changed, the
lever of LAT at which ^°^ becomes less sensitive .also changes. T'o
quant7fy this effect.,. we may define a near term:-
	 the ^.RI
Sensitivity Range {LSR}, which is expressed in the sa ge unfits as
LAI (mz m"2}. The definition of L5R 'is that level of LRI at which
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Computed variation in u° due to changes in soil
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the Value ^1 - L Q2a is 0. $0 ar $0^.	 .In the case 7n wh7ch 
°`sotii is




will	 be	 within	 80%	 (or	 about	 Y	 d8)	 of	 Its
saturatod val=!e.	 A further increase in . LAI would result 7n a less^^







thy; t^l'is 9s not nec.essari1y tt•ue.	 Assumi ng 	^°sail = 0, the LAI
	 '
5ens •it7^,^7ty Range was computed at L-, C-, and X-bands, for a given
^:ll canopy cond7t^fln, as a function of ^nc7dence angle. •''h7s is shown
t fn F7gure 5.6.	 If we choose X-band as the frequency of our CAI
o
monitor at an incidence angle of 50 	 then we can monitor LAI up
to	 about	 ^	 mz	 m z	 {negiect7ng	 the	 Influence	 of	 soil
backscattering).	 Ifs	 on the other hand, we accept the ^tncreased
^ 3I
^J carrupt^ on of our measurement due to vari ate ons tin so71 mo7 store
and choose a C-band monitor, we can monitor LAI up to about 9 m2
m-2 at an inc9dence angle of 50°.	 Clearly some trade-offs between
decreased	 soil
	
sens7t7vtity	 and	 Increased	 LAI	 sens7tivity	 range
will	 have to be made	 ^n	 defin7ng	 a real	 system.	 One passible
^ a.^ dancealternat•£4aP 7s to . use -mare khan one frequency and 1 r^c7	 angle
tin the sensar^ conf^gurat^on, 	 Thus with two or more measures of
twc .unknowns,	 an ^st7mate of both	 soil	 moisture. and LAI may be
made.
L^	 5.^4 Ccnc1^Y__ us7an
	 '
f.^	
Thy value of determtinistic models over emptir^cal models is
clear « R^ more measurQments of canopy scatter ? ng and attenuati on





































Improved, our chotice' of parameters for system design will be
optimized, and our ability to extract i^nformat7on from remotely
sensed data will be maximized.
6.O SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
After having established the need for models and experiments
to verify or refute the models presented in Chapter^l, a course of
reseal ^^ was undertaken to further understanding of the ways in
which microwave energy Interacts with vegetation material.
In Chapter 2, descriptions of experiments des?gned to .measure
the atten^iation of X-band microwave energy by v^heat stalks and
heads and soybean leaves (with stalks) were presented. OveE^all
values of canopy attenuation, with an associated standard
deviation, were a result that was used ir. Chapter 4 in setting
realistic limits on these quantities. Further, theoret7cal models
for attenuation . caused by dielectric ,inclusions of varying
geometries were shown to give similar values for attenuation. Une
interesting result was the ..effect of polarization on attenuation
through .wheat stalks, which was substant7ated by data. from Lapes
(1983}^
In Chapter 3, the effect of free water in the canopy on cs°
was investigated experimentally. The result from all three .crop
[,
	 types was an Increase in ^° of the order of 2 to 3 d6, although
some uncertainties remain in the case of the- corn. canopy, since
changes in soil. moisture also seem to be a factor. In the case of





canopy tracks closely with the amount of free water present in the LL. 
^
1
canopy.	 Establishing	 the	 need	 for
	
careful	 treatment,	 in
quantitative work,	 of data acquired from canopies containing fs ,ee '^,,,
L
water	 as	 a	 result	 of	 dew	 or	 condensation,	 recent	 rainfall,	 or
irrigation is one result of this investigation,
^in Chapter 4, a review of past models far predicting °° from ,^^
vegetation	 canopies was	 presented,	 followed by	 a description of
^.•
the 1981 summer experiment. involving multitemporal ^° measurements
of 30 agricultural	 fields.	 Various models	 for predicting	 a° (VV ^ ^l





tried, including those rev ? ewed earlier.	 finally, a single model,
';
yielding the best results among the models tested, was optimized +,'
for each	 crop-canopy type.	 The quality of fit was measured by ^°
correlationcoefficient	 {r 2}	 and	 RNlS	 error.	 The -inflZJence	 of
'	 }
e^:perimental	 attar	 (both in ground -truth data and in	 radar data}
^.
was	 investigated	 and	 found	 to	 be	 a	 probable	 source	 of	 low	 r^ l.^
values (<7C%} and RMS errors of the order of 1.2 dB. 	 A comparison ^ '^
between data possibly 	 affected by weather conditions 	 { previously
-
omitted from analysis)	 and "unaffected". data was also made using ly
^:
?^
the newly developed models.	 The errors. between the measured and
predicted values showed the effect of recent rain upon 	 o'° vai ues ^	 ^
in mast .cases.	 The same was true of wheat data acquired fallowing ^^^
^__
a wind starrta in wh7ch the fields were blown doom. 	 Winds present =I^
dur3ng data acquisition produced na data 	 signi ficantly different
^-
^_^ ^^,
.	 fran the	 "unaffected"	 or	 normal	 data.	 Finally,	 an	 attempt	 to ^^ ,f
relate	 the measured	 ^'^ values.ta	 the	 reported yield	 values	 was ^-^'
l
made, without success.	 The probable cause for failure lies in^the
. ,^





limited number of data t9 yield values per - crop - type} and quite
similar yields.
In Chapter 5, ^ the . need fc^r additional deterministic model s
was justified, and an assessment of the progress of this line of
research was given, A deterministic nbdei far leaf attenuation
was tested and shown to be adequate. The lack of quality data for
testing the model did not provide strong evidence either to





the model was performed to investigate the ability of radar as a
monitor of LRI. The results confirmed previous reports indicating
that. L- ar C-band is optimum to monitor soil moisture, using
incidence angles .near . nadir.	 Same trade-offs are necessary
between the LAI sensitivity range (LSR} and the necessity of
minimizing the influence of soil.
investigation, several areas -far 'Further
anent.	 Ta extend our current levee a^





made at various frequencies and
palarizatians.	 The backscattering models and experimental data
presented here pertain to "normal" environmental and developmental
crop canditi-ens. Qrdinat^ily, such models are based upon a certain
'	 ^ set of ass^mptiort5 about canopy geometry, which if violated .will
invalidate the c^odel.	 The effects of abnarma1 environmental





i ttvesti gati on became app















events)	 upon	 a°	 af^	 a	 vegetation
	







	 of a	 baLkscattering	 model..	 Hence, a	 ^;{;
such	 effects.. may be
	 regarded_ as




and . should	 either	 be	 quantified








canopy	 a°,	 ground	 truth ii^	 ^,
I'
should	 be	 acquired	 an	 a	 scale	 that	 will
	
reduce	 uncertainty	 to `'
reasonable	 1imit;^.	 Also,	 the	 nature	 of	 v°sail
	
should	 be
determined	 for .each	 field	 used,	 so. as
	
to eliminate one area	 of t,
E,
uncertainty for which the models must account. j
Rs the . dynamic range of the temporal




of	 10 dB,	 extra	 care	 should	 be	 taken	 to	 ensure	 the
^^





caraditian	 may	 result	 in	 a	 3:-	 or	 2-d6	 variation	 in	 o°,	 the




Finally,	 as	 a	 result	 of	 the	 experiment	 described	 in	 this '
report,	 it	 is	 apparent	 that	 the	 temporal	 patterns	 of	 a°	 from. ^
agricultural . fields	 of	 irhe	 same	 crap	 type -are	 not	 identical. ^	 '
Although	 a	 model	 based	 on	 one	 set	 of	 observations	 from-one	 or
r
saveral
	 _fields.	 may	 perform.	 nicely ., : it'	 may	 ,not	 represent .the ^^
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'	 Sail Dielectric and Reflectivity
Tn concert r^ith the 1981 sinner experiment, which
investigated the ^° of crapland^ soil samples ofi the various
fields were also acquired. A textural analysis was performed to
determine the constituent parts by percentage (e.g,, sand, silt,
and clay). The results are presented in Table n.l. Accompanying
the analysis for each field is a classification' {e.g., silty
loam}.	 Dielectric measurements were made subsequently en five
general soil types, into which all of the fields in tE^e 1981
summer experiment could be grouped. The composition of these five
soil types is given in Table A.Z.	 The dielectric measurements
were made at a number of frequencies from 1.4 GHz to 18 GHz,
including 10 GHx, under various soil -moisture conditions. Based
upon these experimental. data, the dielectric constant as a
function of - soil moisture at specific frequencies was obtained.
An example. of this relationship is shown in Figure A.1 for a
frequency of 10 G^Iz. f^ote that soil types 1 and B represent- the_
textural extremes between which all others lie, i.e., they have
the highest sand and clay contents,. respectively.
The cuF^ves in Figure A.1 are -the results of polynomial
regression fits- performed on the measured -data. For details on
measurement techniques, analysis procedures, etc., see Hailikainen
et al. (1983}. The polynomials used in obtaining the curves of
Figure A.1 are fisted in Table. A.3.
Based on these equations, it is passible to compute t
Fresnel reflectivity, r, for each soil type under a wide range o
^d	 _	 ___	 -.^__-__._w^__.._^...^ ^	 ._ —...^,^ _.^,-.^- ^- - - _ _.^._^^_— —	 -^. ter,},.--
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TABLE A.1
Par^:i cl a-Size C1 assifi catiatt of the 0 - 5-cm Layer for the
Summer 1981 Vegetation ^x^eriment
Field.	 ^	 ^	 ^	 ^	 Soil
Ho.	 Sand	 Silt	 Clay,	Tyne Hr^.	 Classzfic^tian
1W {11S) .57.7. 33.6 8.7 1 Sandy Loam
2W {6S) 53.7 37.9 8.4 1 Sandy Loam
3W 10.1 61.4 27.8 4 Silty Clay. Laam
4W 20.0 54.7 19.3 3 Silty Laam
5W 18.0 61.2 22.8 4 Silty Loam.
6W {7S} 13.2* 72.4 14.4 4 Silty Laam
7W {8S) 11.4* 76.5 12.i 4 Silty Loam
8W 32.0 53.1 14.9 3 Silty Loam
9W {9S} ,.59,3 31.1 9.6 ^ Sandy Loam
IOf^I (10S} 46«0 41..5 12.5 2 Loam
1C 35.9 51.9 12.2. 3 Silty Loam
2C 24.1* 51.1, 24.8 3 Silty Laam
3C 299 60.5 g.6 3 Silty
,
Loam
4C 40.6 44.3 15.I 2 Loam
5C^ 3fi.1 49.9 14.0 3 Loam
6C 31.,5 52.4 16.1 3 Silty Laam
7C 312 52...2 16.6 3 Silty Loam
8C 30.4 . 40.9 28.7 3 Clay Laam
9C 56x6 29.9 13.5 1 Sandy Loam
IOC 39.7 44.2 1601 2 Laam
1S 37.2 15.8 17.0 3 loam
2S 60..9 "9.5 9.6 1 Sandy Loam..
3S 32.4 65.0 11.6 3 Silty Loan
4S 1































,^ Soil Textures of Five Soil Types ^3sed in Dielectric Measurements ^,`
Soil ^	 !
Type Soil Texture (^) ^^ :	 `^^
hEo. Des9 ^nati on Soi'^ Type Sand _	 Silt	 ,^ Clay
^ 1^
1 Field 1 Sandy Loam 53..51 35.06 I3. Q3 ^	 '
2 ^Fi el d 2 Loam 41.96 49.53. 8.53
f', 3 Fi eld 3 Silt Loam 30.63 55.89 13.48



























































^ -^ Fieid ^ -Silt Loars^
5 -Field 5 - Si itY Cloy
Frequency: 10 GHz
T = 23'C	 ^	 3
5
2
0..0	 0.1	 0.2	 0,3	 0.4	 0,5
	 ^^1.6	 '
_..	
^ ^	 . Va^umetric Mofsture ^^
^ y	 ^
F'i gore A. I	 D^ el ectr^ c pro .perti es of five soi ^ types as a
	 - ;^
function of volumetric moisture content
.  Frcm	 ^)
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Polynomial Fits of the Dielectric Oonstant of Five Soil Types 	
ff
^ _ ^ ^	 3 ^"• r
-Real Part, ^` = Ap + Al





Soi 1 Type	 Aa	
^_
	
1	 2. X53	 ^7.2^	 ^	 88.12	 ^^- ^
	












^ 64.98	 -	 ^.I
^il
lmagi nary Part, ^" = Bo + B1 my + S2 m^
Soi 1 Type	 ^_	 ^I
	
. 1	 -0.0346	 4.591	 47. T2	 ,^ ^	 ^ : j.
	2 	 -0.1127	 8.073	 29.43	 ,^
	
3	 -0.1245	 8.234	 29.36	 ^--
	
4	 0.00181	 2.698	 41.76	 _	 .^
	
5	 -0.0563	 3.531	 36.30
^-	 ^:
Range- o •^ Validi•ty
	
^„	 -	 5
0.05 t my t 0.50	 ^	 ,
i
f = 10 OHx	 ^	 , . '^
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y^.
moisture Cond7tions, for a given incidence angle, e.	 The
equations for computing the Fresnel reflectivity are





 - $7 . 17 2 9] /2
-^r Cose -^- 
^Er - sin z e] 1^2 2I"V
,
	
- ^	 1 `
^^, Case ^' ^^^, - s7n^ e] /2
,^^ where cr is the dielectric constant of the medium (which may be
^^
complex)	 and a is the .
 tincident angle of the incoming. wave..	 plots
of the Freshet
	
reflectivity at a 5D° incidence angle for various
?^ SOiI -r1107Sti2re	 conditions	 are	 presented	 in	 Figures-	 A.2	 and	 A. 3.
J
The five curves, one for each. sail type, 	 show similar though not
^^ identical	 behaviors.	 The	 relationship	 between	 reflectivity and
soil moisture is neither entirely linear nor exponential; however,.
the 1inr^ar form is a much mire accurate approximation. 	 For- i:his
^
^;
reason ^' was i^ncl uded as computed abo^^e directl,^ into the. modeling
^_,
of the Q° data..	 A listing oar tf^e results. of the textural analysis
CI
^:.:^
of	 the-	 observed	 fields,	 shown	 in	 Table	 A.1,	 includes.
:,^ classification Into one of the- five soil	 types	 studied irl detail
^- (actually only four soil types were used, because fields having a
^
^^
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F`ig^re A.2	 ^amputed Fre^r^el reflectivity for V polarization,.
at a '^^° incidence ang^ a for smooth surfaces of
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Figure Ro3	 Computed Fresnel reflectivity far N polarisation,
at a 50° incidence angle far smooth surfaces of
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APPENDIX S
41hat follows is a tabular listing of the data acquired during
the 1981, summer experiment. The data are grouped by crop type and
f7eld number.
	
A description of each column heading and entry
follows.
^1ULIAN DATE.	 Day of year in 1981
SiG^lAO UV	 8ackscattering coefficient in decibels
(dB) far a frequency of 10.2 GHz, an
incidence angle of 50° from nadir, and
VV polarization
SI^MRO	 UH	 Same	 as	 SIGMAO	 VV,	 except	 VH
polarization
SOI1. MOIST	 Volumetric soil moisttare in top 5 cm of
sail surface (cm3 cm'" 3 x 100}
CANOPY HEIGHT	 Height of canopy in meters
Plant Parameters
FRESH BIQMASS	 8iomass per unit area of freshly cut
plant material (^Cg m"z)
DRY BIOMASS	 8iomass per unit area of dried plant
.material (kg m"2)
2^s
..:	 --.,	 __,_,.e^., ^.__
	
_.. . _ _ _ ....	
_	













• tEAF AND STAtK
	
Combined biomass of leaves and stalks
	
^^	 for whet plants
HEAD	 ^	 Biomass of wheat head material
STAtK	 Sionass of corn stalk material
FRUXT
	 Biomass of corn cob, kernels, and
enclasin material9
	__	 t^AF	 Biomass of tarn leaves
	
^	 PLANT	 biomass of all soybean plant parts
combined
	.^	 CQDE	 .Code designat7ng any abnormal conditions
	
^^	 affecting the observed canopy.	 An
	
^^^^	 explanation of the code follows mast
tables.
^^
This data has. undergone a clean-up process in ^^^tich the plant
	
^ 	^ parameters {height and biomasses) were smoothed to eliminate the
rapid variations. known to be due to measurement error. Data from
^^
Soybean. Fieid No. ^7 are not presented because of the limited size
	
^^ ^	 of .the data sets- due . to farm-operator probl emS.
- _...^ ._...	 _^v^^...	 --._..^...^.^.....-. __w.w.__.	 .__
WI-TEAT FzEI.n ^^ I
----NEAR-___




























JUEIAN SIGMAO S^Gt^Aa S,f^2Z L' AtsnpY FP.HS,'i DnF
DATE 'W ^ VH MO25 HEIGHT
	 $IQMASS
22X. -16.4 -22.2 ^3.8 Ot689 I.450 0:504
.124_ -1281 -x5..8	 --	 0.708 1. 491 0.594
126. -15.6 -20,7	 7.7 0.718 1.569 0.660
128. -15.4 -20.2 5.7 0.729 1.553 4.687
1.31.	 14.0 -18.0 16.3 0.744 1.416 0.635
135.	 13.6 -1T:U I7.5 0.759 1.4I1 0.638
139. -14.3 -18,6 24.4 0.766 1.492 0.668
140., -1.3.2 -18.5 25.8 O.i65 1.521 Oy681
142. -12.7 -17.9 20.2 0.766 1.56.0 0.695
147. -13.4 -19.3 -.14.0 4.756 1.598 0.7I7
149. -13.4 -17.5 27.3 0.749 1.585 0.724
152. -
 -13..2 -17.1 19.9 0.736 1.525 4.728
154. -14.6 -I8.4 28.7 x:726 1.459 0.725
155. 13.8 -3.7.8 31.4 0.722 1.410 0.715
159. -10.6 -16.1 26.6 0.703 I.159 0.654
161. -1T.3 -Ib..2. 23.I 0,696 x.992 0.591
I67. -11.Ei -12.6 24.1 0.689 0.722 . 4,510
168. -10.7 -16,4 25.3 0.691 0.705 0.500
169. -10.I - 16.9 25.1 0 .694 0.604 0.455
I73.	 -9.0 -13.8 28.4 0.227 0.272 4.197
177.	 -8.4 -15.6 22.I 0.227 0.272 O.I97
1.80. -10.3 -18.2 18.4 0.227 0.272 0.197
I95.	 -7.8 -17.3 13.5 0,1.60 0.272 0.197
.,_- CODE EXPEADIATIaN --_
a -- NORMAL DATA
1 --.POST-HARVEST
2 -- BLOWN DOWN Al2EAS
3 -- WINDI' DUi?ING DATA ACQU:
4 -- RECENT HEAVY RAIN
...	
_ _...._.....-.r,.r.-	 ...^^	 ^_,	 l-	 ^	 _ _







•^r-.^ Qr L7 TRS.VS^ r1^. r^1^r _'.	 ^'ll
JULIAN SIGMAO SxGMAO 50IL CANOPY FRESH .DRS' FRESH DRY CORE	 I .:
DATE V'^ VH MIS HETGXiT
	 BrOtfASS EIOMASS
,^1x1. -a1.o -•,^a.i 5.^
	
a.s6^: . ^.^23 o.^2z o.oao .a.coa o.
• 124. -7..4.5 -18.5 -- `	 0.755
	 1.710 0.514 O.ODO 0.040 4.
126. -14.0 -21.0 8.s	 a.sa2
	 1.703 0.560 O.a00 0.00a o. ^	 ,^
128. -18.7 -22.9 6.2
	






1.513 4.590 O..14i x.037 0.
}
'`
135. -16.1 -18,3 • 3.6.6	 Q.840	 1.329 0.527 0.369 0..148 0.
144. -is.2 -19.8 z3.s	 a.s15
	 1.324 O.sfia 0.36 Q.165 a, ^;
w: Y 142. -19.6 -1$.9 18. q
	0,8D4	 1.2y 1 x.552 0.494 0.187 3.
^'
^I
147. -15.4 -18,9 20.9	 0.784
	 1.149 0.500 O.fi51 0.252 0.
`' 152. -16,4 -20.0 22.4	 0.779	 0.992 x.428 0.780 .0.350 0. ^^	 ^^
^# 7.59.. -16.5 -20.8 22.8	 0.788	 0.860 v.381 .0.753 0.447 3. li
^'	 ^^151a -17.0 -21.9 23..3	 0.789	 0.836 0.387 0.720 Or460 0.
:^67. -5.5 -11.5 -^•	 a.759
	
0.403 Q.7.39 0.521 x.440 4.




0.354 0.200 0.480 0.425 0. ^^	 ^^
1G9. -8.G --12«7 26.6	 D.73Z	 0.268 0.140 0.439 0.407 a.
1.73. -10,7 -13 a6 .28.5
	 a.402 	 0.231 . O.I51 O.D00 D.Oad 1r
177r =9.1 -14.0 25.4
	
0.350	 0.23I` 0,185 0.000 O.00D 1. :^
IBa. -7.7 -13.9 .28.5. .0..340	 a,225 0.180 D.a00 O.D00 1. -_^'




-- -CODE EXFI^ANATIaN --- -
0 -^• NORMAL. DATA '
^. -- POST-HARVEST'
2 p- DLOWN DOWN AREAS
3 -- WINDY D^TRING DATA AiCQIIISITION {.

















































`18.4 28.8 ar 971
-21.1 33.9 0...9.99.
-20 . fs 34.8 1.004
-19..4 32x2 1.Olz
-18.9 . 40.3 1.016
-18.9 . 	-^	 1.015


















4.'774 I . a29
4.812. I.I2I
4.791 1.188




























































































.^_ n .	 .__,^,.:.	 _.
.	 WHEAT FxELD ^^ 3
.	 ---- Ct?DE E^XFLA1v^ATION ---
a -- NORMAL 7]ATA
.	 1 -- P6ST-HAR[^EST
z -- ^LOwN nowx AREAS
3 -- WINDX Di '^RING DATA ACQU^S7:TION















WFIEAx. F?'ELD ^^	 4 .
^^^ IaEAl^ &STALK _-_-HEAII----
















. 124» -11 . 4 -17..0 -- 0.848 3.745 0.932 -0.000 0.000 4.
I2b. -14,5 ^21.5 24.0 0.896 3.816 1.000 0.000. 0.000 0.
128. -26.3 -2I.s 21.8 a.9ss 3.849 x..043 o,a0o 0.000 0,
I3I. -16.1 -20.5 25.7 0.986 3.787 1.061 Q.3.30 0.040 0.
135.. -17,6 --20.9 29.E x:.029 3.515 0.998 0.479 0.157 G.
^^ 340. -17.7 -20.8 37.8 3..053 3.440. 1..016 0.517 0.193 A.
^:^ 142.. -17,5 -21.:0 35.2 1.055 3.373 1.012 0.6&7 O.Z78 0.	 .
147. -16.2 -20.8 35.1. 1.047 .3.354 x}.993 0.845 0.299 0.
152. -13.1 -^7.4 33.4 I.024 2.897 0.978 0.939 0.395 A.
^ IS9. °-17.3 -21.0.. 40..5 0..980 2.453 0.962 0.953 0..23 3.
161. -14.2 -^7.b 39.1 0'.966 2.300 0.95'1 0.936 0.554 2.
Idfi. X13.4 -1G.8 38,5 A,918 1.63I 0-.825 0.827 0.618 A.
1.69, -13.2 -14.2 38.1' 0.911 1.520 0.790 0,805 0.621 A.
^ I76, -3.0,.3 -16,.9= -- 0.866 0.683 0.,560 0.617 O.S71 0.
180. -9.2 -I2.0 49.5 0.843 O.Si6 0.467 0,403 0.373 0.
I83. -8.6 - .13.3, 50.5 . 4.$25 0.465 (^.-400 0..388 0.359 0.
196. -8.0 -16.6 37.3 0.237 0.300 0.29 O.G00 0.000 I.
--- CC]DE EXPLANATION ^--
.	 a -- NORMAL DATA
1 .,- p08T-HARVE::T
. 2 -- BLOWN. DOWN .AREAS
^^ 3 -- WINDX DARING DATA ^4CQUTSITION

































WIiEAT FIEI.A ^^ 5
IsEAE 8s STAZIC
sIGMAa SQI1; CANp^Y PRESET DRY
VH MOTS I^IGII'I`
	 16IOMASS
-24.$ 35.4 0.823 3.239 0.865
-21.5 24.5" 0.923 4.177 1.111
-.20.5 22.1 0..950 4.410 3.169
-20.5 29.8 0.987; 4.5x6 1.1$3
-20.3 34..d 1.006 4.377 1..139
-20.3 32.5' 1.017 3.542 1.070
°19.9 29.2 1.015 3.438 1..055
-21. p
 31.3 7 . 007 3.179 1. 014
-19.$ 36:.0 0.976 2.46.7. 0..921
-20.9 33.3 0.963 2.287 0.89b
-13.7 . 36.7 [?.908 1..827 0.843
-39.9 36.8 0.896 1.758 0:835
-16.9 38.0 0.882. 3..693 0.830
-34.0 52.8 0.772 1.343 0.818
-^T3.0 49.5 0.631 1.100 0:820
-12.5 54.0 0.53.7 0.889 0..772
-14.3 32.5 D.230 0.35x • 0.290
--- - CODE EXF'.GANATION ---
0 -^• IJORI^lAL 'DATA
1 -^ >?osx-l^A^vr:s^
2 -- .RiOWN noW^r AREAS
3 -- WINDY I^^IRING TiAI'A ACQD
4 -- RE£,EN^ 31EAVY RAIN









o.63s a .20o 0.
a.b64 0.217 4.
0.738 0.270 0.



























































..	 ^.-•	 .,	 ^-.- _^». .___._.__.... _... __.^...^^._.___m.---__. __.. ._ -. 	 _-,. ..	 ...gin.. ...-_.._.
1'1'liL' Ai F.I.J^^ ]^^ 4'
ZEAF & STALK
SIGMAO SOID i.ANQZ'Y I'RESFf DI'.Y
. VH ME3IS HEIGHT
	 BIOMASS
-18.8	 5.7 0.780 2.477 0,-860
-19.7 14,3 ,.. 0 -.824 -
 2.1374 1.040
-19.9	 9.8 Or$61 2.936 1.080
-18.3' 23.5' 0.892 2.955 1.112
-18.5
	 °-	 0.896 2.527 1.004
-18.3
	 ---	 0.893 2.577, 0,994
-15.8 3f1.5 0.1395 2.518. 0.984
-18.2 '32.7 a.877 2.238 0.927
-16.8 26.5} 0.863 2.140 0.899
-18.1 32.2 0.831 1.945 0.82&
-16,2
	 -^	 Q.a26 1.913. 0.812
-7:8.8 35.2 d .821 1..878 0..797
-19.5 22.5 O,8Zd 1.780 0.758
-18.3 42.1 0.805 1..706. 0.730
19.3 35,8 0. 803 x.G26 0.703
^-35.0 35.2 0.804 1.455 0.663
-15.7 34.7 0,845 1.392 0.631
-15.7 39.4 4..807 1.283 0.59$
-15.0 42.4 0.806 1.099 0.542
-14.8 38.3 0.$fll. d.^61 0.494
-14.^a 37.1 0.742 (3.843 0.482
-14.6 42.1 0.762 0.800 .0.477
-I5 ,1 35.5 0.730 0.747 3] .474
-13.5 37.4 b.b84 0. 625 0.4'2
-14.3 36.3 0.270 - {3.466 (1.435
-x8.2 33.b 4.270 4.466 0.435
^_ CODk: EKBLANATION ---
0 -- NORMAL DATA
1 -- ^°OaT-I€ARVEST
2 -- BDOWN DOWN AREAS
3 -- WINDY AURING DATA ACQU
























0.828 0.7].(1 0 .






-- CODE EXPZANA'^YON ---
0 -- NORMAL DAs1^ .
1 -- kOST-71ARC1EST
2 -- BLOWN DOWN AREAS
3 -- WINDY DURIN'0 DATA ACQUISITION























WHEAT FIELD ^^	 7 ,.^
DEAF &. STAZIC -- -HEAD----=
NLTl'^F SIG^^AO SIGMAO SOIL CANOPY FRESH ^JRY FRESH I^RY CODE.
DAxF. ^lV ^	 VH ^iOIS HEIGHT 73IOMA,SS BIOMASS `^	 f
126. -20.8 -24.8	 -22.0 . 0.973 4.685 1.091 x.000 0.000 0, "rb
128. -16.8 -22.0 16.5 0.990 li.?17 1.763 0..117 0.035 0,
I31. -16.7 -21.1 30.3 0.999 4.613. 1.799 0.331 0.110 0,
135. -.X7.8 -1$.7 35.0 4»991 ^a.087 1.657 0.798 -0.297 0. W!
I^+O. -14.8 -19.0 37.9 0.9b5 3.59& I.518 0.976 - 0.375 0.
1 ►^2. -I3.4 T18.8 3d.2 8.960 3,338 1.429 1.057 0.417 0^
147. -9.5 -13.8 35.2 0.945 2.633 1.159 I.238 0.537 0.
^^
149. -9.9 -12.Ei 21.3 0.542 2,3fx8 1.049 1.354 0.608 0.
I^2. -8.1 -13.3 26.4 0.940 2»31^+ 7..025 1.520 0.798 0_
156. -$.4 -12.8 40.5 0..935 2_[35 1.120 1.534 D.$90 0.
159. -5.9 -8.3 38.3 0.92.b 2.188 1.050 1.260. 0.820 3. °^" i
7.61.
-9.3 -II.2 38.3 0»913 2,010 1.005 7..099 0.780 0. ^
153. -b.8 -8.6 43.3 0,892 1.928 1.022 0.961? 0.750 4. ^^
167, -6.9 -7.9 39.5 11.814 I.60C 0.931 0.$85 0.740 4» ^,
158. -7.5 -I0.5 41.4 0.785 1.317 0.836 ^7.81p 0.729 0. ^	 '^
I70. -6.D -9,1 .38.5 0.713 0..720 0.475 0.576 0.520 0. `,
177. -5.9 11.1 3^`.I 0.220 0.404 . 0.291 0.0fl0 0.000 I.
'^.












































,7ULTAN SxGMAO SIGMAD soxL CANdPY FRESH DRY
?ATE	 STV
	
VH MdIS HEIsHT	 $I0^95S
321.. -15.8 -?.1.a I3.3 x.851 3.173 4.952
126. -x7.7 -2D.8 22.2 0.974 3.7G6 3.201
128. -15..4 -19.4 20.7 3.006 3.805 1.259
331. -34.6 -18.1 26.2 1.038 3.717 1.264
133. -16.9 X19..0	 -^-	 1.05D 3..351 I.:^59
134.. -14.9 -19.0	 --	 I.a5f+ 3.iti6 3.140
I35. -15.5 -19.2 31.3 • I.058 3.183 1.123
14C, -15.4 -18.7 33.7 1.056 2.65+0 0.996
142. -.15.1 -I9.2 25.7 :1.049 x.454 0.945
148. -15.,3 -20.1 31.0 1.014 1.947 0.794
349. -15..6 -20.1 33.a 1-.007 1.879. 0-.774
152. -16.6 -21.4 27.2 4.984 1.693 0.719
154. -14.2 -18.8 36.9 Q.968 3.590 0.691
356. -I6.a -19.4 37.6 0.951 3.496 4.668
I59. -14,6 -17.1 33,9 0.926 1.370 4.640
161.	 3.6.2 -15.2 34,9 0.910 1.396 0.670'
163. -10.7 -35.5 33.7 0.893 3.298• J.675
166. -31.8 -16.7 4I.9 0.867 1.259 0.68D
I58:	 X8.3 -14.6 33.3 4.849 1..040 0.677
17f^.	 -5.1 -I0.5 32.3 4.830 1.210 0.669
173.	 -6.^+ -34.2 44.3 0.803 . 0.950 0.66$
175.	 -7.0 -I3 ,0 '37.3 4.779 4.807 4.665
7:77.	 -6.9 -33.5 36.2 4.755 0.732 0.654
180.	 -8.4
 -13.6 35.9 0.734 0.709 0.650
183.	 -^.^ -Il.s 37.0 a.s65 a.s7G o.5^a
196.	 -S.0 -32.4 23.6 .0.233 0.2DS 0.180
-•- GODE EXPDANATZdN ---
0 -- NdRMA7^ DATA
I -- pdST-HARVEST
.	 2 -_ BLdWN DdWN AREAS
3 -- k^INLY DURING DATA ACQU:
4 -- RECENT HEAVY RAIN
I;


























W.EiEAT FIELD ^^ 9
	 .
LEAF & S.I,'ATaK
SIGf'IAO SOIL CANOPY ASH DRY
VH MOTS HEIGTiT
	 EIOMA.SS
-23.5	 4.9 0.597 1.537 0.598
-21.'6 12..6 0.716' 2.216 0.856
-20.5 10.4 .
 0.742 2.316 4.908
-17.1 15.0 0.764 2.338 0,95.1
-20.9
	 --	 0.768. 2.057 0.852
-1b.7	 --	 0.770 2.017 0.848
-15.3 I9.5 0.771. 1.980 0.845
-1G.I 22.5 4T,7b3 1.755 0.794
16.2 22.1 0.700 3..7131 0.778
-1.7.3 .21...1 0,152 I.S82 D.735
-18.0 18.6 0.73I I.264 0.573
X37.4 18.6 0.728 1.225 0.551
-39.8 I6.8 0.722 1.104 0.475
-16.9 25.4 0.720 :t.I26 0.473
-15.4 26.5 0..719 1,100 O.^S62
-15.3 21.3 0,720 1.061 0.454
-15.5 77..8 D.722 1.047 0:450
-12,7 24.6 0.723 0.898 0.449
-13.1. 28.2 0.722 0.753 0.448
-15.1 22.9 0.719 0.688 0.44?
-12,7 22.5 0.302 0.2I8 0.161
-15.9 26.7 0.287 0.218 0.162
-17.6	 4.6 a.267 O.I84 0.161
..-- CODE EXPLANATION ----
0 -- NORMAL DA7.'A
I °-- P'OST-HARVEST
2 -- B^^OWN DOWN Ac^EAS
3 -- ^JII^^Y DT3RTNG DATA AI;QU;

































_^ .w....W .,w^--.^._ __W	.w.^ -	 ^^ -.^- __




















4 .366 a.YF6 4.



























WHEAT I'IET,^D ^^ 14	 .
DEAF & STA7.TC
J'iTLIAN SIGMA4 SIGMA4 SOIE CANOPY FRESH nRY
DATE	 VV	 Vl^ MOTS HEIGH'P	 BIOMASS
I21. -Ii.2 -39..3
	 9.5 0.290 0.402 4.173
126. -15.1 -20.3' 24.7 - 0.386 4.823 0.276
I28. -13.5 -I9.3 16..2 0.417 x.992 0.314
I3I. -13.7 -18.7 18.2 0.474 1.202 .4.359
133, -I2.5 -17.3	 0.525 10324 0.385
I3rf.	 -7.6 -14.2	 --	 0.542 I.364 0.394
135.- -I^+.a -18.8 29.9 4.559 1.405 0 .443
140.	 -9.6 -18.0 32.1 0.666 2.564 0.450
I42, -Io',6 -24.5 26.2 0.746 1.53I 4.442
148. -16.1 -19.3 22.9 0.847 1.413 0.442
149: -16.4 -20.3 34.7 ,0.824 1.357 0.432
152. -15.8 -19 :a 24.5 0.853 1.2x7 0,443
354. -15.3 -17,9 26. 4
 0.F369 1.121 4.39.
156. -17.2 -21.3 2.I ,5 0.8$0 1.039
- 0.380
x.54. -16:6 -x.7.8 23.4 0.887 0.925 0.368
IO.sI. -17.7 -13.6 13.3 x.386. a-.855 0.362.
153. -1b.8 -Y4.4 26.4 0.881 0,789 . 0.360
1116. -10,3 -11.5 30.0 0.866 0.698 .0,358
1^^$. -?O.i -14:6 28:$ 0.853 0.633 0.356
I70.	 -9.I -12.4 28.8 0.837 0.5.71 0.353
173.	 -5.6 -10.8 42.3.4.81]. 0.473 0.341
175.	 -6.1 ^•I2,6 29.5 0..794 4.393 0.315
177.	 -6.6 -I4.2 . 26,9 x.778 0.280 4.252
I80.	 -5,1 -32..5 24.2 0.27'3 0.239 0.152
196.	 -7.8 w15.1	 --	 O.I98 0.13b -4.493
--- CODE EXPI.ANAT1;Oxt -^-
a - -- NORMAI< DAT;
1 -_ POST-HARVEST
$ -^ $IUyTN DOWN AREAS
3 -- WIN!}Y DiTRING BATA ACQJ':
4 -- RECfi^.NT HEAVY RAIN
26^







































































































































































































































































0.953 . 0.0$5 4.
1.040 0.099 4,
1.1x0 O. I19 4.











4. x96 4.246 0.
On989 0.245 O.
0.96,' 0.241 4,




.	 CORN FIEDD ^^ 2
--STATIC---
JULTAN SIGPfAd SIGIiAO SOIT^ FRESF^ DRY CANOPY
DATE	 v^r	 vH MOIS	 BrOMASS
	1IEIF^F€T
139.	 -7.5 -18.4 39.9 0.063 0.D13 D.350
141.	 -9.6 -18.5. 27.9 O.IOx 0.018 L^.362
147. -10.3 -19.1 24.0 .0.322 0.03$ 0.540
149.	 -8.0 -14.4 3f.1 0...475 0,050 0.536
154. -5.2 -11.8 4D.6 x.934 G.083 0.929
155. -4.6 -^D.9 39.6 3.039 0.092 0,994
156. -5.1 -12.3 39.7 1.x48 0.100 1.061
160.	 -5.1 -13.9 -28.5 1.623. -0.144 3.335.
163.	 -^4.I -32.3 39.9 2.OI8 0.192 3.542
I67.	 -6.8 -32.9 37.7 2.591 4.277 1.509
369. ^ -4.4 -13.8 35.3 2.893 0.330 1.935
170..	
-5.7. -:12.2 34.7 3.045 0.359 -1.996
375.	 -7.3 -11.4 39.6 3.304 0.420 . 2.270
1.76..- -7.0 -13.8 .
 43.8 -3.405 0,432 2.319
183.	 -7.8 -12.4 38.3 4.003 0.572 2.587
x.94.	 -8.3 -14.9 .19.4 4.126 D.734 2.763
396.	 -9.7 -16.5. 18.3 4.010 4.730 2.767
I97.	 -Z.8 -14.0 34.8. 3.938. 0.726 2.766
20I.	 -8.5 -13.7. 42.8 .3.541 0.636 ?..752
204... -?.0, -X3.0 39,'9 3..139 0.529 2.733
X09.	 -8.0 -14.x 4D 1 .3:,281 0.525 2.703
210..	 -8.6 -14.8 39.2 .3.255 0.520 2.f 99
211,.	 -7.6 -I3,7 .4D.1 3.I90^ 0.510 2.697
216.	 -8.7 -15.0 39.2 ^ 3.474 0.405 2.697
223.	 -8.7 -15.7. 33..2 2.389 0.372 2.697
2.24.	 -6.3 -17,4 29.7 0.464 D 066 0.243
225.	 -G.3 -16.4 22.2 0.494 0.499 0.198
---CORE.EXPDANATION ---
O -- NORi-7AL DATA
1 -- POST:-HARVEST
3 -- WiNAY DURING DATA ACQIJ:
















































































SIGMAO SOIL FRESH. DRY- CAI^TOJ?Y
VH MAYS	 BIOMASS	 HEIGHT
-18.2 34.2 4.039 O.OD7 4.277
-17.7 36.4- U.453 0.049 U.276
-18.5 31.2 D.11I 0.017 x.363
-38.8.28.$ 0.169 0.024 0.393
-13,0 34.1 0.3 pD 0.041 0.4u5
-12.5 36.8 U.72S o.D84 0 -.696
-I2.2^ 37.0 •0.824 D.092 D.750
-14.3 33.5 0.929 D.IOI a.805
-12.1 29.0 1.390 0.135 1.040
-32.4 32.E 1.776 0.162 1.226
-12.3 36'.6 2.335 0.7.87 2.477
-I2.S 28.9 2.628 D.187 1.602
-12,5 31.7 2.7$O - 0,190 1.663
-12.9 33.7 3.431 0.176 2p013
--12.7. 27.7 3.074 0:192 2.356
-14.5 13.7 3.I55 0.290 2.704
•-I4.9 I2.3 3.I83 0.321 2..740
-^4.5	 5.2 3.I98 0.341 2.754
w13.5 ..26.8 3..2.43 0..425 2.791
-I4.5 22.b 3.261 0,493 2.798
.»16..1? 30.2 3.253 0.596 2.775
-17.2 31.0 3.255. 0.6x5 2.765
-15.D 27.2 , a.252 0,.63 !x. 2.755
-14.6 23.4 3.219 4.702 2.685
--12.9 34.5 3.^!A9 D.71Y 2.6b9
-14.6 -30.1 3.47$ D.699 2.566
-14.6 28,6 2_.992 4 ...664 2'.5.33
^I4.9 13..1 2.7'71 0.493 2.520
-].5.6 3I.0 2.-891 (3.484 2,502
-16.1 27.5 2.938 0.476 . 2.50
-I3.6 18.3. 3.014 4.46^x 2.500
-13.8 22.7 3.072 0.451 2.500
-12..0 23.5 2.034 D.557 0.440
--- CODE F^PLd.NATION ---
0 -- NdRMAL BATA
I ^ -_ POST-HARVEST
3 -- WINAY DiTRIN& DATA ACQ'U
. . 4 _- RECENT HEAVY 12AIN ,
-^-FRUIT...,_	 ---LEAF--_
FRESH CRY FRESH DRY CODE
D?'UI•iASS	 BIOMASS
O.D00 D.400 0.055 O.O1D 4.
O.00D 0.044 -0.468 O.Oi2 4.
O.ODO O,DOD O.I16 O.DI7 0.
a.D4o 4.oD4 D.I68 D.o25 D.
D.00D D.00D D.277 O.D37 4.
O.D40 4.000 O.S47 0.064 4.
4.040 D.DO4 D.597 ^.ab7 4.
4.040 D.00D 4.646' a.O71 0.
D. DOD O,Oao 0.816 a.D'^9 4.
D.000 DODO 0.9I5 0.483 4.
0.000 o.ODO I.aol d,34o 4.
O.DO4 a.04D 1.D22 o.x2U 4.
0.000 O.00D 1.02$ 0'.130 4.
O.ZOO 0.065 I.078 0.173 0.
1:.452 0].48 1.I14 .0.241 D.
2..377. 0.445 1.223 0.278 0.
2.460 0.5D"I 1.258 D.283 0.
2.495 0.538 I,276 0.285 4.
2.598 0.655 1.3^+5 0.29D 4,
2.643 0.760 1.387 0.29:3 a.
2.:670 0.914 1.47.0 0.295 4,'
2.670 0.944 1.404 D.295 4.
2'..668 '0.973 1.394 0.295 D.
2.(133 I,I14 1.285 0.294 4..
2.622 1..135 2.252 0-.293 4.
2.52T 1.265 1.002 0.289 0.
2:...485. 1..298 0..911 ^.?87 0.
2.I66 1..375 0.490 0.27f^ 0.
2.410 2.348 0,387 0.273 O.
1.923 I.32I 0..345 .0.271 0.
I.830 1.285 D.3D$ D.270 4.
1.730 .7..240 4-.276 0.269 0.
D.D^JD O.DDO D.DDD D. 4D4 I.
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SZGMAO SOIi, FRESH DRY CANOPi^
VIi MOTS
	 BxOMASS	 HEIGHT
-19_.5 33.9 a.132 0,033 a.3d2
-15,x 31.9 'a. 188 o.a37 0.350
-14.9 24.6 0.604 O.Q71 0.602
-12.4 32.0 0.847 O.a86 4.713
--12.2 4i.5 1.564 0.X05 1.08
-11.8 X8.3 1.725 0.101 I,096
-x3. 5 42.5 1.892 0.307 l.l^a 4
-12.0 27.1 2.611 O.I84 3.442
-1i,7 32.0 3.399- x.256 i,65a
-I2.2 36«0 ^+.d33 0.389 1.917
-1i.0 32.9` 4.467 a.46I 2.043
-12.1 31.0 4..682 0.490 2.105
-I2.6 32.8 5.452 Q_66^B 2.434
-I2.1 30.2 5.170 0.736 2«?21
-15.5 i5.0 4,281 0.790 2.940
-14.a 15,4 4.167 0.754 2.951
-14.6 .14.5 4,]:a8 0.727 2.954
-13.3 26.8 3.849 0._716 2.949
-Z4.4 26.4 3.783 0.7a4 2.931
-1G. Z 36,1 3.683 d, 685 2. f387
-.14.2 36.9 3.608 43.671 2.877
-1^.4 43.8 '3,586 0.667 2.$68
-15.0 39.6 , 3.532 0.657 2.83I
-13.2 37.4 3,495 0.650 2.82$
-17.9 36."! 3.452 " p .642 2.826
-I5 ,0 3I.6 3,41 	 4.632 2.825
-13.6 36.9 3.256 0.628 .824
--- CODE E^PI,ANATxON _-_
0 ^-- NORMAL. DATA
1 -- POST-HARVEST
3 -- ^TINDY D'C^NG DATA ACgU
4 -- RECENT HEAVY 1RAIN
..--EEAF---




a. 239 o.a46 a.	 ^
	
a.6a3 0«a70 a.	 ^
	
0.782 0.08a 4.	 ^	 °%
1.179 4.x20 4.
1.250 a. 14a 4.
	
1.314. 0«150 4.	 E
I.s34 o.16a 4.
	
1.648 0 ,180 4 .	 13	 ;a
1.725	 0.210	 4.	 ^^^	 ^^^
	





^..82a 0, 34a 0.	 ^
1.898 0.493 a.
	
1.818 0.449 0.	 ^	 `^
	
1.793 x.439 d.	 '^^
	
1.7$d 0.434 0.	 `K'
^.. 724. 0 , 4.15	 4 .	 ^	 ^^^
	1.6$ 0 dI 0 	 ,1
]..617 0.385 4.
1.606 0.382 4. ,^
I.596 0«3$a 0.
	
x.562 0.378 4.	 '	 ^
	
1.543. 0.375 . 4.	 f
	1.504 0 7  	 ^
	








^..	 -..^ - ,^
Y .	 ^ . ,.	 _	 _
. ^	 LORAI FIELD ^^ 5 .





NLIAN S1GMA0 SYGMAa S4II, FRESH DRY cANaPY FRESH DRY FRESH DRY CODE
DATE W yH HOTS RIaMASS HEIGHT BIOMASS RTOMASS
139. -8..8 -17.8 33.2 0.066 D.014 0.3D1 0.00D 0.000 O.p90 0.019 4.
I41. -8.0 - 15.2 28.6 0.102 O.Dx9 0.336 0.400 4.0(i^i D.129 0.024 4.
I46. -7.1 -15,9 24.7 0.275 D.038 (1.489 D.Oao 0.D00 0.287 o.04D 0.
147. -6.7 -14.4 20.I 4.348 O.D45 0.529 0.000 O.ODO 4.348 0.046 0.
x49. -5,4 -12.3 26.6: 0..502 0.D59 0.617 o.o0a 0.00D 0.464 0.055 0.
154. -5.7 -12.D 34.3 0.950 0.D95 0.873 0.D00 O.DDO D.7I7 0.072 4.
155. -5.7 -x.2.6 36.9 x.05D 0,x.03 0.928 0.000 U.£►OD 0.76D 0.x74 4.
156. -5.0 -14.0 3x.5 1.152 D.I11 4.985 0.004 U.000 0.801 0.077 0.
260. -4.2 -?2.6 27.0 1.598 4.152 x.2x9 0..000 D.00D 0.539 0.089 0,
x63. -5.8 -13.4 31.? 1.963 0.190 1.398 0.000 0.000 1.0x1 0.098 4.
.167. -6.7 -y2.8 35.9 2.493 0.265 x.634. 0.000 0..000 3..069 0.Y13 4.
159. -5.2 -11.9 25.9	 - 2,771 D.307 1.748 0.000 0.D00 1.078 0.120 4.
170. -5.4 -13.4 26.6 2.914 0.328 3,.8Q4 0.D00 0.000 1.078 0.127 4.
175. -6.3 -12.0 28.2 3.493 0.420 2.066 Q.150 0.445 1.478 0.I58^ D.
176.. -5.6 -• I2.1 27.4 3.537 0.422 z.I1S p .2D4 0.050 1.078 0.168 0.
183. -6.6 -11.5 30.6 3.024 0.480 2.4D8 3.550 0.196 1.079 0.21F4 0.
'194. -6.8 -13.3 10.5 3.128 0.553 2.680 2.331. 0.487 1.079 0.281 0.
196. -8.: -15.4 6.0 3.174 0.567 2.703 2.377 0.535 1.084 0.284 0.
197. -b.7 -3.3.2 8.5 3.175. 0.570 2.712 2.394 0.558 1,D95 0,2$5 D.
201. -6.9 -32.7 28.9 3.154 0.579 2.729 2.425 0.645 1.I5!} 4.86 4.
2D4. -^.6 -15.8 24.1 3.13D 0,578 2.723 2.43.9 0.707 1.19x 0.285 0.
209. -6.8 -7.4.9 34.5 3.024 0.552 2.684 2.368 0.300 1.216 0.280 4.
2,I4. -7.1 -11+.7 34.8. 2.99I 0.537 2.672 2.353 0.818 ^.2^3 U.27S 4.
211. -8.x -16.2 39.3 2..966 0.528 2.660 2.331 0.835 1.206 0.277 0.
lib. -6.9 -12.2 29.6 2.833 0.468 2,585 -2.238 4.914 1.114 0.269 4.
217. -G.4 -12.9 38.2 2.805 0.45a 2,x68 2.225 0.928 1.084 0.267 4.
2x9. -7.5 -14.0 28.9 2.483 0.447 2.535 2.1G8 0.956 1,0x7 0.264 4.
223. -7.2 -7.4.3 21.0 2.472 0.445 2.470 2.005 I.DD7 0.851 4.259 0.
225. -7.3 -15.0 26.6 2.'+57 0.444 2.441 2.012 1.a3Q 4.7811 0.257 4?,
240. rs.l -13.8 27.3 2.428 4.437 2.440 1.585 1.149 0.324 0 -.250 0.
242. -8.7 -14,2 29.9 2.4I7 x.435 2.435 1.528 1.158 0.285 0.248 4.
244. -6.2 -x2.7 45.3 2.?68 0.433 2.430 1.471 1.3.66 D.259 4.246 4.
245. -S.1 -10.7 26.9 1.06^r 0.327 0.660 O. DQD X1.000 4.000 0.000 1.
--- CODE 3aXPLAtdATION ---
0 -- NORM DATA	 i
1 -- PaST-HARDEST
3 -- WINDY DEIRING D.4T^ ACQUISZT3:aN
	 ^




























































































































CORN FIELI} ^^ 6
-,_ STARK-
SU'LIAN SIGMAO SIGMAO SOIL FRESH DRY CANOPY
DATE V'I YH M4IS BIOMASS HE?OIZT
139. -6.2 -16.5. 36.3 0.107 0.018 0.247
142. -7.7 -16..x 34.2 ti.151 a^.023 0.404
147.. -7.6 -14.2 30.0. .0.438 0.057 0.682
148. -5.6 -13.1 ^ 0.537 0.066 a.74a
x49. -7.0 -13.4 34.3 0.639 a,a76 x.797
154. -S .5 -12.4 34.3 1.185 0.122 1.088
155. -5.9 -12.1 34.4 1:30p 0..I3a 1.147
I56. -6.0 -13«3 31.5 1.419 0.136 1.205
16a. x-6.8 -14.7 42.4 1.906 0.3.62 1.433
163,. -5.0 -1.1.x? 33.3 2,289 0.165 1.599
166. -6.8 -14.0 37.7 2.681 fl.172 1.760
x.67,
-7.4 -1x.6 38.4 2.677 0.174 1.83.1
169. -5.4 -12.8 25.5 2..794 0. -176 1.-912
17a. -6.0 ^=;12.8 29.7 1.9$0 x.177 1.961
x75... -6.5 -1X.9 25«5 3..17,1 0...181 ^»19O
17.5. ^$.7 -12.3 23.4 3.'009 0.200 2.132
1.77. -5.6 X11.4 31.1 . 2.677 x.246 2.273
194« -6.4 -13.5 17.1 2.363 x.311 -2.766
197. -8.3 -15.0 1.0.1 2.525 0.359. 2.811
198. -7.6 -14:2 I5.7 2.580 .0.379 2.824
202, -7.Q -13.1 2.755 1y . 449 2.860
204. -7,1 -13.3 19.0 2.840 0.479 2.871
209. -7.6 -7.4.3 - 35.7 2.948 01.561 2.877
2a+^. -? .6 -3, .0 37.2 ^ 3.025 0.577 -2.875
211. -7.0 -14.2 29.0 3.038 0.584 2.872
216.. -5.3 - 12.6 32.6 3..090 0..635 2«845
.217. -6.$ -13.0 37.8 3.091 0.642 2.837
220._ ^7.8 -14.9 -- 3'.x55 0.642 2.810
222. -7.7 -15:5 33.5 3.07.5 0.638 2.790
223. -7.8 -13.7 29.0 2.986 D.629 2.779
X26. -7.8 -15:2 2$.0 2.882 0.597 2.746
242._. -6.1 -13.6 28.3 2.5.13 . 0.468 2.621
245. -4,6 -12.6 33.5 2»59n 0.455 2.620
247. -4.2 -12.8 -- :,.586 0,443 2.620
245. -4.9 -13.8 ,29:0 2.576 0.428 2.620
252_.. -4.9 -13.9 33.2 2.529 0.400 2.620
258. -9.6 •16.2 •-^ 2.113 0.321 2.620
„ --- CODE EXPIrANATION ---
0 -- NORMAL DATA
'	 1 .-- POST-HAR^].EST
^. -- WINI?Y DURx^T^ 4ATA AC^U^57<TION
4 -•. RECENT HEADY RAIN	
,' ^
', ^^ ^^





__^_ ..._	 _ __._^_
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CORN TTELD ^^ 8
--STALK--- --ERUTT--- ---7^Ar---
JiFT^iAN STGMAO S1Gr^A0 SOIL FRESH DRY CANOPX FRESH DRY FRESH DRY CODE
DATE W VH MOYS^ BYOMASS HEIGHT BIOMASS BIOMASS
140. -9,4 -16.8 3I.7 0,027 .0.005 0.304 0.000 0.000 0.035 G.007 0,
142. -9.2 -x8.2 35.0 0.047 0.008 0,3IO 0.000 O.Oa0 0.057 o.0D9 0.
148. -7.2 -I6 .8 23.1 0.120 0.(3I4 0.443 4.000 [}.000 0.115 0.(713 4.
.149.
-7.4 -I6,0 .29:2 0.151 '0.017 0.478 ,4.000 Q.p00 0.140 0.015 4.
155. -4.0 -I1,3 43.2 0.425 0.043 Q.743 0.000 0.000 0.307 0.031 4.
156. -4.9 -12.0 39..1 0,484 x.050 0.794 0..000 0.000 0.336 0.-034 4,
160. -7 ,4 -15.1 44.7 0.759 0.083 1.D04 0.000 0.000 0,445 0.049 0.
163, -5.5 --11.5. 43.1 1.002 O.T.19 .1.165 0.040 0.000. 0.516 0.062 4.
156. -5,^ -12.5 44,7 1.274 0.166 1.323 0,000 0.000 0.572 0.074 4.
167. -5.7 -12.8 40.7 1.370 0-..183 1.374 '0.000 0.000 O,S87 0.079 4.
169. -6.7 -14.5 34.7 1.571 0.225 1.473 0.400 ^.ODO ^.61I 0.087 4.
i70, -S.0 -11.4 41.0 x..674 0,.246 1-.521 4.00D 0.000 0.619 0,091 4.
1'75. -6,.3 -11.7 36.3. 1,691 0.257 5.739 0.510 0.120 0,614 0.094 0.
176. -6,2 -12.3 39,3 1.711 0.260 1.777 0.710 0.180 0.609 0.100 0,
194, -6.7 -14.0 23.5 1.822 .x.277 2.124 1.994 0.555 0.602 0.174 0.
197. -6.9 -13.6 14.1 1,890 a .283 2.123 2.05+ 0.566 0.633 0.180 0,
198. -5.6 -x3.9 I4.I 1.902 0.285 2,120 2ao71 0.577 0.644 0,183 0.
204. -8.4 --14.9 3I.2 1.925 0,291 2. -083 2:152 0-.693 0.695 0.193 0,
209. -6,1 -13.8 -- 2.042 0.302 2.045 x.097 0.816 0.692 0.196 4.
210. -7.2. -14.3 79.9 2,057 0,309 2.39 2.071 0,839 0.684 0.195 4.
211. -7.4 -13.4 40.? 2.05/ 0.315 2.034 2.x41- 0.861 x.673 q .194 0.
216. -7.1 -13.4• 3^.3 1.870	 `b.335. 2.033 x.823 0.537 0.576 0.184 4,
217, -7.7 -14.3 44.3 1.791 0.335 2.030 1.767 0.943 0.549 0.180 4.
222. -7.6 -14 ,3 36.6 ^ 1.435 0.393 2,025 1.431 0.90T 0.39,0 0,152 0.
223. -8.2 -15.3 .28.9 1.5.4 0.479 2,20 1..352 Q.8$5 0.356 0. 145. a,
238. -4.7 -1Z.5 43.0 .0.416 0.133 0.605 x.000 0.000 0.000 0.004 I.
-- -CODE EK^'LANA^'iU?^ -_-
o -- xaRrsA^^ ^A^^
1 -- POST^SiARST
3 -- WTNDF ^.}'It^NO DATA ACQUISITION




















































CORN FIELD ^^ 9
-sTAZx-_-
,NLIAN SrGMAO S3GMAO SOI7; FRESH DRY CANnPY
DATE	 VV	 VH MOIS	 BIOMASS	 HEIGH`.0
140.	 -9.3 -20.2 34.1 0.022 0.004 0.x99
142.	 14.0 -22.8 21.3 0,-039 0.007 0..229
148. -13.0 -20.5 24.4 0.142 0.019 0.40$
149. -9,$ -17..6 20.:0 4,7,98 0.025. 0.448
155.-	 -5.2 -12.6 37.2 1}.652 0.069 .4.740
156.	
-5.7 -13.Q^ 30:8 0.748 .0.077 0.794




 38.8 1.553 0.145 1.202
167.	 -5.9 -10.9 34.6 2.108 0.196 1.443
-170.	 -5.0 -12..3 29.8 .2.:561. 0..243 .1..621
175,	 -6.1 -ll.x 31.8 3,350 0.335 1.902
176. -6.7 -12.5 33.1 3.509 0..355 1...956
177. -7.5 -12.7 . 27.0 3.539 0.330 2.D08
I94.	 -7.4 -33.b 16.0 3.258 0.377 	 .647
197..	 -7.2 -14.0 16.3 3.206 0,4,12 2.704
I98.	 -6,8 -7:3.1 12.6 3 .I^t•1 -0.425 2.720
`105.	 -7.3 ,14.5,. 2b,4 2.933 •4.5.09 2.776
24.9.
	
--7 ,5 -7,4.7 36.8 3.086 O.S53 2.770
2I0.	 -7.5 -13.8 35,6 3.137 0.563 2.:765
212.	 -7.4 -13.9 31.4 3.233
- 0.5 -r8 2.752
2.x6.	 -7.3 x-13.9 3a, 7 3..3.50 1) .59I 2.7:10
217.	 -'7 ,0 -I4.1 36.5 3.364 0:596 2.697
-222.
	 -7.5 -I5 ,3 30.x 3.-287. 0.588 2.626
223.	 -7.4 -14.5 31.2 ^ 3.233 0.577 2.6I.0
226.	 -9 ,0 -x6.1	 --	 3.063 0.557. 2.565
238.	 -9.0 -15.8 32.5 2.258 9.4:38 2.460
..242.	 -9.2 ---15.3: 30.8 2.086 0.457 2.455
z45.	 -$.8 -14.9 30.5 1.948 0.471 2.450
247:	 -J.1 -14.7 2.8.5 1,846. 0:4sa: 2..445
249. -x.4:4 -16.0 25.6 1.7=r6 0.494 2,440
253.- -4.9 -12.5 31..0 0.395 0..2x3 0.47D
256,	 -5.5 -14, 7 27.0 4.443 0.261 4.470
--- CODE EXPLANATION ---
4 -- xnRrs^c DATA
1 -- PnST-HARVEST
3 -- WiNDY DURING DATA ACQU














4.473 0.050 4.	 ,
0.5 i9 0.054 4.
0.732 0.069 0.
0.800 0, 074 4,	 `^-^ ''
0.904 0.084 4.
0.947 D.090 4.	 ^^
0.95D 0.100 0.	 '^`-.
4.958 D.1D5 0.	 t
0.966 0.120 0..
1.1xD 0.282 0.	 ?^'	 '
1.196 0.281 0.	
E
1.2$1 0.2$8 D.	 ^^ ^ a'
1.593 0-:289. 0.	 ^
1.441 0 .286 4.	 "^	 ^^
x.379 0.284 4,	 ,,a
1 r 2^ 1.} D . 2^ 1 D.	 ^i	 I^
^'^.9f^b	 0.275	 4.	 !_. `^
0.91 0.273 4.
0.6233 0.264 0.	 ^
0.646 0.262 D.	 ^^
0.552 0.257 4.	 `_
0.363 4.249 4.	 ;	 -
0.332 D,244 0.
0,3x8 n.242 4.
0.312 0.240 0,	 ^ '
0.309 0.238 0.	 ,^
0.404 0.040 1.











. coRN FIELD ^^ to . .
STALK--- --FRUIT--- ---LEAF---
^ULxAN SIGMAD SIGMAO SOr^ FRESH DRX CANOPY FRESH DRY FRESH DRY CODE
DATE VV' VH.	 .MOTS BIOMASS HEIGHT BIOMASS BIOMASS
140. -4.3 -12.7 34.0 0.041 0.008 0.209 D.aDO D. poO 0 .054 o,a10 p.
142.. -4.2 -12.6 35.1 '0.052 . 0.009 0.296 O.00D O.00D 0.064 O.OII 0.
I48. -8.3 -13.1 25.0 -0.321 0.045 0.576. O.OflO O,OOp 0.309 0.044 4.
x49. -8.1 -13,$' 31.1. 0.392 0.053 0.624 O.00p O.ODO 0.361 0»049 0.
160. -$^1 -16.5 35.5 1..360. 0.137 1.172 O.D00 0.000 0.79$ 0.08]. 0.
'163. -8.4
-13.9 35.4. 1.678 0.163 . 1,320 0.000 D.000 0.864 0.084 4.
167. -S.8 -13..3. 33.9 2..329 0.2D2 .3.510 O.ODO 0.000 0.913 4,087 4.
169. -6.4 -14.0 28.8 2.365 p .217 1.6p2 0.000 0.00[1 0.920 . 0.095 4.
170. -5.2 -x2.4 41.7 2.487 0,227 1.647 0.000 0.000 0.920 O.1p D 4.
194. -6.0 -13.6 19.8 2.251 0.346 . 2,462 2.456 0.385 1.,621 0.227 0.
197. -7.3 X14.1 16:.5. 2.2D3 0.414 2.522 2.582 0.457 1,344 0.242 0.
19$. -6.3 -12.9 11.3 2.188 0.425 2.539 2.634 0.485 1.300 0.247 0.
202.
-8.4 -15.5 33.3 2,205. 0.498 2.599. 2..693 0.606 1.265 0,25D 0.
204. -7.8 -15..0 30.6 2.237 0,520 2.623 2.710 0.673 1.251 0.257 0.
209.. -7.4 -14.D 73..8 z.39a 0.571 .2._665 2.707 p .849 .1.194 0.260 4.
210.
-7.9 -i6.1 '38.1 2.4Y9 O.S70 2.67i 2.7D1 0.886 1.170 0.261 4.
2.11. -6.7 -I3.8	 .43.2 2_.456 0.57$ 2.675 2.693 0.922 1.143 0.262 0.
216. -7.1 -12.4 394 '1.592 0.577 2.687 2.637 i.I40 0.9,65 0.268 4.
- 219, - 6.Ea. -i3.8 '39.4 2.6.19 0.553 .2..685 .2..593 1,201 0.888 0.273 4.
222. -6.7 -14:2 37:3 2.603 0.535 2.677 2.542 1.293 0.797 0.278 0.
223'. -6.0 -x2,$ 3D.1 2.647 ... 0.532 2..674 . 2.523 1.322 0.768 0.279 4.
226. -6.8 -14.3 37.0 2.658 0.529 2.66.1 2.464 1.398 0.689 0.283 0.
'	 236.. -7.1 -14.3 19,3 2.667 O.S28 2..608 .2..231 1.428 0.486 4.290 p.
242. -8.1 -14.2 ' 2.687 0.528 2.587 2.195 1.483 0.395 x.284 0.
245. -7»5 -14.2 36,7 2..723 0.528 2,585 . 2.160 1.490..0.355 0.277 0..
247. -7.9 -3.2.6 -- 2.763 4.528 2.585 2.140.1.497 0.330 0.271 0.
249. -8.0 - - i4.6 28.2 2,665 0.528 2-.585 2.105. 1.520. 0»305 0.263 p.
252. -6.5 -I3»i 34.0 2.998 0.528 2.585 2.040 1.517 0.270 0.249 0.
258. -7.6 -14.13 29.7 . 3.339 0.516 2.585 _1.970 . 1.520 0.208 0.208 0.
25^. -7.1 -13..9 2D.$ 3.484 0.516 . 2.585 1.920 1,530 0.199 . 0..199 0.
--- CODE. EXPLANATION --_ -
0
-- NORPIAL DATA
1. -- POST-HARVEST -	.
3 -- WINDY DURING ^IATA ACQUISITION
















	 1 ^	 ,^I
4-_-PDANT---
JUZIAN SxGMAO SIGrJAO SOIL FRESH DRY CANOPY Cc^DE ^^
DATE W VH MDIS BIOMASS HEIGHT ^	 ^;
x41. -9.4 -23.6 -- O. o46 4. 01 7 0. 020 0. "y
I46. -10.3 -24.3 -2$.2 0.065 0.019 x.023 0. ^'
147. -8.3 -17.0 20.4 x.068 0.020 4. 023 a. '
148. -$.8 -17.0 22.9 4.072 4.420 0.023 D. ^	 `
154. -6.5 -14:3 36.3 0.092 0.020 0.023 - 4.
155. -6.6 -14.8 31.4 0.095. 0,020 0.028 4. ^
156. -10.8 -19.9 28.4 0.099 0.020 0.034 0. ^	 ,^
164. -Il.o -19..5 23.7 a.I12 o.o2a a.o67 0.
163. -8.3 -15.8 32.3 .0.122 0.021 0.,102 4. ^^^
157: -5 ,S -i6.I 36.0 0.136. 4.022 0.159 4. =^
Ib9. -6.3 -15.0 24.4 0.143 0.022 ^ 0.192 4. "I
170. `-3.7 -12.7 3I.8 0.147 0,023 x.208 4.
^jI76. -$.6 -35.3 25.2 0.178 O.a27 0.318 0. ^
183. -5.9 -I1.8 32.9 0.217 0.034 0.457 0.
i	
Raj
194. -6.3 -x2..5 7.7 0:838 0.143 x.672 0. ^	 'I
19b. -6.0 °I2.0 I4.7 1.09I 4 . .189 0.7x9 0.
197. -S .4 -IZ.7 ^6.0 I.226 0.25 0.7.27 0. ^`
241. -6.3 -11.$ 32.3 1.800 4.322 0.795 4. ^	 t
204. -5,I -1I.3 27.2 2.262 x.414 0.842 0.
2Q9. -8.0 -16.4 40.2 3.053. 0.571 0.912 4. ^^` ^	 ,,
210. -7.4 -16,0 40.7 3.212 0.604 x.925 4.
_
'^
211. -6.7 -13.9 34,4 3.367 0.633 0.937 0.
215. -8.3 -14.5 35.8 3.982 0.757 0.980 0. }^	 ^^^
2I8. -5.9 -x3.8 43.7 4.418 0.844 ?.,048 4. s	 ^
'222. -6..2 -13.0 34.0 4.954 0.9.51 1.x37 0.
224. -S.7 -12.6 30.6 5.202 -1.004 1.049 0.
225. -7.2 -14.7: 46.9 5,316 1. 026 1 ,054 0.
^^
o
236. -5,3 -11.4 14.7 6.255 x.239 1.078 0.
240. -5.9 -12.8 32.1 6.431 1.299 1.075 0. ?
..	 242. -5.2 -12.4 27.3 b.487 1.330 1.071 4.
^
244. -b.3 -I3 ,0 -- 6.523 1.363 1.066 4.
24F. -5.2 -11.4 33.1 6.538 1.399 1.060 0.
2^1. -5.6 -12.1 31.8 6:485 1.498 .1.443 4. '^
253. -6.3 -Y2.0 28.4 fi.428 3.543 1..x35 0. ^^1	 l	 r
25^i. -4.9 -I0.7 26.2 6.3x4 1.634 -1.023 a. f
258. -5.8 -12.4 23.4 6.199 I.668 3.016 0.
259.. -6.9 -13.4 24.7 6.146- I.7a2 I.412 a.
260. -5.9 -31.6 16.0.. 6.076 1.726 I.009 0.
264. -5.4 -II.S I4.I 5.784 1.855 0.998 0. ^-
.266. -S.9 -10,5 13.2 4.750 x.800 0..994 0.
271. -5.0 -9.7 26.7 4.095 x.774 0.993 0.
275. -6.5 -I1.2 23.4 2.950, 1.750 0.993 4. ^
?.78. -5.4 -10.6- 32.^i 2.354 1.700 0.993 0. ^	 F
^^284.. -7.2 -x3.2 26.8 1,823 1.550 0.993 0.
287. -6.S -'11.7 39.4 .1.811 1.520 0.993 4.
292. ^6.8 -14.0 34.7 I.774 1.450. 1.993 0.
284. -7.6 -15.5 27.0 0.068 x.065 0.050 1.











SOYBEAN FIELD ^^ 	 2
---PLANT---
Jt]I^IAN SIGMAO SIC^MAa SOIZ F1rESH DRY CANOPX CODE
DATE '7V VH ^MOIS BIOMASS HEIGHT
141. -3.3 -17.8 . , -- .O.a41 a.0I1 O.OIO 0.
146..
-8.7 -16.7 27.7 0..061 O.OI6 0.015 4.
147. -11,5 -21.4 24.4 0•a65 0•x17 a•020 a.
148.. -12.a -27.2 26.3 a.069 a.a7:8 0•x23 a.
154. -8.4 -18.9 31.I x.093 O.a24 0.025 4.
i55. -8.8 -I8.9 24.6 a.a97 a.a25 0-.032 4.
15b. -• 13.9 -22.1 25.2 O.a97 a.a22 a.a40 0.
16^'. -10.2 -2a.1 21.3 O.I09 O.ri22 a.0$0 fl.
1Ei3.. -8.5 -16.5. 25,2 x.117 0.021 a.120 4.
I67, -7,6 -14.4 26.6. 0.130 . 0,022 0.182 4.
169. -6.8 -14.2 .24.6 0.137 4.023 0.2.17 4.
17ar -5,3 -12.6 22.3 4.133 0.016 0.236' 4.
176. -6,4 -12.8. 26,7 0.219 0.047 x.353 0.
x.83, -4.9 -la• 3 2s.a 0.352 4.493 0.502 a.
194. -5,8 12.5 $.4 1.255 0,282 0.736 0.
196.
-5.7 -i2.4 3.4 1.272 4.290 O.r76 '0.
197. -7.4 -i2.7 647 1.344' 0.300- 0.-796 0.
201. -4.5 -12.3 24.8 1.522 0.334 '0.873 4.
204. -6.6
-i3.a 12.5 ?.023 4.445 0.926 0.
209. -6.7 -74.5 6.6 2,818 0.490 1.008 Q,
210. -7. r} - 1s .a 2s: 9 2.974 4. 545 1.x23 a.
-	 211. -5:7 -13.0 35.8 3.114 0.514 1.x37 0.
'	 2i5. -5.2 -1.1..8 30,6 3.661 0.553 1:.090 0.
217. -5.9 -T3.8 27.3 3.910 0.571 1.114 0.
23.9 . -7 ,1 -12:4 28.0 4.144 0 ..593 i .7.35 4 .
223. -6.7 -12.8 30.2 4.564 x.653 I.172 0.
225. -7..5 -14,2 22,7 4.750. 0.593 1.187 0.
236. -5.2 -11r8 -12.2 5.493 1.121 1.233 0.
240. -5.3 -12.8 19:4 5..651 1.373 1.234 0.
242. -4.7 -11.1 16.1 5.699 1,514 1.232 0.
.244. -5.2 -11.8 22.$ 5..7.37 1..664 1.229 0:
246. -5.1 -11.7 16.9 5.758 1.825 1.224 a.
251.. -6.4 -23.1 54..6 5-.721 2.243 1.204 4.
256. ^	 -5.2 -10.0 14.5 5.526 2.625 1..178 0,
258. -5.8 -10.9 16.5 4.281 I.640 1.:166 a.
260. -6.6 -11..5 10.2 2.504 1.40 1.154 0.
264, ^	 -7.4 -11.9 6.4 ^..^a0 1. -279 - 1.28 a.
266. -9.2 -13..6.. 7.4 1.330 ,1.:27.9.. 1..7.15 0.
.271.- -8. a -14,5 1b.4 1.250 3.157 1.x84 0.
275. -7..9 -14.7 15.2.- 1.200 1.14(3. 1.063 0.
.278.
-7.5 -14.3 -21.2 1.190 1.120 1.051 a.
.	 280.
-7.5 -14.9	 .14..4 1.181 1.103 1.045 0.
'	 287. -6.$ -14.7 22.7 1.179 x.087 1.044 0.
292. -7.0 -13.7 23.1 I,099 1.Oi0 i.a44 0.
296. -9.^}
























































































































































.y ..	 ----- ---
SOYPE?ztv ExE^3 ^^ 3
-^--1'I^.AN7'-_-
FIiESH I)RY CANOPY COD7a
BzOMASS	 HEZGHT
0. 024 0,006 o .43a a





0. -449 p .OZ4 Q.loO 	 4.
	
:0.140 0.016 4.110	 4.
	
0.7.60 0.018 4.120	 4.
	
4.180- 0.020 4,I30	 0.
	
D.240 0.025 4.15fl 	 4.
	






0.407 0.054 0.245	 0.
	
0.x+30 0.065 0.278	 4.




0.587 0.106 x.479	 0.
	
2.029 0..434 .0.805	 0.
	






3.269 0.644 0.903	 0.
	
3.528 . 0. 6$8 4.909	 Q.
	
4.780 x.884 .0.942	 4.
	
5.422 0.924 0.948	 0.
	





6.729 1.7.9$ 0.978	 4.
	
6.909 x.234 o.^8a	 4.














































	2.862 ^1 7 G 0.987
	 0.
	
2.540' Y.6L0 0, 987
	 0..
2,300 1.530 0.987 4.
	



















































SOYBEAN FIELD ^^ 4
JL^iAN S:^Gi^?.f1 sIGMAO solD FRESH DRY CANO pY CODE
DATE	 Vv	 ^H ^MOIS	 BIOMAaS
	
HEIGHT
x54.	 -9.0 -19.5 30.4
	 0.077. 0:020 o.03a	 4.
155. -9,9 -19.8" 31.:0 ^ 0.075 0.,015 0.050	 4.
156. -12,0 -22.7 26.0	 0.477 0.014 0.-050	 0.
161. -15.i -22.3 15.2
	
0.093 0.015 -0.070	 0.
163. -io.9 -•18.5 .3o.s	 o.o9s 0.014 o.o8a	 4,
166. --10,9 -x8.8	 -	 0.113 0.020 0.100	 4.
ib7. -11.1 -17.7 21.2
	
0.126 0.030 0.110	 4.
Z70.	 -7,0 -14.3 22.7 . 0.141 0.036 0.120	 0.





17b.	 -9.3 -17.b 17.0	 O.I60 0.037 0.131	 0,
183.	 -5.5 -11.3 25.3	 0.402 0.087 O.i78	 0.
19^+.	 -4.8 -12.4	 6,5	 1,OS5 0..232 0..415
	
0.
196. -6.2 -13.2	 5.8	 1.212 0.258 0.469	 0.
197. -5.6 -13.2- S.3	 1.429 0.31b 0...496 	 0,
208.	 -6.$ -15.3 31.2	 4.241 0.929 0.797	 4.
2139.
	 -6.2 -]:4.9 27.3
	
4.542 0.980 0.822	 4.
210.	 -5.8 -13.8 24.3	 4.x43 . 1.051 0.846	 0.
212:	 -6,8 -15.3 22.0	 5.431 1.162 0.894	 0.
.215.	 -G.3 -13.5 25.6	 6.282 1.313 0.959
	
0.
218. -6:8 --13.8 30.5	 7.D73 1.496 Z.OIb	 4.
219. -5.7 -12.8 25.4	 7.323 1.472 1..033
	
4.
222.	 -6.1 -13.8 21.0	 8.011 .
 1.554 _.1.479	 0.
226.	 -7.6 -13.,5 19.9	 8.793 1.627 1,.125
	
4.
238.	 -6:3 -13.6 25,4 10,100 1.707 i.ib6 	 0.
242.	 -5.9 -11.3. 18.5 10.211 1.777 1.151 	 0.
245.	 -5:5 -12.0 24.8 10.195 1.866 1..133
	 0.
249.	 x•5.6 -11.7 15.2 10,073 2.075 1.102
	 ^,
253:	 -5.5 -10.9 21.7
	 9.818 2.376 1.069	 0.
256.	 -4.0 -12. p 18.2	 9.551 2.687 1.044
	 0.-
259. -6.7 •-10.9- 11.4	 9.232 2.700 .1.023	 0.
260. -6.0 -3..1.4	 9.$	 9.099 2.813 1.017
	 0.
264.	 -^.8	 -9,7	 7.7	 8.000 2.989 1,002	 b.
266.	 -6.3 -i0.5
	 9.1	 6.90a 2.900 1.002
	 t^.
271.	 -6.6 -IO.b 18'.6	 3.351 ,2.758 1.002, - 0.
273.	 -6.7 -1.1.8 15.5	 2.944 :.745 1.002	 0.
275.	 -7:5 -12.4 17.7	 2.758 2.650 I,00^ 4:
278.	 -7.1 -12.8 22:3	 2.6ti2 2.552" 1.Od2
	 0.
280. -X0.2 -17.6 18.9
	 0.067 .0,064 0.050	 1.
--- CODE EXPLANATION °--
'	 0 -- NORMA.L DATA	 .^
1 -- ROST-HARVEST 	 -
3 ^^ WINDY I}I7RING BATA ACQLTIS3:TTOi^








HI^2i ^S,Li'^^H 1.AI^^^2i -- ^7^
HOT^xSIn^O^T ^T^dQ 33^T2IRa sIO:BIIM -•- £
^s8A23^H-Z3Qd -- T
d^^a max -- D ,
•-_- ^tal^^x^Z^ ^aoa ---
.	 'T DSD'D ^iQI`D LOI'D S'££ £ ` 8i-. D'fi- 'SLZ
.	 '4 6Lfi''D LZ8'D iL$'D 9''T£ 5'Ti- L ` 9- '£LZ
'D $Z6'D OOI`I OD +!'T 9'i^! L'OI- ^j'9^ °iLZ
't} 8Z6'fl L*!+I'T £86'T 5'9Z Z'^I- Z'^- '99Z
'0 8Zfi'D fiLT'Z ESD'E £'SZ £'6- ^'S- '+J9Z
'D X76'0 ^7Z0'Z 609`£' ^I'LZ }1'Di- 6'S- '09Z
•	 '0 826'0 D00'Z DOQ'^1 L'8Z ^j'6- £°S- '6SZ
'D ^l£fi.'D L9^i' i 9Z9°^1 £'Tfi' S'OT- fi°^- "ZSZ
`D 8£fi'D +78Z"I SE9'^ £' Oh £'ZT- I` 9- '6+7Z
'0 ^1%5'0 SSD'I fi8S'^! 8'Z^ £'^T- £'S- 'S^IZ
'0 L +76'D 9Lf'D 8iS'^i 8'£^1 b"6- 0'S- 'Z*1Z
.	 °0 OSfi'0 ZL8`D E8£'^i 9 ' 8'7 £'ZI- T'g- '8£Z
'0 fiZ6'0 TTL'D 999'£ L'S^i 8'TT- £'9^ '9ZZ
• ^a D76`a o59 • D Tas • ^ 9'££ o'zT- I • s- •^zz
^•^ Z6$'D S£9 °D DSO • £ ^i'9'7 9 • £T- fi • L- •6xz
'0 8L8'ti4 DI9'0 xS$'Z I'^S +l'ZT- £'S- 'LTZ
,0 Z98'(N 6LS'U +7h9'Z ^'9^7 8"ZI- 9'^j- 'SIZ	 .
'D 9£8'0 +JZS'D OZ£'Z 9'fi+7 8'£T- 8'S- 'ZIZ
'D 9Z8'0 ^IDS'0 O1:Z'Z 0'OS L'wT- 6'S^ 'iIZ
' ^ Sfil' 0 ^^1*!' D 8L8' T Z' Zq. Z"ZT- ^'^i- ' 80Z	 ,'
'Q i9L'0 OLfi'D ^i'7S't L'^1£ £'£T- fi"S- 'SOZ
'D fi^1L'D S+7£'0 •££^j'T i'L£ ^!'tI- 6'^1- '^IOZ
'0 LS9'0 9LT'0 LTL'D L'8I S'^I- 6'^j- `L6^
'0 £^i9'D +ISt'0 LZ9'D E'Zi ^!'II.- S'*!- '9fiT
'D 5t9'D TTI't^ LS^i'0 ^'EI L'TT- S' +1- '^ifiT
' D 95+7' 0 S8D' 0 S8£' 0 ^j' 0*! 8' 6- £' ^J- ' £ST
'D 99£'D 09U'0 iT£`0' 8'^j£ Z'Li- Z ` ii- '9LT
'^! 90E' D T^iO' 0 i SZ' D 0' S ri S' TI.- 8' +l- ' OLT
'0 85Z'D SEO'D ZZZ"D 9'fiZ *^°LT- 8'L- '69I
'^1 S8Z`D 0£D'D DDZ'D 0'^l^j ^!'£T- 5"9- 'L9t
.	 '^ 094'0 zZD'0 LLx'D 7'8S S'oi- D'^!- 's9i
'D D£^'D 8i0'0 5SI'D Z'6E 9'SI- £'L- 'D9I
"D OOZ'D Zi0'D ZZT'0 $'L^i 8'8T- 9'6- `9ST
.^ E}fiI'0 IID'D 9Ti'0 fi'05 9'SI- 8'L- 'SST
'+! 08T'0 OIO'Q SOI'D Z'^i +7 Z'LT- 9`5- '+1SI
"D O +It'D SDD'0 SSO'0 fi'IE . £'IZ- ^l'Zi- '8+7T
"D 0£0`0 X700 ' 0 OSO'D Z`OE £'TZ- E'Zi- 'L+^I
' D L^£D' D £OD' D IEC' D -- ^ 0' dZ- *1' L- ' T^'i
^HDIHH SsHI^0I8 SIO[^ KA AA H,Z^'a
^aoa ^aart^a .^^a xs^ alos a^szs D^t^zs t^z^nr
---^t^za--- ^,






{ 111 Y Q 11L^Y ^ iL1R•ZJ4Sl
-- }^




^s^a ^t^ox -- 4
^^:, --- xoTZ^x^rax^ ^aa^ ---
't 050'4 080'0 £80'0 6'OZ L'9I- 9'Ot- '^6Z
.	 , '^} S46'0 Z9£`0 £6£'0 £' +1Z S'St •^ 9'8- 'Z6Z
', '^/ SU6'0 IE£'0 $Z+^'0 ^T'££ 8'It- I'L- 'L8Z
',^- 'D Sd5'0 6h£'0 L09'0 L'ZZ 8'£I- 0'6- "08Z
'4 SO6'0 SL£'0 0IL'0 ^'9Z 6'ZI- £'6- '8LZ
i	 i
'0 805'4 fi0 +1'0 Z98`0 L'QZ 9'Zx- 6'L- °SLZ
'0 5t6'0 LZ^j'0 5^,0'I 9`LI 8'OI- E'9- 'tLZ
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i
SOYBEAN FIELD ^^ 8
---PLAIT--^_
JULIAN SiGMAO SI,Gi°fA0 SAIL FRESH: DRY CANS3PY CQDE
DATE VV VH MOIS BIOMASS HEIt^HT
243. -7.9 -16.2 37..3 4.124 0.024 0,211 4.
zqs. -9.$ -17.1 34. o x, 148 o. 02s o. 22q q..
216. -6.2 -12.4 -W 0.x73 4.051 4.351 4.
223. -b.5 -12.6 31.8 0,416 0.4$0 0..473 q.
224. -7. 1 -12.$ 35.2 0.425 4.083 4.492 0.
.226. -6.8 -13,0 -- 0.450 q .OSS a.S2^ 0.
242. -6.3 -12.3 30.6 0.790 4.159 0.776 0.
249. -5.9 -12.9. 27.9 0.926 0.181 0.840 q.
256. -4.8 -11.0 23.3 1.011 0..191 4.872 0.
259. -5.6 -12.5 22.1 1.028 4.12 4.876 0.
260. X6.4 -12.7 19'.4 1.-031 0.193 0..876 q,
264. -5.9 -11.6 1$.4 1.432 0.195 0.871 0.
266.. -6. q -11.5 16.7 1.025 a,1^7 4.866 4.
271. -5.8 -11.3 27.5 4.988 4.204 0.847 q.
273. -4.5 -9.1 22.2 0.966. 0.214 _4.838 q.
275. -6.6 -11.8 25.7- 0..939 4.215 4.$28 0.
280, -6:5 -12.1 23.6 0.860 . 0..237 4.827 0.
294. -8.4 -14:3 31.5 0.529 0.297 4:822 q,
296. -9.4 -Z4., 33.0 4.459 0..288 .0.822 0.
301. -8.2 -15.2 31.1 J.343 0.277 0,822 0.
315. -7:4 -15.8 4.034 0:.027 4..050 1.
^- CODE E^iPLANATION ---
q -- NORMAL DATA. '
Z -- POST-HARVEST
3 -- WINDY DURTNfi 1^ATA ACQUISITIAN






SOYBEAN FIELD} ^^ 9
---PLANT---
JULrAN SIGMAO SrGMAO SOIL FRESH DRY CANOPY CODE
DATE	 LTV	 VH MOIS	 BIOMASS	 HEIGNT
205.	 -9.0 -17.3	 9.3	 0._1.93 0.036 0.332 	 0.
208.	 -6.8 -x2.1 30.0	 0.41.1 0.080 0.416 	 4.
220.	 -5..8 -14.2 2Q .7 	0.585 0..116 0.471	 4.









14.2 29.1.	 1.044 0.216 4.666	 4.
219.	 X6.9 -14.2.
	 -^	 .1.079 0.224 0.688	 0.
223. -6.8 -I2.8 x2.6	 1.175 x.246 0 . 767	 0.
224. -5.5 -12.6 -12.1	 1.190 0:.249 0.785
	
0.
226.	 -5.5 -12..3 17.8 - 1.209 0.253 0.819
	
0.
23$.	 -6,7 -13.3 21,7	 1.131 0.234 0.957 -	4.
242.	 -S.6 -I1.3 18..3	 1.064 0.222 0.980	 0.
245.	 -5.1 -11.6 21.7
	
1.009 . 0.214 0.989
	
0.
249.	 -5.2 -11.9 15.4. 0.934 0.205 0.993
	
0.
2^3.	 -5,3 -II ..O 19.0	 0.863. 0:,199 0.988	 0.
256.	 -4.5 -I1.2 16.7
	 0,813 0.198 0.980	 0.
259. ^-5.6 -12.3. 15'.0 	 0.769 . 0.200 0.969	 0.
260. -5.I -12.0
	 8.$	 0.755 0.201 0.964	 0.
264.	 X4: 9 -11.0	 8.5	 01.707 0.21 1 0.946	 0.
266.	 -4.8	 -9.8	 5.1	 0.687 0.218 0..937
	
0.
271..	 -4.8 -10.,4 ,18.8	 0.6^s7 0.245 0.916 	 0.
273.	 -5.0	 -8.9
	
9.7	 0.635 0.240 0..910 	 - 0.
275.	 -6.6 -10. •6 I6.5	 0.624 0.240 0.906	 0.
278.	 -6.1 -10.6 19.3	 0.610 0.230 0.906	 0.
280.	
-7.1 -12..5 15.7	 0.641, 0.220 0.406	 0.
287..	 -6.9 -12.1 22,9	 0.531. 0.190 0.906 	 4.
292.	 -8.3 -16.6 18.6	 0.198 . 0.X78 0.906	 0.
294.	 -9.5 -1$.7 17.1
	
0.237 0....160 0.906	 0.
296. -12.0 -21.3 .14.9
	 0.136 0.133 0.050	 1.
--_ CODE EXPLANATrON ---^
0 -- NORr7AL DATA
1 --POST-HARVEST
3 -- WINDY LURING DATA ACQUISITION






SOYBEAN :^IEIIf ^^ 10
JULIAN $IGMAC^ SIGMAO SOIL
DA'z'E VV VH MOIS
204. -6.8 -12.7 1f3.5
205. -8.4 M13.6' 23.2
208. -3.6 -11'.2 ^-
211. ^-5.9 -13.5 ^L7.8
212. -6.2 -13.6 24.2
216. -6.6 -11.4 22.5-
218. -5.7 -11.3 27.5
219. -5.4 -11.8 --
224. -5.9 -12.0 20.0
226. -5.4 -12.0 26.3
238. -5.7 W12.4 --
242. -5.9 -11.0 17.8
245. -6.8 -12.5 --
249. -6.5 -13.3 16.3
253. -7.0 -11.5 19.7
259. -6.5 -13.0 13.4
250. -7.0 -13.I 13.4
266. -6.0 -33.7 13.3
271. -6.0 •.11.8 36.7
273. -4.8 -10.4 16.7
275 . ^-C . 6 -12.1 15.1
278. -5.2 -10.8 22.7
280. -6.6 -1?.1 15.2
-287. -5.2 -10.0 29.3
292.:
-7.S -12.5 32.3
294. -8.3 -15.9 29.3
301. -8.6 -16.1 2I.9
_--PLANT---
I'RESH DRY CANOPY CODE
BYOMA55	 HE?GHT









	0.30a 0 .0 2 0.353
	 0.
	
0.300 0.055 0.372	 0.






0.340 0.066 0.496	 4.
	
0.352 0.069 0,577	 0.
	
0.364 0.473 0.608	 4.






0.555 x.141 0.832	 0.
	
G.597 0.153 0.863	 0.
	
0.632 fl.160 0.888	 0.
	
0.67fl fl.364 0.916	 0.
	
0,675 0.165 0.919	 0.


















0.350 0.21fl 0.921 0.
	
0.290 0.200 0.920	 0.
	
0.131 0.129 0.920	 fl.
-^ GODE EXPLANA'.^ION ---
0 -- NOR*iAL DATA
1 -- P05T-HARVEST
^3 -- WINDY Di1RING DATA ACQUISITION











































SOYDEAN FIETIf ^^ 11
---£CANT---
SIGMAO SIGMA0 3QIL FEESH DRY CANOPY CODE
'VV	 V32 MOTS	 DI01'^A5S	 ^,IGHT
	-8.6 -17.9








	 I.452 0.222 o.F55
	 ^+.
	
-6.5 -14.2' --	 1.453 4.251 0.723
	 4.
	
-4.6 -I2.9 12.2	 1.449 0.287 0.822	 0.
	
-6.9 -I2.5 19.3




	 1.291 0.2x7 1..052	 4.
	
-6.5 -13.1 21.4




	 I.234 0.253 1.059
	 0.
	
-6.0 -12.3 . 22..9	 1.153 0.261 1.054
	 0.
	





















	 3.9	 0.817 4.319 0.993 -	0.
	
-5.9 -1I.4 15.5









-7.6 -12.0 25.8	 0.399 0.246 0,974	 4.
	
-8.3 -12.9 19.7




	 0.337 0.255 q .974	 4,
	





0.029 0.026 0.050	 1.
	
-13.7 -22.5
	 --	 - 0.034 0.031 0.05o	 I.
--- CODE EXPLANATION -^--
0 -- NORMAL DATA
1 -- POST-HARVEST
3 -- WINDY DURING DATA. ACQUISITION
4 -- RECENT HEAVY RAIN
APPE^^DIX C
SIMPLIFICATION CF TIiEORETICRI. MORELS
'	 ^^he backscatte^;ing from agricultural .targets. has been
rigorously modeled from the theoretical standpoint in an effort to
explain experimental results as well as to determirt^ scattering
i
sources. Tfiese models begin with Maxwell's equations and eval+^e
into scattering models using the target's physical properties as
inputs. In tfie curse of this evolution, it fins been necessary to
make certain assumptions to reduce tie mathematics to a
"reasonable" degree of complexity. As shr,"vin below,-the resulting
'	 models are still far too complex for most users, which renders
them largely ineffective. It is for , this reason that empirical
models of the full theoretical models based upon numeri cal results
are presented.
The ease of microwave backscattering from agricultural
targets is commonly modeled as a lossy, scattering volume aver a
rough, lossy surface. Far this reason it will be necessary to
treat this case in two steps: tl} the surface ca^riponent and
(2} the volume component. In addition, a third component, the
surface-volume interaction component is present at^d must be dealt
with as well ,
Surface Models
SaiiWsurface condit^ans ^in the microwave portion of the
electromagnetic spectrum- meet. i;;?e requirements of three. of the.
theoretical surface. scattering models. Below, each. is described
briefly and-in the last one, 5implif^cation through_
zsg




empirical modelling is presented as well. For a more rigorous
description as well ,as a derivat7on, see ^lIaby et al. {1982},
Chapter 12. in all ,cases it is assumed that ur = ]., and that .only
	 ^i
incoherent backscattering is considered, unless otherwise noted.
Small Perturbation Model
The requirements for the application of this rnode7 are
(i) that the surface height standard deviation be much smaller
than the wavelength, i.e., kcr C Q.3, and {ii) that the RMS slope
of the surface be small, i.e., m < ^.3, Here, k is the wavenumber
in free space and equals 2^/X, ^ is the surface height standard
deviation, m is the RMS slope of the surface and is defined here
as ^2 a/L, where L ^s the surface correlation length. This
im^ ►1 i es that L > 4^. 71 rr. if a Gaus,ian correlation coefficient of
the form exp (-^2/L^} is assumed, which corresponds to an
isotropic roughness spectrum, this model predicts backscattering
of the form
^q
 ^ 4{^C^} Z {kL) 2cos `^^e expC- {icL sine) 2^japq ^ 2 ,	 (C.1).
where p,q^denote received and transmitted polarizations,
respectively. Thd incidence- angle,_relative to nadir is given by
®, and the a's are as follows
ahh - ^^
sin g e	 ^ (1 f si nge)
vv _ {Er - 
l)	 r
7













-- -	 ^^^ ^	 ^ Tl ^	 r z^	 - .^	 ^	 ^c. 2b) ,
r
vh	 °`hv
where E	 denotes the ref ati ve dielectric constant of the soil
r
surface, R^ and_ Raj denote. the ^resnel reflection coefficients for
^^
a pl ane dielectric surface for perpandi cul ar and parallel
rpolarizat7ons, and T , ^ is the Fresnel transmission coefficient for
parallel polarization.	 At the end of this section a simplified
^^!^,expression for 1 orVV ^	 as we11 as the original Fresnel	 ref 1 ection
coeffi ci e^rts will be presented.	 Further. simpl i f^ cati on of the
^,^,]




•	 Kirchhoff 5tatianary^Phase Appraximat^an i	 `:	 ,^I
r,l
The remaining two models share the same. evolution up to a
,1
point, after which differing assumptions were made for different !^
conditions.	 The Kirchhoff stat y onary -phase model has two
_LJ	 ,
restrictions, namely, _ that k6 > 2 and !cL ^ 6, which impl ies a
{1
l
restriction: an the RNlS slope of m > a,47.	 This model takes tine
^	 ^form- for the . backsc :atteri ng .case of
R	 ^	 z e-tan2e/2m2 ^	 I
pp	 2	 ^+	 g2m	 cos ^ ^
^PQ -- 0
	 for p^q

















Rpp(0^ i^ the Fresnel reflection coefficient at normal
7ncidance. Clearly, ^v and ^^ could be equivalent. Again,
further simplification is not necessary
Kirchhoff-Scalar Approx^mat7on
This model also has certain restrictions that kL > . 5 and
m < ^.2b, which implies that a < 0.25L. If we assume an


















where Rpp is the Fresnel reflection coefficient for pp
polarization and $ is the angle of incidence. Polarization . is the
only factor in the Rpp term; therefore, ^pq = ^ for p^q .
Clearly, the infi nite su^rimation makes the computation
difficult .at best;. hawever, upon close exam7nation ^t is apparent
that only-the first ten or so terms are significant. Table C. 3.
lists the RMS error, maximum .and minimum error, and. the
corral ati an caeffi ci ant {r2} as the summation is made up to eight
terms long. The results are from a data set generated by a
program that computes. Q° using many ^n re terms, beyond which
further terms are Insignificant. Tn establ7shi^ng the^data seL,




















additi onal angle of 1°, the k a term was var y ed from. 0.1 to 0.9 ^ n
increments of 0.1, and kL took on the values 7, 15, 30, and &0.
As can be seen in the table, limiting the calculation to the first
f7ve terms results in an Rt^iS error of only 0.14 d6 and a
.correlation of nearly 1. The_ conditions under which the large
underestimation by the truncated model occurs were Investigated
and it was found that the .errors are-most significant
for 5^ ^ e ^ 30°, with the worst case being at e = 10°, and that
these errors are least significant for small ka-and kL, i.e., when
kQ -and kL are both at the maximum {0.9 and 60} the extreme errors
appeared. 'therefore, as the inputs approach those yielding
significant errors, it may be desirable to include additional
terms in the summation., whereas for inputs away from this area,
few terms are necessary.
•	 ^Rlots of normalized a° versus the various parameters for all
three models are shown at the end of this appendix along with
irabulations of theoretical values used in deriving the empir7ca^
model given above.
Eoherent Backscattering.
Sa far, all the- surface scattering ^r^odel s have. dealt with
incatlererit backscattering. : For most., cases, this ^s the. only term.
of sigr.ificar^ce. However, for suffic7ently smooth surfaces near
nadir, a term aceoun^ing for :.coherent backscattering is
necessary,- Because closed.-form expressionsexist, simplifications
will not be necessary. - Fyng and Fom _ { 1983x) pr^sen^ed the












C^ 2R2^2 + ^^ ^	 {k2R2 ^2 + ^°)
o0	 00
F^ere Rpp represents the Fresnel reflection coeff7cient, k ^s the
freespace wave number (2^/^}, Ro is the range to the target along
^^	 the antenna bore si ht, and ^ is the ane^sided beamwidth of theg	 o
^^	 antenna. The surface roughness ^s characterized by k6 and a is
the incYdence angle relative to nadir.
Fresnei Reflection C4eff^cients
^'.The Fresnel reflection coefficient for a wave impinging on a
	 i -^
plane dielectric surface from-free space is denoted by Rpp ,
r
where
•	 pp ^s the wave polarization. 	 For vertical or parallel
^ r
polarization ^.:E
Er cose +	 e
'. Rvv - ^C•^}er cose +	 ^r -singe
f
.and for horizontal or perpendicular polarization
cose ^-	 cr -Si nge
cose +	 ^r -sinZe
^,,J
Since Er may be complex, -the comptitati on of	 ^-Rvv ^ 2 and j Rhh J z
f
may be complicated; therefore empirical models were derived. For ^
Er
 complex , it may be expressed as Er - j er and snot-her quantity
Eu














































'	 foilow7ng model has as parameters a, ^r, and tan gy. For vertticai
po^ar^zat7on,




g 1 (e) = 0.7031 * 1.385 x ld s e - 1.223 x 10-`^ ^z	 { C. 9a }
($ ^n degrees)
g 2 { Er} = 6.134 x 10 -^ + 3.977 x 10 -2(sr} - 4.336 x ^.0-^(er} z
(C.9b}
g 3 (tan8} = 0.7942 ^ 2.277 x i0-2(tand} + 0.2014 (tana) z 	(C.9c}
•	 ^'he product. of gl , g2 , and g3 ^s the magnitude of the Fresnei
refs ect7 on coeffi c7 ent squared, far vertz cai poi are zat7 on. 'The
RMS d^fferenee error ^s 0.02 and r^ ^s 0.98.
for horizontal polarzxatian
^ Rhh^ 2 " h 1 (^}	 h2(^r) • h 3(tana}^ where
	
(C.10}
h 1 (e} _ 0.5613 - 5.707 x 10 ^s t 9.307 x 10 s e2	 (C.IIa}
(^ tin ..degrees }











.^	 hS(tana) = 0.7475 + 1.653 x IO a(tan^) + O.I291 (tan ^)2.
{C.11c}
	^^^^	 The product of h 1 , h2, and h3
 is the magnitude of the Fresnel
reflection coefficient squared for horizontal polarization. the
RMS difference error is 0.03 and r 2 is 0.96.
A similar madei was derived far l«yv j 2
 far use in the small
perturbation madei. This empirical modes has the farm
j vvEz ^ b i {e} • b 1 {Er) + b 2(tans),	 (c.lz}
where
bile}	 0.6542 ^ 2.959 x 10 3 e2 + 8.874 x 10 y es	 (C.13a)
.	 (e in degrees)
b (e' }2 r = 2.988 x 1 a"
4 
+ 7.790 x 10"^(Er} - 7.259 x 10"''(^r}z
{C.13b)




The product of b 1 , b2 , and b3 is an estimate of ^°fvv^2 with
an RM5 difference error of 0.53 and an r2 of 0.98.
In d^ri vi ng all three models,
r
the ranges an e, sr , and tan s









by a lossy-scattering volume over a surface is treated, and a +-^
^,
solution via. the radiative transfer approach is given.
	 When 1^
applied to a volume having no definable upper surface, as is the
^,
cafe with a vegetation canopy, this theoretical model takes the 	 ^ ^
L' ^
form of a matrix equation
3^ ;
u
^pq (ASK' uR^ ^s - ^} = 4 w f m=4 [Smcos m(^s-^) + S -rosin m(^s -^) ^
,^
.	 ^ il ^









where S, D, E, and r represent matf,i^ces.	 The exact definition and ;^
derivation of each term will not be included here; therefore,
r




Essent7ally, the first summation represents the diffuse volume i
scattering, while the . second summation represents the diffuse
-
volume-surface interaction. 	 The last term (EI'E) represents direct
surface scattering,
Hence, the above equation may be rewritten ^n terms of ^.
7 nd^ v •i dual	 components as
0	 o	 a	 o
total -	 surface + ^vol ume + ^i nter^acti on	 (C. Z5)
L4
T'.he volume 7s assumed to hate no upper boundary, 7.e.,
Evo1	 ` 1,	 and. is cha^racter`ized by only its. optical	 depth,. r, and- ^	 ,








cantr^but7on to the total ^is eas71y computed as
3	 ^^,
^^
^°	 {ka ESL ^ tan gy• 6 T) = a°	 (kc kL ^ tand • 6 0)/ LZ {a r)	 3 ^Surface	 ^	 r'^	 Su rface 	 r'
{C. 16)	
'
where L2 represents the round-tr7p 'Toss 'through the canopy at an	 '^
^.
angle of ^ and 7s written as	 ^
^	 ' ^^
^i




avalume term ^s less simple. If we assume that losses due to
ji
scattering , and absorpttian are polar^z^tion-independent, acid that 	 ,^',
,.
all scatter7ng w7th7n the. volume behaves fn a Rayleigh phase 	 ',




oPP = C.75 ^ ^1=exp(-2T/cose}] cos®	 :I
and	 ^	 -{C. 18}	 '^
.^
Qpq = 0 for p#q,
	
p,q are: v and h.
However, the Furl. theoret7cal model does not restrict itself t q
stin le scatterin cases. This it turns out has a sma11 7m act9	 g	 ^	 ^	 P
on pp polarizations and a major impact an pq polarizations, 7.e.,
Q°p^ {A^q ) zs no lor^get° zero.	
{
'The s7ngle scattering form of Pp was used in deriving an






























[1 -exp {-11.727= sece)^ case.	 {C. 20)
^^
The RMS errors were found to be 0.174 dB for 17ke polar7zattion
^{vv, hh} and 2.1.7 dB for cross polar7zat^on 	 {r;h).	 The correlat7on
°^
coeff7cti.ent associated w7th each model are for ltike polar7zat^on ;.
r2 = Q.9994 and for cross palar9zat7on r z = D.9744.
^. -.,h;
The ranges of the input parameters Used -in derrVzng these
L^1
emp7 r^ cal models are as follows ;. 	 g.4a ^ e ^ g4 .5 0 ^
k
^	 ;^I
D.1 c z ^ 2.2; O.DI ^ m ^ D.5. As a note, the peculiar se1ect7an
of angles at wh7 ch a° ti s evaluated ^ n the theoreti yal model 7 s a




SurfaceVolume Interact^an Madel ^^
^'he surface-volume ^nteract^7on backscattering ^s also
.computed using Eq.	 {C.14).	 As a, simple f7rst-order approximat7on,
-.the fol.I ow^ ng model has .been. proposed. as.an estimate









^vol^e} is the volume backscattering coefficient, Rp p (e} is
the Fresnel ref ^ ecti an coefficient at polarization pp and
incidence angle e. One factor not accounted for in this simple
approach is surface roughness, if we assume that the surface
portion of the interact7on component is dominated by forward or
specular scattering, then we may model the roughness dependence as
for coherent bacicscattering, i.e., with an expo-(k^)2case^
dependence. rncorparating this dependence into Bq. (C. 21} as we11
as a model of the farm of . Fq. (c. l^} to represent ^vol ^ we have a
basis for ^°nt.
Prior to optimization of the free model parameters to obtain
a "best fit," an investigation Into the significance of ^^nt
in fftot ^ Eq. ^C.15}, was made, Far the ranges of e, ^r, m, and ^Q
used in attaining these empirical models, the difference in
°tot 
and o
val + surface' 7.e., tat neglecting Q°nt for VV
palarixatian rarely exceeds l dB, whereas for HH polarization the
difference frequently exceeds 3 d8. For VH polarization,
u°n,t
 usually dominates a.°tot . Therefore it was decoded th
empirical. model far ^^°. nt ^ n VV poi ari zati on i s not. ne^cess
the remaining paI ari.zati ons (tiH and. VH } the rrx^dei was opt
and the results are shown below.
. ^HH =3:.924 W[1 + ^.924wT + 0.398(^r}z]
^1 - exp(-1.925^r sate) ]: exp(-i.372^r1.12sece}
expo-o. 836'(K ^) zcos e] ^ 
^`f^h 
J z .,case




_ .^__	 - -	 F-.	 ^,_ , .
- -
	 ...,	 _
[1 - .^xp(-6. g18s sec.e}] exp^^1.D24^r^°88sece}.
e.xp(2.892^k^^ 2cos^) ^/2^^R^v ^ 2 + ^Rhh^ 2 ] nose	 ^C.23)
The. RMS errnrs were found to be fl.233 dB .and 2.247 dB fob tl^! and
VEl palar^xatfons, respectively, wh71e the correlation coeffzc^ents
(rz } were found to be 0.9989 ar^d D.977a.
The ranges of the Input parameters used y n der^v^ng these
emp^rlcal models are- ^^ follows: 8.4° ^ e ^ 62.7°;
O.I. ^ r ^ 2.2;	 O.DI. ^ m ^ D.6; and D.I. < k^ ^ 0.90	 The other
necessary Input parameters were set to constant values of
^ = ^5 and kL = 7. The upper 17m9t on a was lowered to 52.7° ^n































-	 Summary of the Emp9 rti cal Models
r
^I	 Fresnel Reflect7v7ty ^RpP^2
,I
s	 ^ ^Rvv^2 ^ 91 ( Q )	 9 2 (^rJ g3(tans}
where
g 1 {6} = .0.7031 + 1.385 x 10-s e ^ 1.223 x 10- '^ e 2 ($ 7n degrees.)
g2 (er) = 6.134 x 10 z ^- 3.977 x 10 z { sr} - 4.336 x ^Or^(^r)2
ag3 (tans) _ 0.7942 + 2.277 —Z (tanx 10 a) + .0.201,4 (tans)
. RMS Error = 0.02	 r2 = 0.9808, H = 245
^ [RVV ^ 2 = 0, 96I	 ^R vv ^ z •^. 0.01.44,. standard error- = 0.02





Rhh ^ 2 = h1 (^)	 h2 ^ ^r } - h3 (tans}
^^'.I where .
h 1 (s) = 0.6613 - 5.707 x 10 `^'^ e + 9.307 x 10-5$x { a i n degrees )
^`	 ^ h2(^^,) = 0.2532 ^ 3.803 x I0-z {^r) - 4.525 x 10 ^{Er)z
;'	 1 0.7475 ^- 3..653 x 10-Z (tan &} 0.1'L91 }2h3(tans) _	 + (tans
RMS Error - 0.03	 rz = 0.9647, ^ = 245
^R	 ^ z =
hh
0.946	 ^R	 ^z ^-
hh
0.0274, standard ..error = 0.03











vv ^ ^ w b1 (6) • b2 (sr)	 b3 (tan ^)
where
b 1 { 6 }. = 0.6642 - 2.959 x 10^' s ez + 8.874x3.0 `5 6 3 ( 6 ^n degrees)
b 2 (Er) = 2.988 x 1(l - `^ + 7.790. x 10`2 ( ^r) - 7.259 x 10-^ (^r) ^
b3 {tan a) = 0.8224 + .2.521 x IO`^(tans} + 0. 2630 (tana)2
RMS- Error = 0.53, 	 r2 = 0.9840, ^ = 245
vV^2 = 0.983 ^ vv^2 + 0.015,. standard error = 0.52
Range of val^d7ty:	 O c e c 60 a ; 5 c ^^', c 45; O c tan8 t 0.6
jE rror^^ax = 1.fi41 (occurs for 3arge a and large ^r)
Voltime Backscatter9ng:	 Q^o3
^rry = ^hh = 0.742. +^^1 + 0.536{ u^z) - 0.237 { w^r) 2^
[1-ex^ (-2.119 z sec e) ^ cos e
_	 RMS Error = 0.174 dQ, r 2 = 0.9994, ^i = 416
^pP = 0,.991 APP-0.110 dB s standard error = 0.164 dB
Range of va3^dity: 8.4° c 6 c 84.5°; 0.1 ^ z c 2.2;




^VH = ^stD.0438 (tuz) ^ 0.0175 (^z) ^ + 0.006085 (wr} e ^
^1 - exp (-11.727 z sec 6}] cos e
RMS Error =-2.17 d8,	 r2 = 0.9744, N = 43,6
^o 
--0.927 ^° -- 2.513 d8, standard error = 1.957 d8
vh ^	 vh
































0.01 c w c 0.5
^Error^max ^ $ ' 69 dB (occ^a^rs when a 'i s large, T ^s large)
Surface-Volume Interaet y on:	 Q°nt
°hh = 1.924 w^l + 0.924(wi} + 0.398 (wT}2^
^1 - exp( -1.925^r secs}] exp( -1.372 ^r1.12sece}
expo-0.835 (k ^} Leos e] ^ Rhh 1 2 cos e,
RM5 Error = 0.233 dB	 r2 = 0.9989, N r 366
^hh = 0.9970 
^hh 
-0.0901 dB, standard error = 0.232 d6
Range .of val ^i duty: 8.4 a c 6 c 62, 7 °; 0.1 c ^ c 2, 2;
0.01 c « c 0.5; 0.1 c k^ c 0.9, kL = 7
^Errorj^ax = 2.08 dB	 (^Error^ exceeds 1 dB only when e = 62.5°
and ^ ^ 1.9}
^Vh ^ 0.01284 w[1 + 7. 84$ (m^r} + 7.896(wr} 2]
^1 - exp(-6.915r sace)^ exp (^1.024T1' 38sece}
exp^2.892 (k ^} 2cos a^ 1/2 ^ ^ Rvv ^ z + ^ R hh ^ 2^ cos e
RMS Error = 1.247 ^B,	 rx = 0.9775, N = 356
°vh = x.9763 ^vh - 0.7592 dB, standard . error = 1.235 dB
Range of validity: 8.4^ = 8 c 62.7; 0.1 < t c 2.2;
0.01 c w c 0.5; 0.1 c lcQ c 0.9; kL = 7
^Errar^
max = 
5.22 dB. (occur at both e = 8,4° and e = 62.5°,
T = 1.6y
.y
1^	 !•^^,^	 i	 ^
..^
l'abl e C.1
Kirchhoff Scalar A^^roximatian	 ^ ^
Exponential Correlation Function: a - ^/ ^-
i
APP	 2lRPP ^ a cos^e expo-^^(kQ}2cos^e^
^;
,,
^	 4 k^ 2cos 2 e n _	 (n/kL)
n=1	 n	 n2 I.5[4 sin ge f
tkL}
,^I k	 .
Campar^son of truncated model with full model ^ M _ ^}
iu
MAX MIS
error _ error ^^	 ^^	 `'
A
-0802 -1337 0.9fiO3 4`e	 ^^
0.07 -7.24 0.9908
0.02 -3.87 0.9980
'	 G0.02 -1.97 .0.9996
.;














error = pred td8 } -- 














1 ^ ^ e G 500
0.1 ^ ka ^ 0.9











The fol 1 owl ng i s a tabul ati on of
(1) The normalized ^° (dB) computed using the Kirchhoff-
calar	 oximation model fo	 4 values of	 ^	 0.1 to 0.9	 a dS	 Appr	 _	 r	 k(	 )	 n	 4









(2) The computed ^° (dB) from a volume bounded by a rough (k a
0.5	 ^ 7	 e = 15-'	 urf	 b t -	 ' ou,, kL	 ^ 0) s	 ace on the	 atom far vari	 s
optical
	
depths z (0.1 , 0.2, 	 0.4, 0.6,	 0.8,	 1.2, 1.6, 1.9, 2.2) and
albedos ^ (0.01, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5), and incident angles e
^^ (8.4, 19.2, 30.0, 409, 	 51.8, 62,7, 73.6, 84.5°). 	 The total
backscattering (^°) for a given e, _, ^, and polarization is the
sum of three components: 	 volume, 'interaction, and surface. 	 hfote
that before summation, these values must first be returned to real
(m2 m'z ) values.	 Also note that there is no surface term for
^
1^
_^' cross-pol ari zat7 on values, ti . e. , 	 ovh = ^hv ^ 0 for the surface
component.	 .
3	 The cam uteri ^° dB	 from a volume	 albedo = 0.2	 o tical()	 P	 ^	 )	 (	 ^	 p
depth = 0.2) bounded by a rough surface on the bottom with a fixed.
correlation length {kL = 7) and various. surface: RMS heights,
^{{ kQ(0.1 to 0.9). .Total
	
backscattering is found as described in (2)
(-^ above.
Lr
ks3gma = O.I NORMALTZED'SIGMAO
TNCTDENCE SUFFACE BACKSG.ATTER YN DECTBNLS
ANGLE kL- 7 1•.^=15 kL=3Q kL=60
1 5.42 .10.82 13.62- 13.54
5 -0.20 -0.98 -3.30 -6'.13
10 -7.00 -9..48 - 12.?.9 -15.26
15 -1.97 -14.88 -17.79 -20.78
20 -15.86 -18.93 -21.90 -24 87
25 -19.13 •-22.29 -25.27 -28.27
30	 ^ -22.06 -25.26 -28.25 -3X.24
3S -24.78 -28.00 -30.99 -34.02
40 -27.41 -30,65 -33.66 -36.65
4S -30.03 -33.26 -36.28 -39.29
50 -32.73 -35.98 ^-38.99 -41.98
-	 S5 -35.56 -38.83 -41.83 -44.84
60 -38.68 -41.94	 ^-44.94. -47.95
ksigma = 0.2 NO^tMALiZED SIGMAO
TNCTDi^NCE SURFACB BACKSCATTER TN DL^CIBEL5
ANGT^ kL= 7 kL=15 kL=30 kL=60
^. 10.97 16.41 19.26 19.30	 '
5 5.47 .4.82 2.64 -.0..12
10 -1.I9 -3.52 -6.29 -9.23
1S -6.07 -8.89 -11.79 -14.76
20 -9.91 -7.2.92 -I5.87 -18.87
25 -I3.].$ -16.29 -19..25 -22.25
30	 ^ -16.07 -19.25 -22.23 -25.23.
35 -x8.79 -21.99. -24.98 -27.98
40 -21.40 -2.63 -27.62 -30.63
45 -24.02- ^-2.7.26 , :30..25. -33.26
50 -26.71 -29.96 -32.96 -35.97
-	 55 -29.54 -32.81 -35.81 -3.87._
60 -32.65 -35.92 -38.92 -41.93
ksi:gma - 0.3 N'ORMA^I78D S1GMA0
3NCIDENCE SilP.EACE BACKSGATTBR IN DEC,^^LS
ANGLE kL= 7 kL=15 kL=30 kL=6D
1 ]:3.75 19,21- 22.15 22.41-
.	 5 .8.39 8.p1. 6..04 3.36
10 1.97 -0.14 -2.$1 -5.73
15 -2.75- -5.4? -8,28 -.11.24
20 -6.52- -9.44 -12,36 -15.35
25 -9.73 -12.79 °7.5.74 -18.73
30 -12.61 -15.74 -18.71 -21.72
35 -15..30- -18.48 -21.45- -24°46
40 -17,91 -21.I2 -24.11 -27.11
45 -20.SI -23..75 -26.74 -29:74
.	 50 -23.19 -26.7+4 29.44 -32.44
55 -26..03 -29.29 -32.29. _:35.29









tip. '.^ _- ^	 _. ___._..., _ ^ __1----
R
ksigara = 0.4	 NpRIlALIZED SxGMA,O
INCIDENCE SURI'ACE BACKSCATTER IN DECIBELS
ANGDE kD= 7 kL-15 kL=3o ^=60
1 15.20 20.71 23.74 24.31
5 10.07 10.03 8.34 5.81
10 .3,97 2.17 -0.37 -3.25
15 -0.57 -3.02 -5.81 -8.75
20 -4.22 -7.00 -9.88 ^	 -12.84
25 -7.37 ^-Ia.32 -13.24 -16.13
34 -10.20 -33.28 -16.22 -19.22.
35 -12.88 -16.00 -18.97 -21.97
4a -15.45 -x8..63 -21.62 -24.61
45 -1$.04- -21.25 -24.24 -27.25
50 -20.73 -23.95 -26.94 -29.94
55 -23.55 -26.80 -29.78 -32.8D
60 -26.65 -29.89 -32.90. -35.93.
ksigma = 0.5 NORMALIZED SYGMAO
INCIDE^FCE SUltI'ACE BACKSCATTER IN DECIBELS
ANGLE kl^= 7 kL=15 1cL=30 kL=60
1 35.83 21.38 24.59 25.49
5 10.96- 11,35 10.00- 7.64
10 5:27 3. 84 1.48 -I,33
15 a.96 -3.22 -3.92 -6.83
20 -2.54 -5.14 -7.96 -10.92
25 -5.63 -8.43 -31.32. -14.30
30 -8.39 -11.36 -I4.29 -17.28
3S -11.01 -14.06 •-1'7..03 -20.04
40 -3.3.58 -16..71 -19,68. -22.66
45 -36.35 -39.32 -22.30 -25.33
50 -38.81 -22.01 -25.00 -28,03
55 -21.63 -24. 86 -27.85 -3a. 86	 .
60 -24.72 -27.97 -30.97 -33.97
ksigma^= 0.6 NORMALIZED SIGMAO
INCIDENCE SURI`ACE BACKSCATTER IN DECIBELS
ANGLE kL= 7 kL=1S 1cL=30 kL-50
3 1S .$0 21.42 24.84 26.14
S 11.29 32.16 I3.23 9.I1
14 6.03 5.07 2.95 0.22
15 2.02 0.18.- -2.37 -5.26
20 -1.32 -3.66 -b.43 -9,35
25 -4.26 -^6«9.1' -9.76 -12..72
30 -6.97 -9.82 -32.72 -15.70
3S -9.54 ^	 -12.51 -15..46 -18.44
40 -12.07 -5.14 -18.10 -21.3,0
45
-34 .62 -17.76 -20.73 -•23.73
50 -17.27 -20.44 -23.42 -26.42
55 -20.07 -23.28 --26..27 -29.27




ksigma:= 0.7 NORMALIZED SIGMAO . ^,^
INCIDENCE SUP,E`ACE BACKSCA'FTER IN DECIBELS ^^
ANGLL ESL= 7 kL=xS kL=30 kL=60 ^ '
^. x.5.31 20.98 2f+.63 26.38 ^^	 ^^
5 1x.17 x2.58 12.x2 10,29
1
10 6.42:_ 5.99 4.13 1.52 '^
15 2.73 1.28 -1.1,2 -3.95 is
20 -Q.41 -2.47
-5.I2 -8.02 ^,!' ^^
25 ..-3.21 ^	 -5.66 -8.44 -11.38
30 -5.84 -8.54 -I.1.38 -14.37
35 -8.36 ^Ix .22 -].4.15 -?.7. i1 ^i ^'
4U -10.84 -13.83 -16.76 -19.77 ^'
45 -13.34 -16.43 -].9.39 -22.40 '
50 -].5.98 -19.1I -22.09 -25.09 {^,
(^^55 -18..77 -21.95 -24.94 -27.94 '!





ksig^na = 0.8 NORMALIZED. SZGMAO. `',
INCIDENCE SURFACE BACKSGATTER YN DECIBELS
^t
t^
ANGLE kL= 7 kL=15 IcL=3U kL=6q L
1 14..38 2U.13. 24.a4 26.29 ^
5 10.69 12..67 12 .74 1x.24
^'
^: `^
IO 6.48- 6.62 5.07 2.62 -	 .
15 3.14 2. I4 -0.05 -2.80 ^f^
2Q 0.22 -1.48 -4.02 -6.87 ^ ';	 ^^^
25 -2.44 -4.61 -7.32 ^-10.23 ^ !.
30 -4..94 -7 .45 -10.25. •-13.21
,.
'i
•	 35 -7.38 -10.12 -12.97 -15.95
40 -9.80 ^ -12.69 -15.62 -18.59
45 -12.30 -15.30 -18.24 -21.22
50 -x4.87 --17.97 -20. 92 -23.93 x
55 -17.65 -20.79 -23.78 -26.79_
60 -20.70 -23.90 -26.88 -29.89 '-





INCIDENCE SURFACE BACKSCAT^ER IN DECIBELS .'
ANGT^E 1cL= 7 kL=]:5 kL=30 kL=60
^
1 13.12 19.00 23.18 25.:93 ^
5 9.93 12.50 I3,x1 ^	 x2.01	 -
x0 6.27 6.99. 5.8.6 3:56 ^
x5 3.29 2.80 0.85 -x.8x
20 0.62 -0.70 -3.05 -5..87 '
25 - 1,87 3.74 -6.33 -9.23
30 -4,25. -6.52 -9.25 -12.20













50 -13,92. -16.96 -19.91 -22..91
'	 55 -16.66 - 19.7$' -22.76 -25.75











.19.2 0. 1 O.fll
30.0 0.1 4.01
40.9 a. 1 0.^1




BACKSCATTER COMPONENTS IN DEi
------VOLUME----- _--INTERACTION---
VV HH VH	 VV HIi VH
-28..7 -28.7 -65.5 -31.4 -31.1'-41.6
-28.7 -28.7 -65.7 -32.9 -30.6 -43.9
-28.7 -28.7 -66.2 ^ -35.9 -30.2 -44.9




-29.1 -29.1 -68.7 -.42.4 -28.7 -48.4
-29.7 -29.7 -69.9 -52.8 -28.8 -51.9












BACKSCATTER COM°ONSNTS IN DBCIDEL5
ANGLE	 ------VOLUME----^ ---INTERACTION--- --SURFACE--
{DEG) TAU ALBEDO VV HH
	 VH	 uV HIi VH	 VV HIi
8.4 0.1 D.10 -18.6 -18.6 45.4 -21.3 -20.9 -31.3
	
1.4	 1.5
19.2 0.1 0.10 -18.6 -18.6 -45.7 -22.8 -20.5 -33.5
	 ^7.$ -7.3
30.0 0.1 - 0.10 -18.7 -1$.7 -46.1 -25.$ -20.1 -34.4 -14.7 -13.4
40.9 0.1 0.10 -18.7 -18.8 -46..8 -30.5 -^9.5 -35..0 -21.3 -13.7
51.8 0.1 0.10 -18.9 -18.9 -47.6 -32.6 -19.0 -36.0 -28.8 -24.1
62.7 0.1 0.10 -19.1 -19.1 -48.5 -32..2 -18.6 -37..9 -39.2 -30.6
73.6 0.1 0.10 -19..6 - 19.6 -49.$ -41.$ -28.7 -41.3 -63.6 -40.4
84..5 0.1 0.10 -21.9 -22..0 -52.8 -31.1 -23.9 -48.6 -71.4 -64,9
ANGLE	 ---
(DEG} TAU ALBEDO VV
8.4 0.1 0.20 -15.6
:19.2 0.1 0..20 -15.6
30.0: 0.1 0.20 -15.6
40.9 0.1 4.20 -15,7
51.'8 0.1 0.20 -15.8
62.7 0.1 0.20 -16.0
73.6 -a.l 0.20 -16.5




































BACKSCATTER COMPONENTS TN DECIBELS
ANGLE	 -- --VOLUME----- ---INTERACTION--- --SURFACE--
{DEG} TAU ALB^DO VV HH VH	 VV HH VH	 VV HH




19.2 0.1 -0.30 -13.8 -13.8 -35.9 -17.8 -15.6 -27.8	 -7.$ -7.3
30.Q 0.1 0.30 -13,$ -13,8 -36:4 -20.8.-15..1 -28:7 -14.7 -23.4
40.E 0.1 0.30 -13.9 - -13.9 -37.0 -25.2 -14.6 -29.3 -21.3 -18.T
5.1.8 0.1 4.:30 -14.0 -14.0 -37.8 -27..2 -7.4.:1 -30.3 -28.8 -24..1
•	 62.7 D.2 0.30 -14.2 -14.3 -38.8 -27.0 -13.7 -32.2 -39.2--30.6
73..5' 0`.1 0.30' -14.7 14.8 -40.4 -35.3 -T3.8 -:35...3 -63.6 -44.4




T'OR AZT< CASES.: SURFACE DIELEGTRTC ^= 15 - j0, ksigma = 0.5, kL ^- 7 ^;±




.."W ERA^CTION^ - S^URFACIE^--
TAU ALBEDO
8,4 0.3 0.40 -x.2,5 -12.5 -33.1 -I5.0 -14..6 -24.4 1.4 1.5
19.2 0.1 0.40 -3.2.5 -12.5 -33.3 -16.4 -14.2 -26.1 -7,8 -7.3
30.0 0.1 0.40 -12.5 -12.5 -33:8 -19 .4 -13.8 -27.0 --14..7 -i3.4
'^ '	
f^40.9 0.1 0.40 -12.6 -12.6 -34.4 -23.7 -13.3 -27.6 -21.3 -I8.7 `^
51:8 0.1 0.'40 -12,7 -12.7 -35.2 -25.6 -12.8 -28.6 -28.8 -24.I
62.7 0.1 0.40 -12.9 -13.0 -36.2 -25.5 -12.3 -30.5 -39.2 -30.6 ^
73.6 0:1 0:40 -13.4 -13.5 -37.4 -33.3 - 12.4 -33.5 -63.6 -40.4 ^ '^
84.5 .0.1 0.40 -15.7 -15.8 -40.4 -2^+.7 -17.ti -39.6 -71.4 -64.9
^^
^,^
BACKSCATTER COMPONENTS IN DECIBELS
ANGLE --__--VOXaUME----_ -__rN1'ERACTION--- --SURFACE-- ,r
{DEG) TAU ALBEDO VV IUi VH VV HH VH W HN
8,4 0.1 0.50 -11.5 -11.5 -31.1 -14.0 -13.5. -23.1 1.4 1.5
19.2 0.1 0.50 -11.5 -11.5. -31.3 -15.3 -13.1 -24.8 -7.8 -7.3
30.0 0.1 0.50 -11.5 -11.5 -31.8 -18.3 -12.7 -25.6 -14.7 -13.4
^E
40.9 0.1 0.50 -11.5 -13.6 -32.4 -22,5 -12.2 -26.2 -21.3 -18.7
5]..8 0.1 0.50 -11. 6 -11.7 -33.2 , -24.4 . -13..7 -27.2 -28.8 -24.1
62.7 0.3 0.50 -11.8 -X1:9 -34.1 -24.3 -11.3 -29.1 -39.2 -30.6 ^} r;
73.6 0.1 0.50 -12.3 -12,5 -35.3 -31.6 -11.4 -32.0 -63.6 -40,4 ^^
84.5 0.1 0.50 -14.7 -14.8 -38.3 -23.6 -16.5 -37.8 -71.4 -64.9 '^	 ^^{
,,
BACKSCATTER COMPONENTS IN DECIBELS
^^
.q
ANGLE ------VOLUME----- -INTERACTT^N--- --SURFACE--
{DEG) TAU ALBEDO VV HH VH --VV IItI VH VV HH
^	
:^
8.4 0.2 0.01 -26.1 -26.1 -60.7 -29.4 -29.0 -39.7 0.6 0.6 ;
19.2 0.2 0.01 -26.1- -26.1 -61...0 -30.9 X28.6 -42.2 -$.7 -8.2 t
30.0 0.2 0.01 -26.2, -26.2 -61.4 -34.1 -28.3 -43.3 -15.7 -14.4
40.9 0.2 0.01 -26.3 -26.3 -62.1 -39.2 -27.9 -44.3 -22.4 -3.9.8
51.$ 0.2 0.01 -26.5 -26.5. -62.9 -41.7 -27.6 -45.3 -30.2 -25.5
62.7 0.2 0.01 -27.0 -27.0 -64.0 -41.4 -27.7 -47.7 -41.1 -32.5
73.6 0.2 0.01 -27.9 -27.9 -65.fi -52...9 -29.1 -52.1 -66.7 -43.5 ^ "
84.5 0.2 0.01 -31.5 -31.5 -70.6 -47.5 . -40.4 -64.2 -80,6 -74.1
'`
9
BACKSCAT'C`ER .COMPONENTS IN DECIBELS
ANGLE ------VOLUME----- ---INTERACTION--_ --SURFACE--
(DEG) TAU AL^EDO VV N31 VH VV HH VH VV HH ;"
8.4 O.2 0:10 -16.0 -^6.0 -40.6 -19.2 -18.8 -29.3 0.6 0.6
19.2 0.2 0.10 X16:0 -'16.0 -.40. ,8,. -:20.8 -18..5 -31,5 -8.7 -8.2 -
30.0 0.2 0.10 -16.1 -16.1 41,3 -23.9 -18.1 -32.6 -^5,7 -14.4 ;
40:9_ 0.2 0.10 -16.2 -16..3 -41.9 -29.0 -1.7.8 -33.3 -22:4 -19.8 ,^ '`
53.8 0.2 0.10 -16.5 -16.5 - -42.8 -31.2 - 17.5 -34,6 -30.2 -25.5
62.7 0.2 O.IO -16,9 -16:.9 -43.8.. -31,7. -17.6 -36.9 -41.3. -32.5 .
73.6 0.2 0.10 -z7.8 -17.9 -45,5 -41.6 -18.9 -41.(# -66.7 -43.5


















FOR ALL CASES: SUR^'ACK DIELECTRIC = 15 - j0, ksigma = 0.5, kL = 7
k!
BACKSCATTER COMPONENTS IN DECIBELS '^
ANGLE - ------VOLUME----- ---xNTER:^CTION--- --SURFACE--
(DEG) TAU ADBEDO W HH VH W HTi VH W B7i ^4,
8.4 0.2 0,24 -12.9 -12.9 -34.4 X16.1 -15.7 -25.8 0.6 0.6
19.2 0.2 0.2a X12.9 -7.3.0 -34.7 -17.6 -15.3 -27,8 -8.7 -8.2 .
30.0 0.2 0.20 -13.0 -13.0 -35.7. -20.7 -15.a -28.8 -15.7 -7,4.4 •
40.9 0.2 ,0.20 -13..1 - 13.2 -35.7 -25.6 -'14.6 -29'.6 -22.4 -19.8
51.8 0.2 0.20 -13,3 -13.4 -36.6 -27.8 -14.4 -30.8 -30.2 -25,5 -
62.7 0.2 0.20 -13.8 -13.8 -37.6 -27.8 -14.5 -33.0 -41.1 -32.5 '
73.6 0.2 0.20 --14.7 -14.8 -39.2 -37.4 -15,8 -36.9 -66 .7 -43 »5 ^
84.5 0.2 0.20 -18.3 -18.4 -44.2 -33.9 -26.9 -47.1 -80.6 -74.3
^.
BACKSCATTER COMPONENTS IN DECIBELS ^	 ,
^ ANGLE ------VOLUME---__ ---INTERACTION--- --S'U'RFACE-- "^
{DEG) TAU AIaBEDO W I^H VH W HH VH W HH '^
8.4 0.2 0.30 -11.1 -11.1 -3a.7 -14.2 -73.8 -23.5 0.6 4.6 i	 ^'
19.2 0.2 0.30 -11:I -11.1 -31.a -15.6 -13.4 -25.4 -8.? -8.2 ^(
30.0 0.2 0.30 -1^..2 -11.2' -31.4 -18.7 -13.1 -26.3 -15.7 -14.4 ^^^
40.9 . 0.2 0.30 -11.3 -11.3 -32. 0 -23.4 -12.7 -27 .1 -22./i -7.9.8 ^^	 s^
51.8 0.2 0.30 -11.5 -1I.6 -32.9 -25.5 -12.5 -28.3 -30.2 -25.5 ^;a





73.6 0.2 0.30 -12.8 -13.0 -35.5 -34.5 -13.9 -34.2 -66.7 -43.5
84.5 4.2 0.30 -I6 .4 -16.6- -40.4 -31.8 -24.9 -43.8 -80.6 -74.1 c
^^
BACKSCATTER COMPONENTS IN DECIBELS
`,;^
' ANGLE _-----VOLUME----- ---INTERACTION--- --SURFACE--
(DEG) TAU ALBEDO W HH VS W HH VH W HH
-^ 8.4 0.2 a.40
-9 . w -9.8 -28.1 -12.8 -12.3 -21.8 0. 6 0.6 -
T9.2 0.2 0.40 -9.8 -9.8 -28.^ -14.2 -I2.0 -23.5 -8.7 -8.2
_^ 3a.a 0.2 a. 40 »-9. 8 -9.9 -28.7 -x7.3 -17..7 -24.4 --15.7 -14.4
40.9 0.2 0:40 -9.9 -30.0 -29.4 -21.8 -11.3 -25.2 -22.4 -19.8
5I.8 U.2 0.40 -10.1 --10.2 -.30.2 -23,9 -11.1 -2b.4 X30.2 -25.5
62.7 0.2 0.40 -1^J.5^ -107 ...81.2 -24.1 -11,2 -28.5 -41.1_ -32.5
73.6 0.2 0.40 •13.5 -11:.b -32.8 -32:3 -12.5 -32.0 -66.7 -43.5 !
. 84.5 0.2 . 0.40 -15.3 -15.2 -37.7 -30.3 -23.4 -41.3 --80.6 -74.I
BACKSCATTER COMPONENTS IN DECIBELS
ANG^ ------VOLUME----_ ---INTERACTION--- --SU32FACE--
'^ {DEG) TAU ALBEDO VV ]i^^ VH VV. HH VH W HIi '
8.4 0.2 0..50 -8.7 -8.7 -26.0 -17..6 -11.2 -20 .4 0.6 0,6
19.2 0.2 0.50 -8.7 -8.7 -26.2 -13, a -7A,9 -21.9 -8 .7 -8.2
30..0.. 0.2 0.50 -8.8' -8.8 -26.6 -16.0 -7.0.5 x22..7 -15.7 -14.4
f^^ 40.9 0.2 0.50 -8.9 -9.0 -27.2 =20.4 -10.2 -23.^ -22.4 -19.8
51,8 (^,2 0.50- -9.0 -9.2 -28:0 -22.4 --10.0 -24.8 -30.2 -25.5
r-^
	 ^ 62.7 0.2 0.50' -9.4 -9,6 -29.1 -22.8 -14.1 -26.8 -41.1 -32..5
73.6- 0.2 0 .50 -10 .4 -10.6 -30.6 30.5 -11 .4 -3a. 2 -66.7 -43.5 .^




















ALBEDO }+rV'	 HH	 VH
0.41 -23:8 -23.8 -56.8
0.01 -23.9 -23.9 -57.1
0.01 -24.1 -.24.1 -57.5
0.01 -24.3 ^-24.3 -58.2
0.01 -24.7 -24.7 -59.1
a.al ^-25.5 -25.5 -60.5
.0.01 -27.0 -27.0 -62.8








-29.9 -27.6 -41.4 -10.5 -10.0
-.33.4 -27.4 -42.8 -17.7 -16.4
-39.2 -27.4 -44.0 X24.7 -22.1
-42,1 -27.6 -45.7 -33.0 -28.3
-42.3 -28,7 -49.0 -44.9 -36.3
-55.9 -32.5 -55.1 -72.9 -49.6
-62.5 -55.4 -74.0 -98.9 -92,3
BACKSCATTER COMPONENTS TN DECIBELS
ANGLE
	 ------VOLUME----- ---INTERACTION--- --SURFACE--
(DEG} TAU ALBEDO VV HIi VH	 W HH VH	 W 1iH
	
8.4 0.4 0.10. -13.7 -13.7 -36.6 -18.0 -17.6 -28.2
	 -1.2 -1,1
19.2 0.4 0.10 -13.8 -13.8 -36.9 -19.7 -17.4 -30.5 -10.5 -x0.0
30.0 0.4 0.10 -13.9 -14.0 -37.3 -23.1.-17.2 -31.8 -17.7 - 16.4
40.9 0.4 0.10 -14.2---14.2 -38.0 -28.7 -17.2 ^-.32.9 -24.7 -22.I
51..8 0.4 0.10 -14,6 -14.6 -38.9 -31.5 -17.5 -34.6 -33.0 -28.3 -
62,7 0.4 O.1Q -15.3 -15.4 -40.2 -31.9 -1C^.S -37.6 ^-44.9 -36.3
73.6 0.4 0,10 -16.8 -16.9 -42.5 -44.3 -22.3 -43.1 -72.9 -49.6
84.5 0.4 0.10 -21.3 -21.4 -49.5 -51.2 - -43.9 -58.4 -98.9 -92.3
BACKSCATTER COMPONENTS IN DECIBELS
ANGLE:	 ------VOLUPiE---__ ---INTERACTION-_- --SURFACE--




8.4 0.4 0.20 -10.6 -10.6 -30.3 -14.8 -14.4 -24.5
	
-1.2 `-1.1
19.2 0.4 0.20 -10.7 -10.7 -30.6 .-16.4 -14.2 -2¢.5 -10.5 -10.0
30.0 0.4 0.20 -10.8 -10.8 x-31.0 -19.8 -14.0 -27.7 -17.7 -16.4
40.9 0.,4 0..20. -1,1.0 -11.1 -31.7 -.25.1. -14.0 -28..7 -24.7 -22.1
51.8 0.4 ^a. 20 -11.4 -11.5 -32.6 -27.8 -14.2 -30.4 -33.0 ^zs. 3
d2.7 0.4 '.0.20 -32.1 -12.2 -33.9 -28.5 -15.3 -33.2 -44.9 -36.3
73.6 a.4 0.20 -13.7 -13,8 -36.1 -39.7 -19.0 -38.3 -72.9 -49.6
84.5 0.4 0.20 -18.2 -18.? -43.2 -46.9 -39.4 -52..3 -98.9 -92.3
,,^.',^
ANGLE	 ----_
(AEG) TAU ALBEDO W
	
8.4 0.4 {1.30	 -8.7
	I9.2 0.4 0.30	 -8,8
	
30.0 0.4 0.30	 -8.9
	
40.9 0.4 0.30	 -9.1
	
51.8 0.4 0.30	 -9.5
62.7 0. 4 0. 30 - 1a.2
73.6 0.:4 0.30 -11.7







































































ALBEDO VV HH VH
0..40	 -7.^3
 °7.3 -23.8
0.40	 -7.4 • -7.4 -24.0
0.4(}	 -7.5 -7.5 -24.4







0.40 •-8.$ -9r4 -27a2
0.40 -10.3 -14.5 -29.4


























BACKSCATTER COMPONENTS IN DECIBELS
ANGLE
	 --- -VOLUME----- _--INTERACTION--_ --SURFACE--
(DEG) TAU ALBEDO VV HH VH
	 W	 HH VH	 W 7iFI
8.4 0.4 0.50	 -6.2 -6.2 -21.5 -10.1._. -9.T -18.4	 -1.2 -1.1
i9.2 4.4 0.50
	 -6.3 -6.3 -21.8 -11.6 -9.5 -19.9 -10.5 -.10.0
3.0.0 0.4 .0.50
	 -6.4 -6.4 -22.2 -14...8 -9.3 -20.8 -17.7 -I6.4
40.9 0.4 0.50	 -6.6 -6.7 -22.8 -19.4 -9.3 -21.8 -24..7 -22.T
51.8 0.4 .0.50	 -5.9 -7.i -23.7 -21.9 -9.6 -23.3 -33.0.-28.3
62.7 0.4 0.50	 -7.6 -7.8 -24.9 -23.1. -10.6 -25.8 -44.9 -36.3
73.6 0 .4 0,50	 -9..1 -9.4 -27.1 - .31.8 -14.3 -30.3 -72,9 -49.6
84.5 0.4 0.50 -13.9 -14.1 -34.3 -39.5 -32.2 -42.6 -98.9 -92.3
.BACKSCATTER COMPONENTS IN DECIBELS
.ANGLE
	 -_----VOLUME--^-- ---INTERACTTON--- --SURI'ACE--
(DEG) -TAU ALBEDO VV
	 IiH	 VH	 VV	 HIi	 Vf#	 W	 HH
8.4 0.6 0.01 -22.8 -22.8 -55.1
	
28.2 -27.9 -38.9	 -3.0 -2.9
19,2 0.6 O.Oi -22.9 -22.9 -55.3 -30.0 -27.7 -41.9 -12.4 -11.9
30:U 0.6 0.01 -23.I -23.1 -55.8 -33.9 -27.8 -43.5 -19.7 -1$.4
40.9 . 4.6 4.01 -23.4 -23.4 -.56.5 -40.4 -28':1 -44.9 -27.0 -24,4
51.8 0.6 0.01 -24.0 -24.0 -57.3 -43.9 -28.8 -47.1. -35.8 -31.1
52.7 0.6 0.01 -25.0 -25.0 -59.1 -44.4 -30.8.-51.2 -48.7 -40.1
73.6 0.6 :0.01 -26.8 -26.8 -61.8 -60.1 -37..0 -58.9 -79.1 -55.8
$4.S D.6 4.01 -31.4 -31.4 =69.8 -76.9 -68.9 -81.4 -117. -II1.
r
ANGLE	 -----
(DEG} TAU ALBEDO VV
8.4 0.6 0.10 -12.7
i9.2 0.6 0.10 -12,8
30.0 0.6 4.14 -13.0
40.9 0.6 0.10 -13.3
51.8 0.6 0.10 -'13:8
62.7.. 0.6 0..10 -14.8
73.6 0:6 0.10 -io.6







































FOR ALD CASES: SURFACE DxEZECTRIC = 15 - j0, ksigma = D.S, kL = 7
•	 BACKSCATTER COMPONENTS IN DECIBEES
ANGT^E	 --__--VORUME_---- ---INTERACTION--- --SURFACE-_





8.4 0.6 O.2D	 -9:5 -9.5 -28.5 -14.8 - 14.4 -24.5	 -3.0 -2,9
.'19.2 . 0.6 0.2p 	 X9.6 -9.6 -28.7 -x.6.5 -14.2 -.26.5 -12.4 -1.1.9
3U.0 D.6 0.20	 -9,8 -9.8 -29.1 -20.1 -14.3 -27.8 -19.7 -18.4
40.9 4.6 0.20- -I0,1 -1D.1 -29.8 -25.9 -14.5 -29.1 -27.0 -24.4
51.8 0.6 0.20 -1D.6 -10.7 -30.8 -29.1 -15.3 -33..1 -35.8 -31,1
62.7 0.6 ,0:20 -11.6 -31.7 -32.3 -30.5 -17.3 -34.6 -48.7 -40.1
73.6. O.a 0.2(3 -13.4 -13.6 -35.1 -42.7 -23.^ -40.8 -79.1.-55.8
84..5 D.6 .0.20 -18.2 -18.3 -43.1 -53•.9 - 45:6 -55..5 -117. -I11.
BACKSCATTER COMEONENTS IN DECIBELS
ANG7'.E ^	 -__-VOyUME----- ^_-INTERACTION-- .. _-SURFACR^--





8.4 0.6 0.30	 -7.6 -7.6 -24.6 -12.8 -12.3 -21.9	 -3.0 -2.9
19.2 D.6 0.30	 -7.7 -Z 7 -24.8 -14.4 -12.2 -23.7 -12.4 -11.9
3fl.^ 0,6 D.30	 -7.8 -7.9 -25.2 -17.9 -12.2 - 24»$ -19.7 -18.4
40.9 0.6 D.30
	
-8.2 -8.2 -25.9 -23.4 -12.5 -26.1 -27.0 -24.4
51.$ 0.6 0.30	 -8.7 -$.8 -26.9 -26.5 -13.3 -28.D -35.8 -31.1
62.7 0.6 D .30
	
-9.6 -9.8 -28.4 -28.2 -15.3 -31.3 -48.7 -40.1
73.6 '0.6 D.30 -11.5 -11.6 -31.2 -39.2 -21.1 -.37.2 -79.1 -55.8
84.5.0.5 0.30 -16.4 -16.5 -39.2 -49.9 -417 -5.1.1 -117. -111.
BACKSCATTER COMPONENTS IN DECXBELS
•	 ANGF,E	 --- -VOLUME----- 	 -INTERACTION--- --SURFACE--
(DEG) TATS ALBEDO VV HH VS
	
W 7iH Vg 	VV HH
8.4 0.6 0.40	 -6.2 -6.2 -21.7 -11..2 -10.8 -19.8 	 -3.fl -2.9
19.2 0.6 0.40	 -6.3
 -6.3 -21.9 - •12.8 -10,6 -21.4 -12.4 -.11.9
-- 30.0 0.6 0.40	 -6.4 -6.5 -22.4 -16.2 -1D:7 -22..4 -.19..7 -18.4
40.9 D.6 0.40	 -6.7
 -6.8 -23.D -21.4 -.10.9 -23.6 -27.0 -24.4
51.8 0.6 .0.40.	 -7.2 -7.4 -24.0 -24.4 -11.7 -25.5 -35.8 -37;.1
62.7 0.6 0.40	 -8.2 -8.4 -25..5 -26.3 -13..7 -28.6 -48.7 -40.7.
73.6 0. 6 0. 40 -10.:4 -10:3 -28,2 -36..3 -19,4 -34.3 '-79.1 -55.8
•	 84.5 0.6 0.40 -15.0 -15.1 -36.3 -46.7 -38.7 -47.8 -117. -111.




(DEG) TAU AEBEDO VV	 HH VH'	 VV HH VH	 VV	 HH
8.4 D.6 0..50 . -5.0 -5.0 - x.9:4	 -9,9 -9..5 -1.8.0	 -3.0 -2.9
19.2 0.6 4.60	 r5.1 -5.1 -19.6 -3<1.5 -9.4 -19.4 -12.4 -11.9
30.0 0.6 0..50	 -5.2 -5.3 -20.0. - 14.$ -9.4 -•20.3 -19.7 -18.4
40.9 0 .6 0.50	 ^5.5 -5.6 -26. 7 -19.6 -9:7 -z1.5 -27.{? -24.4
51.8 4.6 0,5.0	 -6..D . -6. 2 -21.6... -22.6 •10..4 -23,3 -35.8 -31.1
62.7. 0.6 0.50. -6.9 -7.2 -23.T -24:7 -.12.4 -26.3 -48.'7 -40.1
73.6 . 06 0.50: -8.8 -9.1 -25.8 -33.8 -18.D -3:1.8 -79..1 -55.8













I BACKSCATTER Cpt^PONENTS IN DECIBELS
ANGLE - ----VOLUME-^--_ ---INTERACTION-_- --SURFACE--
^^ {AEG) TAU AZBEDO -W HH VH W HH Vii VV HH
^. 8.4 p .8 0.18 -12.1 -12.1 -33.8 -18.6 -18.2 -28.9 -4.7 -4.6
19.2 4.8 0.10 -12.2 -12.2 -34..0 -28.5 -18.1 -31.4 -14.2 -13.7
^^ 30.8 0.8 8.70 -12.4 -I2.5 -34.5 -24.3 -18.4 -33.4 -21.7 -24.4
40 .9 0.8^ 0.10 -12.8 -12.9 -35.2 -34.9 -1$.9 -34.6 -29.3 -26..7
51.$ 4.8 p .1p -].3..5 -I3.5 -36.3 -34.6 -24.2 -37'.1 -38.6 -33.9
62.7 0.8 0,.10 -14.6 -14.fi -38.4 -3.6.5 -23..2 -41.4 -52.5 -43.9,
73.6 4..8 p ,18 X16.6 -16.6 -41.1 -51.2 31,4 -49.3 -8a.2 -62.0
84.5 0.8 0..10 -21.,3 -21.4 -49..4 -63.8 -55. p -64.9 -135. -1?9.
BACKSCATTER COMPQNENTS IN DECIBELS
'	 ANGLE ---- -VOLUME----- -ZNTERACTIpN--^ --SURFACE--
(DEG) TAU ALBEDO VV- HH VH --W HIi VH W lIIi
8.4 {^.8 0.20 -8.} -8.9 -27.3 -15_.3 -14.9- -25.0 -4.7 -4.6
19.2 8.8 0.20 -9.0 -9.4 -27.6 -17.1 -14.8 -27.1 -14.2 -I3.7
.-	 30.0 0.8 0.20. -9.2 -9.2 -2$.1 -2p .9 -15.0 -28.5 -21.7 -20.4
40,9 0.8 0.20 -9.6 -9.7 -28.8- -27.0 -15.5 -3Q.0 -29.3 -26.7
5.1..8 0:8 0.20 -18.3. -10.3 -29.9 •-30.7 -36.8 -32.4 -38.6 -33.9
62.7 4.8 0.28 -13.4 -11.4 -31.6 -32.9 -19.8 -36.4 -52.5 -43.9^^
. 73.6 0.8 0.20 -13.4 -13.5 -34.7 -45.6 -2.7.8 -43.6 -85.2 -b2.4
84.5 8.8 4.20 -18.2 -18.3 -43.4 -57.1 -48.5 -57.9 -135. -129.
^^ BACKSCAT2`ER COMPONENTS IN DECIBELS
ANGLE -_----VOLUME--_-_ ---INTERACTION---^ -SURFACE--
(DEG) TAU ALBEDO W HH VH VV HH VFI ^1V HIi
8.4 0.8 4.3Q -6.9 -6.9 -23.4- -.13.2 -12.8 -22.3 ^•4.7 -4.6
'19.2 0.8 8.34 -7.1 -7.1 -23.7 -15. p -12.7 -24.1 -14.2 -13'.7
30.0 8.8 4.3Q -7_.3 -7.3 -24.1- -I8.6 -1.2.9 -25.,3 -21.7 X20.4
^^ 40.9 0.$ 8.30 -7.6 -7.7 -24.8 -24.4 -13.8 -26.8 -29.3 -26.7
51.8.. 0.8 0.30 -8.-3 -8.4 -25.,9 -28.8 -14.:8 -29 . 1 -38.6 -33.9
• 62.7 8.8 0.3p -9.4 -9.5 -27.6 -30.5 -17'.6 •32.8 -52.5 -43.9
73..6 4.8 0.30 -1..1.4 -11.6.-30..7- -41.,7 -25.5 -39 .6 W85.2 -62. prl



















A^$EDO W HH VH
4.01 -22.,2 -22.2 -54.1
0.41 -22.4 -2z.4 -54.3
p .01 -22.6 -22.6 54.8
.4.01 -23.0 X23 .0 -55.5
O.OI -23.7 -23.7 -56.7
0.01 -24.8 -24.8 -58'.4
0.41 -26.7 -26.7 -61.5
4,01 -31.4 -31.4 -69.7
cor^axE?^TS IN DECzB^Ls
---INTERACTION--- --SURFACE--
W HH ^ VH	 VV HH
	
-28.9- -28.6 -39.6	 -4.7 -4.6
	-34.8. -28 4 -42.6
	14.2 -13'.7
X34.7 -28.6 -44.5 -21.7 -20.4
-4.1.6 -29.2 -46.2 -29.3 -2fi.7
-45.5 -3p .4 -48.9 -38.6 -33.9
-47. p -33.4 -53.7 -52.5 -43.9
-64.5 -41.9 -63.0 -85.2 -62.8
-84.0 -75.1 -85.4 -135. -125.
FOR ALL CASES. SURFACE DIETaECTR.LG = 15 - jD, lcszgma = D.S, kL = 7
•	 BACKSCATTER COMPONENTS IN DECIBELS
ANGLE	 --- -_VOLUME-__-- _--INTERACTION--- --SUR^'A^E--
(AEG) TAU AI^BEL^4 VV	 HIi	 ^i	 W HH
	 VZ^	 VV	 HH
8.4 0,8 4.40	 -5 .•5 -5.5 -2D.5 -11.6 -11.2 -20..1 	 -4.7 -4.6
19.2 0.8 0.40	 -5.6 -5.6 -20.7 -13.3 -11.1 -21.6 -I4.2 -13,7
30.0 0.8 0.4D	 -5.8 -5.9 -21.2 -16.8.-11.3 -22.8 -21.7 -^L0,4
4a,9 0,8 0.40	 -6.2 -6.3 -21.9 -22.3 -11.9 -«4.2 -29.3 -26.7
.51.8 0.8 0.44
	
-6.8 -6.9 -22..9 -25.8 -.13.1 -26..4 -38.6 '-33.9
.62.7 O.8 D.40	 a7.9 -8.1 -24.5 -28.5 -16.0 30.0 -52.5 -43.9
73.6 0.8 a.40 -10.0 -10.2 -27.7 -3s. 6 -23.^i -36.4 -s^.2 -62.0
84.5 E1.8 D.4D -15.0 -15.1 -36.3 -49.4 -41.3 -49.8	 135. -129.
BACKSCATTER COM^pONENTS IN DECIBELS
ANGLE	 ------VOLUME--_•-^ ---INTERACTION--- --SURI'AGE--
{L}EG) TAU A7a$EDO W
	
HH	 VH	 VAT	 HH	 VH	 VV	 HH
8.4 0.8 0.50
	
-4.3 -4.3 -1E.1 --10.2 -9.8 -18.1
	 -4.7 -4.6
19.2 0.8 0.50	 -4.4 -4.4 •18.3 -11.9 -9.8 -19.5 -14.2 -13.7
3Q.0 0.8 D.50
	 -4.6 -4.7 -7.8.8 -35.3 -10.D -20.5 -21.7 - 2D.4
40.9 Q.8 4.5t3	 -5.0 -5.1 -.19_.4 -2D.3 -•10.5 -21.9 -29.3 -26.7
51.8 0.8 0.5D
	 -5.6 -5.8 -20.5 -23.8 -11.8 -24.0 -38.6 -33.9
62.7 0.8 D.SD	 -6.7 -6.9 -22.1 -26.7 -Z4.5 -27.4 -52.5 -43.9
73.6 0.8 O.SD	 -8.7 -9.0 -25.3 -35.8 -21.9 -33.6 -85.?_ -62.0
84.5 0.8 O.SD -13.J -14.1 -33.9 -46.6'-38.8 -46.7 -135, -129.
BACRSCATTER COMPONE3i°r5 IN 17ECIBEL5
•	 ^;iNGLE	 - _--_VOLUME--__- - -INTERACTION--- --SsJRI'ACE--
(DEG} TAU A'DBEDO W HFI VH	 W 3iH VH	 W HH
8.4 1.2 O.D1 -21.7 -21.7 -53:1 -3D.6 -30.4 -41.5	 -8.2 -S.1
19.2 1.2 O.D1 -21.8 -27..8 -53.4 -32..8 -30..4 -45.0 -17,9. -.17.4
30..0 1.2 O.D:^. --22.1 -2Z..1 -53.9 -37.3 -31.f3 -47:2 -25.7 -24.4
40.9 1.2 fl.Q3 -22.6.-22.6 -54.7 -45.2 x-32.2 -49.:5 -33.9--31.3
a1.$ 1.2 D.01 -23.4 - 23..4 -5b.0 ^5D.3 -34.4 -53.1 -44.2 -:j9.5
62.7 1.2 .0.01 -24.6 -.24.7 -57.9 -52.8 -39,3 -59.3 -bO.D -51.4
73..5 1.2 D. 0.1 -26.7 -26.7 -61.3 -73.4 -52'.3 -77..3 -97.+b -74.3











BACKSCATTER COMPON^:NTS IN DECIBELS













































A7;BEll0 VV	 HK	 VH
0.20	 -8..3 ^8.3 -26.2
0..20	 -$.4 -8.4 -2d.5
0.20.	 -8.7 -8.7 -27.0
0,20	 -9.2 :: -9.2 -27.8
0.20 -10.0 -10.0 -29.1
o.2a -11..2 -11..3. -31 .a
0.20 - 3.3.4 -13.5 -3k.5
0.20 -18.2. -18.3 -43.'0
;R CO^ONENTS IN DECIBELS
---INTERACTION--- - -SUR^'AGE--
VV HH uH	 W Iki
-17.1 -16.6 -26.7 _ -$. 2 -8.1
-19.0 -16.7 -28.9. -17.9 -17.4
-23.1 -17.3 -30.6 -25.7 -24.4
-29.9 -58.4 -32.5 x33.9 -3X.3
-34.5 -20.b -35.6' - 44..2 -39.5
-38.4 -25.3 -40.b -60.D -5I.4
-51.I -35.6 -49.0 -97.6 -74.3
X62.3 -53.3 -62.3 -172. -166.
BACKSCATTER COMPONENTS IN DL^C:[BELS
ANGLE:	 ---_ VOLUME_-.,__ - ..- INTERACTION--- - -SUR7!ACE--
.(DEG) TA11 ALBEBO W HH 	 VH	 VV HH	 VH	 W HiI
8.4 1.2. U.30	 -6.3 -6.3 -22.2. -14.9 -^4.5 -23.9 	 -8.2 -8.1
x9.2 1.2 0,30	 -b.4 -6.4 -22.5 -16.8 -14.6 -25.7 -17.9 -17.4
3Q.0 1,2 0.30	 -6:7 -6.8 -23.0 -20:8 -15.1 -27.2 -25.7 -24.4
40.9 1.2 0.30	 -7.2 -7.3 -23.8 -27.0 -16.2 -29.1 -33.9 -31.3
51.8 1.2 0.30	 -8.0 -8.1 -25.0 -31.5 -18.4 -31.9 -44.2 -39.5
62.7 1.2 0.30	 -4,2 -9.4 -27.0 -35.7 -23.0 -36.x5 -60.0 -51.4
73.6 1.2 0.30 -I1,4 =11..6 -30:5 -46.6 -33.6 -44.5 -97.6 -74.3
84..5 1.2 0.30 -16..3 -16.5 -39.3 -57.8 -49.0 -57.5 -172..-166.
BACKSCATTER COMPONENTS IN DECIBELS
ANGLE	 ------VOLUME--^-- ---INTERACTION--- --S^tFACE--
{DEG) TAU ALB >JDO W I1FI VH	 W HH VH	 W HH
8.4 1.2 0.40	 -4.8 -4 .$ -19.x? -13..1 -12.7 -21.5 	 -8.2 -8.1
19.2 ]_.2 0.40	-4.9 -4.9 -I9.4 -15:0 -12.9 -23 .a -17.9 -17.4
30.'.0 .1.2 .0.40	 -5..2. -5.3 -19.9 -18.8 -13,4 --24.4 -25.7 -24.4
40.9 1.2 0,40	 -5.7 -5.8 -20.7 - -24.6 -14.5 -26,^ -33.9 -31.3
51.8 1.2 0.40;	 -6.4 -6.6 -27..9 -29.4 -16.6 -2$.9 -44.2 -39.5
62..7 1:2 0`.1+0	 -7. T -7.9 -23.9	 33.4 -27.. ^. -33.3 -60.0 -51.4
73.b 1,2 4,44	 -9,9 -10.1 -27.4 -42.9 -31..1 -40.$ -97.6 -74.3
84.5 1.2 0.40 -15.0 --15.1 -36.2 -54.2 -45.7 -53.6 -172. •166.
BACKSGATTE^, COMPONENTS 7N DECIBELS
ANGT,E	 ------VOLiIME----- --- - INTERACTION--- - -SURFACE--^
(DEG T^3 nr^BEDO W NH: V^ ' VV HH VH	 W HH
8.4 1.2 0.50	 -3.6 -3.6 -16,6 -11.6 -11.3 -19.3 	 -8.2 -8.1
19..2" Y.2 0.50	 -3.7 -3.7 -16.9 -13.5 -.17..4 -2D.7 -17:9 -17.4
30.0 1,2 0,50	 -4.0 -4:1 -17.4 -17.1 -11.9 -21.9. -25.7 -24.4
40.9 1.2 0.50- -4,4 -4.6 X18.1 -22..4 -13.0 -23.6 -33.9 -31.3
51.8 1.2 0.50	 -5.2 -5.4 -19.4 -2b.7 -15,1 -26.2 -44.2 -39.5
fiZ.7 1.2 0.5^	 -6.5 -6.7 -21.3 -31:1 -19.5 -3{2.;.5 -60,0 -5.1.4
7^.6 1:2 0.50	 -8.7 -9.•0 -24.9 -39.7 -28.8:.-37.6 -97.6 °74.3






















FOR AZZ CASES: SURFACE I^IErECTRIC = 15 - jfl, ksi.groa = 0.5, kL = 7 	 4
^.	 f
BACKSCAZ'TER COMPONENTS IN DECIBELS
_<.----VGLUME--___ _--INTERACTION--- --SUREACE^-
TAU ALBEDO VV . IiH VH
	 VV	 II8	 VH	 VV	 HI:
1.6 0.10 -11.2- -1x.2 -32.2 -22.7 -22..3--33.2 -11,7 -11.6
1.6 0.10 -I1.4 -11.4 -32.5 -24.9- -22.6 -36.(^ -21.6 -21.1
1.6 0.10 -x1.8 -11.8 -33.1 -29.5 -23.5 -38.2 -29.7 -28.4
1.6 0.30 -12.3 -12.3 -34.0 -37.5 -25.1 -40.7 -38.5 -35.9
1.6 0.10 .^13. x -13.2 -35.3 ,-43.0 -28.4 -44.7 -49.8 -45 .1
1.6 0.10 -14.4 -i4.5 -37.4 -48.3 -35.0 -51.2 -67.5 -58.9
1.6 D.10 -16.6 -I6.6 -40. 9 -63,.2 -4s.4 -61.0 -110. -86.4
x.6 0.10 -21.3 -21.4 -49.4 -74.4 -64.4 -74.0 -207. -2D1.
BACKSCA.iTF.R COMPONENTS IN DECIBELS
------VOLU^----- ---INTERACTION--- --SURFACE--




1.5 0.20	 -s.o -8.a -25.7 -x9.3 -18.9. -29.0 -11.7 -11.6
1.6 0.20	 -8.2 ^8.2 -26.0 -21.4 --19.2 -3.1.3 -21.6 -2I.1
1.6 0.20	 -8.5 -8.5 X26.6 -25..9 -20.0 -33.2: -29.7 -28.4
1.6 0.20	 -9.I -9.1 -27.4 -33.1 -21.7 -35.5 -38.5 -35.9
I.6 0.20
	 -9.9 -x0.0. -28.8 -38.6 -24.8 -39.2 -49.8 -45.3.
3..6 0.20 -11.2 -1i.3 -30.8 -44.2 -33..2 -45.1 -67.5 -58.9
.1.6 0.20 -13.4 -13.5 -34.ls -56.1 -43.8 -53.9 x-110. -86.4










































TAU ALBEDD VV	 HEI	 VH
1,6 I^.30^ -6.0 -6.0 -21,6
x,6. 0.30.	 -6.2 -6.2 -21.9.




1.6 0.30	 -7.9 -8.0 -24.7
1.6 0.30	 -9.2 -9.3 -25.8
Y.6 
- 0,30 -11.4 -11.5 -30.4
1.6 0.30 -1.6.3 -16.5 -39.1























BACKSCATTER COMPONENTS IN DECIBELS
	 ^. i
	
------VOLUME----- ---INTEiZACTION- ,- --5U3tE'ACE--	 ^- ^^
TAU AT,BEDO . W	 HH VH
	
VV HH VIi	 W HH
1.6 O.Q1 -21.4 -21.4 -52.7 -33.I -32.'8 -44.1 -11.7 -11.6
1.5 4.01 -2x,6 -21.6 -53.0 -35.4 -33.0 -47.6 -21.6 -21.1
1.6 0.01 -22.0 -22.0 -53,5 -40.I -33.8 -50.2 -29.7 -28.4
I.6 0.01 -22.5 -22.5 -54.4 -^^8.6 -35.6 -53.I -38.5 -35.9
x.6 0.01 -23.3 -23.3 -55.8 -54.4 -38.8 -57.5 -49.8 -45.I
1.6 0.01 -24.6 -24..6 -57.8 -59..1 -45.6 -65.2 -67.5 -58.9
1.6 O.Or -26.7 -26.7 -61.3 X81,5 -6Z.8 -79.0 -110. -86.4




























0.40	 -5 ..0 -5.0 •-19 , 4
0.40 -5.5 -5 , 6 -20.2
	
0.40	 -6.3 -6.5 -21..5
	0.40	 -7.7 -7.9 -23.6
0.40 -9.9 -10.I -27.3
0.40 -14.9 -15.1 -^6,2




-35.2 -14.9 -23.5 -1I.7 -13.6
-17.2 -15..1 -25.I -21.6 -21.1
-21.3 . -16.0 -26.6 -29.7 -28.4
-27.4 -17.6 -28.7 -38.5 -35.9
-32.5 -20.6 -32.0 -49.8 -45.1
-38.4 -26.4 -37,I -67.5 -58.9
-47.2 -36.8 -44.9- -1x0.. -86.,4
-58.8 -49.7 -57.4 -207. -201.
BACKSCATTER COMPONENTS IN DECIBELS
ANGLE
	 ------VOLUME----- ---INTERACTION--- --.SURFACE--
(DEG) TAU ALBEUO VV	 HH	 VH	 Vil	 HH 'VH	 VV	 BK
8.4 1.6 0.50'	 -3.2 -3.2 -15.9 -I3.7 -13.3 -21.1 -31.7 -11.6
19.2 1.6 0.50	 -3.4 -3.4 -16.2 -15.6 -13.6 -22.5 -21.5 -21.1
30.0 1.6 0.50
	 -3.7 -3.8 -16.7 -19.4 -14.4' -23.9 -29.7 -28.4
40.9 1.6 0:50	 -4.2 -4.4 -17.6 -25.0 -16.0 -25.9 -38.5 -35.9
51.8 I.6 0.50
	 -S.1 -5.3 -18.9 -29..9 -I8.9 -29.0 - 49.$ -45.1
62.7 1.6 0.50
	 -6.4 -5.7 -21.0 -35.6 -24.5 -33.9. -67.5 -58.9
73.6 1.6 0.50 -8.7 -9.0 -24,8 -43.6 -34.0 -41.3 -I10. -86.4
















0.10 -11.2 -11,2 -32.1
0.10 -11.3 -I1.3 ^-32.4
0:10 -11.7 -11.7 -33. 0
0.10 -12.3 -12.3 -33.9.
0.10 -13.1 -13.2 -35.2
0.10 -14.4 -14.5 -37.4
0.10 -16.6 -16.6 -40.9
0,14 -21.3 -21.4 -49.4
^R COMPONENTS IN DECIBELS
- --INTERACTION--- --SURFACE--
VV HH VH	 jN HH
-24.7 -24,2 -35.1 G14.4 -14.3
-26.9 -24,6 -38 :0 -24..3 -23.8
-31.8 -25.7 -40.5 -32.7,-31.4
-40.2 -27.9 -43.4 -41.9 -39.3
-46.4 -31.8 -47,9 -54,0 -49.3
-53.0. -39..6 -54.9' -73.2 -64.6
-67.1 -54.3 -64.7 -I^,9, -95.7
-78.1 -67.6 -77.3 234. -228.
BACKSCATTER COMPONENTS xN DECIBELS
ANGLE	 -__---VOLUME---^- ---INTERACTION--- --SURFACE--
(DEG) TAU ALBEDO VV
	
I^H
	 VH	 V'V	 HFI	 VII	 VV	 HH
8.4 1.9 0:20
	 -7.9 .,y :9 -25.5 -2'1.2' -^0.8 -30.9 -14.4 -14.3
1 g .2 1.9 0,20	 -8.1 -8.1 -25.8 '-23.4 -21.1 -33.3 -24.3 X23.8
30.a 1.9 0.20 -8.4 -8.5- -26 .k -28:1 -22.2 -35.3 -32;7 -31.4
40.9 1. 9 0.20	 -9.0 -9.1 -27.3 -35.7 -24.3 -38.0 -41..9 -39.3
5.1.8- 1.9 0.20	 -9.9 -9.9 -28.7 -41.8 -28.1 - 4?.1 ^ -54.0 -49.3
62.7 1,9 0.20 -I1.2 -11.3 -30.8 -48.6 -35.6 -48 .5 -73,2 -64.6
73.6 1.9 -0.20 -13.3 - -I3.4 -34.4 -59:7 -47.9 -57.3 -119, -95.7



















FQR AL7j CASES: SURFACE DIELECTRIC = 15 - j0, ksigma = 0,5, kL = 7
BACKSCATTER COMPONENTS IN DECIBELS
ANGLE.-.	 --- -VOLUME-----
	 -INTERACTION--- --SURFACE--
(DEG} TAU ALB^DO , V'^l	 HK	 VH	 VV	 7iH	 VH	 W	 HH
8.4 i.9 0.30	
-5.9 -^5.9 -21..4 -18.9 -I8.5 -27.8 -14.4 -14.3
19.2 1.9 4.30	
-6.1 ^-6.1 -21.7 -21.0 -18.9 -29.8 -24.3 -23.8
30.0 1.9 0,30 -f>,4 -6,5 -22.3 -25.5 -19.9 -31.6 -32.7 -31.4
40.9 1.9 0.30	
-7.0 -7.1 -23.2 -32.4 -22.0 -34.2 -41,9 -39.3
'5'1.8. 1.9 0.30	
-7.9 -8:0 -24:6 -38'.3 -25.7 -38..0 -54.0 -49.3
62..7 1.9 0.30	
-9.2 -9.3 -26.7 -45.2 -32.7 -43.9 -73.2.-64.6
73.6 1.9 0.30 -11.4 -11.5 
-30.k 
-54.7- -43.7 -52.1 -119. -95.7
84.5 1.9 0.3.0 -16..3 -.16.4 -39.I -66.1 -56.1 -64.5 -234. -228.
BACKSCATTER COMPONENTS IN DECIBELS
ANGLE	 ^---^-iiOI,UMF----- - -»INTERACTION--- --SURFACE--
(DEG} TAU ALBEAD VV BH VH
	 VV HH VH	 VV HH
8.4 1.9 0.40. -4,4 -`^.4 -18.3 ^-17.0 -166 -25.2 --14.4 -14.3
I9.2 3..9 0.40	
-4.5 -4.6 -18.6 -19,1 -17.0 -26.8 -24.3 -23.8
30..0 1.9 0.40	
-4,9 -4:9 -39.1 -23.3 -18..1.-28.5 -32.7 -31.4
40.9 1.9 . 0.44 -5.5 -5.5 -20.0 -29.5 -20.1 -30.9 -41.9 -39.3
51,8 1.9 0.40	
-6.3 -6.5 -21.4 -35.3 -23.7.-34.5 -54.0 -49.3
62.7 1.9 0.40	
-7.6 -7.9 -23.6 ^-41.9 -30.3 -40.1 -73.2 -64.6
73.6 1.9 0,40
	
-9.9 -10.1.-2?.3 -50.4 -40.2 -47..9 -119. -95.7















	 -5.0 -5.2 X18.$
62,7 1-.9 0:53
	 -6.4 -6.7. -20:'9
73.5 1.9 0.54Q	
-8<7 -9.0 -Z4.7
84.,5 1.^ D.50 -13.8 -14.I -33.7






















BACKSCATTER COMPONENTS IN DECIBELS.
ANGLE -
	 -----VOLUME----- ---INTERACTION--- --SURFACE--
^DEG} TAU A.'GBEDO W
	 HH	 VH	 VV	 ffii	 VH	 VAT IUi
8.4 2:2 0.10 -I1,.1 -11,1 -32.0 -26.y -26.3 -37.2 -17.0 -1b.9
19..2. 2.2 -0,10 -11.3 -1^.3 -32..3 '-29.1 -26.8. X40.2• -^7,I -26.b
30.0 2.2 0.10 -11.7 -11.7 -32.9 -34.2 -28..1 -42.8 -35.7 -34.4
40.9 2.2. 0.10 -12.2 -7.2.3 -33.8 -42..9. -30,.6 -46:1 -45.4 -42.8
51.E 2.2 0.10 -13.1 -13.I -35.2. -49.8 -35.3 -57..1 -58.2 -53.5
62.7 . 2,2 0.10 
-x4.4 --14.5 -37.:3 -57.7 -44.2 -58.7 -78.9 --70.3-
z3,6 2.2 a. lo - 16 . b - 1s.^ -^a. 9
 -70.9 -58.. 2
 -6g .z -x28. -I05.
84,5 2.2 0..10. -21.3 -`11:4 -49..4 








ALBEDO W HH VH
0,40	 -4.3 -4.3 -I8.1
0.4fl
	 -4^.5 -^4.5 -18.4
0.40. -4.8 -4.9 -19.0
0.40 -5.4 -5.5 -2fl.0
0.4fl	 -6.3 -6.4 -21..4
0.40	 -7.6 -7.9 -23.6
0.4a	 -9.9 -10.1 -27..3


















BACKSCA'^ "PER COMPONENTS IN DECIBELS
ANGLE	 - ----VOLUME----- ----INTERACTION--- --SURFACE--
(DEG) TAU ALBEJfl . W HEi VH
	
^^' HH VH	 W HIi
	
8.4 7.2' 0.20	 -7.9 -7.9 -25,4 -23,2 -22.8 -32.9 -17.0 -16.9
19.2 2.2 0,20	 -8.0 -8.1 -25.7 -25.5 -23,3 -35.3 -27.1 -26.6
3fl.0 2:2 O.2Q -8.4 -8.4 -26.3 -30:4 -24.6 -37.6 -35.7 -34.4
40.9 2.2 o.2fl	 -9.0 -9.0 -27.2 -38.3 -.27.,0 -40.6 -45.4 -42.8
51..8 2.2 Q.2fl	 -9,9 -9.9 -28.6 -45.0 -33.5 -45.1 -58.2 -53.5
.62.7 2..2 0.20 .-1I.2 -11..3 -30.$ -52.9 -39.9 -51.9 --78.9 -70..3
73.6 2.2 .0.20 -13.4 -I3.5 -34.4 -63.3 -53.4 -60.5 -128. -105.
.84.5 2..2 0.20 -18.2 -18.3 -43.0 -74..'4 -.63.7 -72..8 .-261. -255.
BACKSCATTER COMPONENTS IN DECIBELS
ANGLE	 ------VOLUME-----	 -INTERACTION--- - .SURFACE--
(DEG) TAU ALBEDO W _ liH VH	 VV HH VH	 W HH
	8.4 2.2 0.30	 -5.8 -5.8 -21.3 -2D.8 -20.,4 -29..7 -17.0 -16.9
19.2 2.2 4.30	 -6.0 -6.0 -21.6 -
 -23.1. -20,9 -31.8 -27.1 -26.6
30.0 2,2. 0.30: -6.4 -6.4 -22.2 ^-27.7 -22.2 -33.8 -35.7 X34.4
40.9 2.2 0.30	 -7.0 -7.0 -23.1. -34.9 -24.6 -36.6 -45.4 -42.8
51.8 2.2 0.3fl	 -7.9 -7.9 -24.5 .-41,3 -29.0 -40.8 -58.2 -53.5
62.7 2.2. 4.30 .-9.2 -9.3 -26.7 -49.0.'-36.7 -47.1 -78.9 -70.3
73.6 2.2 0.30 -I1.4 -11.5 -.30.4 -58.0 -4.6.9 -55.2 -128. -105.
84.5 2.2 0.30 -16.3 -16.5 -39.1 -69.5-59.I -67.4 -26i.. -255.
:R COMPONENTS IN DECIBELS
---INTERAuTIOI^--- --SURFACE--
w xx vx w xx
X18.9 -18.5 -27.0 -17.0 -16.9
-21.1 -19.0 -2$.7 -27.1 -26.6
-25,5 -20.:3 -30..5 -35.7 -34.4
-31.9 -22.6 -33.2' -45.4 -42.8
-38..0'-26..8 -37.1 -58.2.-53.5
-45,3 -34.0 -43.6 -.78.9 -70.3
-53.5 -43:.3 -50.7 -128. -105
-65.2 -55.4 -63.0 -261. -255
BACKSCATTER COMPONENTS IN DECIBELS
ANGLE
	 - ----VOLUME----- ---INTERACTION--- --SURFACE-
(DEGI TAU ALBEDO W ^ VH	 VV HH VH	 W H^1
8.4 ?.2 0.50
	 -3.0 -3.0 -15.5 -17.2 -16.8 -24.4 -17.0 -16.
19.2 2;.2 0.50	 -3'.2 -3.2 -15.8 ^-39.3 -17.3' -25.8 -27..1 -26,
30.0 i:.2 0.50	 -3.6 -3.6 -16.3 -23.4 -18.d -2?.5 -35.7 -34.
4009 2.? 0.50	 -4.1 -4.2 ^-17.3. -29.2 120:.8 -30.0 -45.4 -.42.
51.8 2.2 Q.50	 -5.0 -5.2 -.18.7 -34.9 -24.8 -33.7 -58.2 -53.
62.7 2.2 0.50	 -6.4 -5 .;7 -20,9 -41.7 -31.5 -39.
	 -78.9 -70.
73.6 2.2 0.50	 -8.7 -9.0 -24.7 -49.4 -,40,1 -46..7 -128..-105
84; 5 2.2 0.50 -x.3:9 -Y4.1 -33 .7 -61.3`-52 :T -58.9 -261. -:255
^	 - ^^^
^^
..	 __	 _	 _	 _
^.,	 --
FOR ALL CASES: SIIR.FACE DXELECTRIC = 15 - j0^ kL = 7























































BiA%KSCATTER COMPONENTS IN DBCIBELS
ANGLE-	 ------VOLUME----- __-INTERACTION___ - -SLYRE'ACE--
(DEG) ksiguta W ^ VH W HH V^ W HIi
	8.4
	 0.2- -1°L.9 -12.9 -34.4 -15:.3 -14.8--30.2 	 -5.b -5.5
	
I9.2	 0.2	 -12.9 -12,9 -34.7 -17.0 -14.6 -31.6 -1b.0 -15.5
	
3D.0	 0.2	 -3.3.0 -13:0 ^-35..1 -24.5 -14.4 -32.5 -23.4 -22.1
	
40.9	 0.2	 -13.3 -13.2 -35.7 -2b.D -14.I -33.4 X30.3 -27.7
	
51.8	 0.2 ^ '1.3.3 -13.4 -36:b -27.8 -13.9--34.8 -38.1 -33.4
	
62.7	 0.2	 -7.3.8 -13.8 -37.6 -27.5 -14.1 -36.9 -49.^J -40..4
	




































^17. ^ -314.8 ^3fl.2

















BACKSCATTER COI^'ONENTS IN DECIBELS
ANGZE	 ----- -VOLUME---•- ---1N'1'ERAGTxUN---^ -SURFACE--
(DEG) ksigma. W	 HTi _ ^ VH	 VV	 HIi . V^
	 VV	 HH .
8.4	 O.4	 -12.9 -12.9 -34.4 -15..8 --15.3.-26.9
	 -0.6 -^D.S
1.9.2	 ,0:4
	 --12 . 9 -12,9 -34.7 -17.3 -15.0:--28.9. -14.4 A9.9
30.0	 4.4
	 - .13.0 -13.0 -.35.3 -20.6 - 14.7 -29.9 - - 17.5 ^-1br2
40.9'	 4.4	 - 13..1 -13.2. -35..,7. -25.7 ^^4.4 -3Q.7 ..24..3 -21.7





-I3.8 -13..8,-37.5 -27:.7 -14.3 -34.2 , -43 .0 -.34...4
73.6	 0.4	 -14.7 -I4.8 -39.2 -37.6 -15.7 -38.0 -68.4 -45.:3









FOR AZL CASES: SURFACE DIELECTRIC = 15 - jO, kL = 7































































BACKSCATTER COMPOHE^ITS IN DECIBELS '
ANGLE
	 ------VOLUME-__-- ---IL^:CERACTION ."-_ --STIRE'ACE--




	 -12.9 -12.9 -34.4 -16.9 •-10.5 •24.5
	
1.4	 1.5
19.2	 0.7	 -12.9 -12.9 -34.7• -18.2 -16.0 -26.2 	 -6.6 -6.I




	 -13.1 -13.2 -35.7 -25.2 -13.2 -27.7 -19.7 -17.1.
51.8	 0.7
	
-i3.3 -3.3.4 -36.6 -27.7 -14.8 -28,9 -27.3 -22.6
62,7	 0.7	 -13.8 -13.8 -37.6 -28.0 -14.8 -31.0 -38.1 -29.6





-x8.3 -x8.4 -44.2 -33.9 -2^.9 -45.6 -77.4 -70.8
BAGKSCATTER C6MPONRNTS'IN DECIBELS
ANGr.E	 ---_--VOLUME----- ---INTERACTION---- --SURFACE--
(DE^.'} ksigma VV
	 HIi	 VIi	 VV	 3iH	 VH	 VV	 HH
'8.4	 0.$	 -12.9 °12.9 -34.4 -17.3 -16.9 -24.2	 I.4
	
1.4
19.2	 0,8	 -12.9 -12.9 -94.7 -.18.5 X16.4 -25.7
	-6.0 -5.3
30.0	 0.8	 -x3.0 -13.0 -35.1. -2x.1'-x5.3 -26.4 -12.2 -10.9
40.9	 0.8	 -x3.T -x3.2 -35.7 -25,I - -15.5 -27.I -18.6 --16.0
51.8	 0.8	 -13.3 -I3.4 -36.6 -27.6 -IS,x -25.2 -26.2 -21.5
62.7
	
0.8	 -i3.S -x3.8 -37.6 -28.2 -15.1 -30.2 -37.0 -28.4
73.6	 0.8	 -14.7 -14.8 -39.2 -36.6 -16.1 -34.1 -62.4 -39.3
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o ksigma = 0.^	 kL ^ 1.5 ^^
x ksigma - O.;i	 ki, = 6.0 .
^
—70 d ksigma = 0.2	 kl_ ^ 1.5 '
v ksigma = 0.2	 kL ^ 6.0
dksigma -- 0.15 kL ^ '1.5 `
^E ksigma a 0.'15 kL ^ 6.0 ,•
--JO ^ ^	
,
a 1 a	 z4'	 ^o	 ^0	 _	 s^
_ INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEgrees) i^
Figure C^ Computed normalized ba,:kscattering using tie sma^^
approximation as a function of.perturbation
































a AngiE = 10 k sigma = Q.3
x Angle = 10 k sigma = 0.2
d Angle = 10 k sigma — 0.15
D Angle = 50 k sigma -= 0,3
+^ Angle ^ 50 k sigma 0.2
^ Angle ^ 50 k sigma 0.15
6
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i
-	 Figure C.2	 Gamputed nannalized backscattering using tf^e 	 .
stationary phase approximation as a function of




















v Angle = 0 Dag
x Angie = 20 Deg
Angle = 40 Deg
m Angle = 84 Deg
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' figure C.3 Computed. normalized backscatterfng using the .scalar
appr^axima^ion as a function af'{a) incidence angle,
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F1gt^re C.4	 Computed Fresnel reflectivity as a function- of
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VQLUME BACKSCATTEFt
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TAU. a 0.2 Albedo *^	 0.4 '
e — TAU ^ ^.6 Albedo ^ 0.2
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INCTCE^ICE ANGLE (Degrees)
Figure C.5	 Computed volume backscattering as a function of (a}
i r^ci deuce angle, (b } optical thickness ( 'c}, and (c}
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ZNGIOENCE ANGLE- iD^grees3
Figure Cob	 Computed surface volume interaction backscattering
as a function of a inc'd	 -	 ^-'^()	 ^ ante angle, (b} optical
thickness .
 (T}, (c} albedo'(w}, and (d} kc under.
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